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1  
 Introduction 
This chapter gives an introduction on the subjects that form the main topics of this thesis. The 
first section gives an introduction on quasi-periodic crystals. At the end of this section, the ma-
terials studied in this thesis, i.e., n-alkane/urea and K-hollandite, will be introduced. The second 
section discusses the physical features of these materials. The third section gives an overview of 
the experimental work on n-alkane/urea and K-hollandite, followed by a discussion on the mod-
elling of incommensurate composites in section four. Section five then introduces the main 
questions that will be addressed. Finally, section six gives the structure of the thesis. 
1.1 Quasi-periodic crystals 
Materials are most commonly known as being amorphous (disordered) or periodic (ordered) 
crystals. Less known is that the latter group is actually a sub group of a larger class of solid ma-
terials, the so-called quasi-periodic crystals. A quasi-periodic crystal is a crystalline structure 
that shows sharp peaks in its diffraction spectrum denoting long-range order, but does not nec-
essarily have lattice periodicity. The periodic crystals are a special type of this class as their dif-
fraction peaks belong to a perfect three-dimensional lattice. The lattices that make up the peri-
odic crystals (Bravais lattices) are all known and treated in almost all introductory textbooks on 
solid state physics. 
 Around 1960 the first evidence was found for the existence of crystals with a diffraction 
pattern containing sharp spots that do not belong to a single three-dimensional lattice. In some 
alloys reflections were observed that could not be labelled by integer indices. In other words, 
the coordinates of these additional satellite reflections were not simply fractions of the main re-
flections, i.e., reflections due to the main three-dimensional lattice. Those satellites were inter-
preted as due to a long-range order modulation. Satellite peaks often show continuous tempera-
ture dependence, ruling out a structurally stable long periodic ordering. This discovery leads to 
the concept of an incommensurate crystal structure and to the introduction of irrational numbers 
in crystallography. Many more incommensurate crystals have been observed since then. More 
details can be found, for instance, in reference 1. 
 Three types of aperiodic crystal structures, i.e., crystals that lack lattice periodicity, can be 
distinguished;1 quasi-crystals, incommensurate modulated structures, and incommensurate 
composites. This thesis studies the incommensurate inclusion compounds belonging to the latter 
class. These structures consist of at least two interpenetrating lattices that are incommensurate 
in one or more crystallographic directions. Figure 1-1 shows an example of a two-dimensional 
case. 
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 The incommensurateness of these composites can actually be considered in two different 
ways.  On the one hand they are incommensurate because of the irrational ratio of the peri-
odicities of the sublattices. On the other hand, the subsystems interact with each other, and this 
mutual interaction causes the subsystems to deform. The periodicity of the deformation will in 
general be incommensurate with the period of the deformed subsystem. 
 Examples of incommensurate inclusion compounds are the n-alkane/urea crystals. The urea 
host forms a hexagonal lattice with long channels in which the alkane molecules reside. For cer-
tain values of n, these crystals are incommensurate, as then the periods of the urea and alkane 
lattices have irrational ratio. 
 Urea is of practical importance in purification, separation, and stabilization technology. For 
example, urea inclusion compounds can be used to separate linear hydrocarbons from their 
branched cousins. The diameter of the channels is only slightly larger than that of a linear hy-
drocarbon, so the branched hydrocarbons cannot be included in the urea host.2 
 In industry, many examples of separations achieved by inclusion compound formation can 
be found. Until it was replaced by certain zeolites, urea was used quite extensively by the petro-
leum industry in the dewaxing of certain oil fractions. Other applications include the stabiliza-
tion of diacyl peroxides and peroxy acids in laundry products, and the use of urea inclusion 
compounds as solid supports in gas-liquid chromatography.2 
 This thesis will focus on the features of the urea inclusion compounds from a more funda-
mental point of view. The structural and dynamical properties of incommensurate inclusion 
compounds are still not fully understood. The n-alkane/urea composites are prototype systems 
for this class of compounds. 
1.2 Structural and dynamical features of urea composites 
The structures of inclusion compounds show a variety of phase transitions. For instance, the n-
alkane/urea compounds show a structural transition at a critical temperature that depends on the 
length of the included alkane. At the critical temperature, the structure goes from a hexagonal to 
an orthorhombic phase. 
 Another important feature of the incommensurate inclusion compounds is the intermodula-
tion. The mutual interaction between the subsystems causes them to deform. This generates so-
called satellite spots in Bragg diffraction patterns. These satellite spots correspond neither to the 
host nor to the guest lattice periodicities. 
Figure 1-1 Sketch of a two-dimensional incommensurate compound. The crosses 
make up one sublattice, the pentagons the other. In the vertical direction, the sublat-
tices have common periodicity. In the horizontal direction the ratio of the periods of 
the two sublattices is irrational. 
Experiments 
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 The lattice vibrations (phonons) show a specific low-frequency mode that does not exist in 
periodic crystals, the sliding or phason mode. Figure 1-2 shows this phason mode and the 
acoustic mode, where the latter is common to the periodic crystals. The acoustic mode is the 
mode in which all particles in one unit cell move rigidly in the same direction, and whose fre-
quency is zero for zero wave-vector. The phason mode describes the opposite motion of the 
subsystems with respect to each other. In incommensurate inclusion compounds, this phason 
mode can have zero frequency, just like the ordinary acoustic mode. This means that it cost zero 
energy to slide one subsystem along the other. 
1.3 Experiments 
Many experiments with urea inclusion compounds have been performed,3-13 therefore only a 
short overview can be given here. For more detailed information about the topics briefly dis-
cussed in this section, see chapters 5 and 7 and references therein. 
 The majority of the experimental work on n-alkane/urea systems has the goal to learn more 
about the structure of these crystals (e.g. see references 3 and 4). The x-ray diffraction experi-
ments show satellite spots and diffuse sheets, as figure 1-3 shows. A structural phase transition 
is found at a critical temperature that depends on the length of the included alkane molecules.
 The alkane molecules situated in neighbouring channels do not directly interact with each 
other. The interaction is screened by the urea host structure, which is bonded by hydrogen 
bridges. Still, there seems to be some kind of ordering in some cases investigated. This seems to 
indicate an indirect interaction between alkane molecules in neighbouring tunnels by distortions 
in the urea host. The end groups of the alkane molecules seem to play a role in this matter.
 Experiments have also been performed investigating the behaviour of end groups (for in-
stance see reference 6). Investigated are both the influence on the structure of the crystal and 
their individual vibrations. The end groups can have different orientations, causing different be-
haviours. 
 Besides the n-alkane molecules also acids, dibromoalkane, peroxide, and many more guest 
molecules have been included in urea; see for instance references 7-9. The influence of end 
groups of the guest molecules on the urea host is studied using these compounds. The dynamics 
of these end groups are also investigated. However, the study presented here will be focused on 
n-alkane/urea composites. 
 The investigations about the dynamics of the urea inclusion compounds have different 
goals. Experiments performed to learn more about the vibrations of the included guest mole-
cules give information about the rotational and translation modes, both of individual molecules 
acoustic mode
phason mode
Figure 1-2 The acoustic and phason modes. The acoustic mode denotes a mode 
where the whole unit cell moves in one direction. The phason mode corresponds to 
the opposite movements of the sublattices. 
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as well as of the whole chains of molecules (see for example reference 10). The sliding or 
phason mode in n-alkane/urea composites is also investigated.11-13 
 The experimental work on hollandite-type structures incorporates structure analyses as 
well. Besides its structure, the hollandite-type crystal treated in this thesis, i.e., K-hollandite 
K1.54Mg0.77Ti7.23O16, is investigated because of its ionic conductance. In this material, (Mg,Ti,O) 
molecules form square tubes in which the potassium ions reside. More details on this structure 
can be found in Chapter 5 and references therein. 
1.4 Models for incommensurate compounds 
The Frenkel-Kontorova model14,15 is widely used to model inclusion compounds. The model 
describes a harmonic chain of atoms on a rigid sinusoidal substrate potential. The chain will de-
form in presence of the substrate potential. Figure 1-4 shows a sketch of this model. If the peri-
ods of the undistorted harmonic chain and of the substrate potential are incommensurate, a slid-
ing mode with zero frequency can be found. This mode only exists if it costs zero energy to 
slide the chain on top of the potential. This is the case for a weak potential, a critical value for 
the substrate potential strength can be found, above which the sliding mode is no longer possi-
ble. This phase transition is called the Aubry transition.16 
 This discrete model has been generalized in several ways. For instance by using a diatomic 
chain instead of a chain where all particles are the same.17 Another generalization is used to 
diffuse layer 
narrow diffuse 
layers 
Figure 1-3 Diffraction pattern of heptadecane/urea at 210K. Visible are Bragg spots 
and diffuse sheets. The diffuse sheets are due to the guest molecules, for detailed in-
formation see reference 4. 
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explore the statics and dynamics of two-dimensional lattices. The substrate potential is still 
rigid, i.e., the sublattices do not interact simultaneously.18 A model with deformable substrate 
was also proposed,19 where the continuum limit is investigated. 
 Besides the Frenkel-Kontorova model and the mentioned generalizations, also other kinds 
of models were studied within the framework of incommensurate compounds. Among them are, 
for instance, a stochastic model, with different kinds of guest molecules,20 and a model based on 
the characteristic energy for the system.21 The first, stochastic, model was developed to provide 
a framework to an experimental approach for determining host-guest interaction energies in in-
clusion compounds with one-dimensional tunnel host structures and two different types of pos-
sible guest molecules. The study using the latter model aims at developing a method for the 
quantitative prediction of the guest chain periodicity. 
 The model that is used in this thesis is a generalization of the Frenkel-Kontorova model, 
where a second deformable chain of atoms replaces the rigid substrate potential. In this way the 
host and guest chains deform each other simultaneously. Another advantage is the discreteness 
of this model. The ground state structures corresponding to the structure of the investigated 
crystal can be deduced. Due to the simultaneous deformation, the intermodulation can be de-
scribed correctly. Moreover, the dynamics of both subsystems can be calculated properly. This 
model is called the double chain model22,23 and will be discussed in more detail in chapter 2. 
1.5 Topics of this thesis 
In aperiodic lattices, the phason mode can exist as already explained. This mode has several 
meanings for different classes of aperiodic lattices, but all are based on the same concept. De-
scribing the lattice in super space formalism, the phason mode is actually a mode that corre-
sponds to a rigid movement of the physical space perpendicular to itself. 
 In quasi crystals that are described by Penrose tilings (figure 1-5 shows an example), this 
Figure 1-4 Sketch of the Frenkel-Kontorova model that describes a chain of parti-
cles on a rigid substrate potential. 
Figure 1-5 Example of a Penrose tiling. 
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mode corresponds to the local rearrangement of different Penrose tiles. Diffuse scattering ob-
served in x-ray diffraction experiments serves as indirect evidence of the phason mode in these 
crystals. 
 In incommensurate inclusion compounds the phason mode is also expected. However, so 
far it has been clearly observed only in24 Hg3-δAsF6. Recently, several experiments have been 
performed to find this phason or sliding mode also in heptadecane/urea11,12 and nonadec-
ane/urea.13 The experiments for heptadecane/urea are not yet conclusive. In nonadecane/urea it 
is claimed that the mode does not exist. 
 A good theoretical description of this mode in particular in the n-alkane/urea composites 
does not yet exist. This thesis tries to find an answer to the question why the mode is not ob-
served in these inclusion composites and investigates under which conditions it could be ob-
served in an experiment. 
 Along with this major topic, the one-dimensional Bragg scattering curve of the guest potas-
sium ions in K-hollandite is also investigated. Here the problem is the differences in experimen-
tal results of former and new measurements. The better techniques in the latter series of meas-
urements caused these differences. So far, a satisfying model that can explain the measured 
scattering curve is not found. While the Frenkel-Kontorova model could explain the old results, 
it could not describe the new results satisfactorily. In this thesis we compare the experimentally 
measured Bragg scattering curve with the results calculated using the double chain model. 
1.6 Structure of this thesis 
This thesis uses the double chain model to study the incommensurate inclusion compounds. 
Primary focus is on the n-alkane/urea composites, with chemical formula given by 
CnH2n+2/OC(NH2)2. In addition, the one-dimensional Bragg scattering of K-hollandite, with 
chemical formula K1.54Mg0.77Ti7.23O16, is also investigated. 
 Chapter 2 discusses the formulas of the model that are used to calculate the physical prop-
erties of the double chain model discussed in later chapters. Here, the model is first presented in 
its most simple form. At the end the generalizations used in chapters 6 and 7 are briefly treated. 
 The numerical problems and the way this thesis solves them are discussed in chapter 3. 
This chapter also treats the numerical programs that are mainly used in the following chapters. 
The basic program is given in appendix B, its generalization to an iterative model in appendix 
C. 
 Chapter 4 investigates the double chain model. The phase diagram in parameter space, i.e., 
the space formed by the force constants, is studied for incommensurate ratio of the two chain 
periodicities that equals the golden number as well as for other ratios. The results for a short-
range and for a long-range interchain interaction are compared. 
 The next step was the introduction of parameters found in real composite crystals. Chapter 
5 presents a study on the incommensurate compound K-hollandite that incorporates the known 
lattice periodicities. The Bragg scattering patterns of the Frenkel-Kontorova and double chain 
models are compared with experimental results. 
 Chapter 6 carries on with the investigation of the phason mode in heptadecane/urea. The 
presented study uses the generalization of the one-dimensional double chain model where the 
guest chain is built up by carbon units. This means the introduction of two different particles, 
i.e., CH2 in the middle and CH3 at the ends of a heptadecane molecule. Also the distance be-
tween units making up one heptadecane molecule and two units that are at the end of a molecule 
are different, the latter being larger. The bond for this larger length is much weaker than the 
bonds within each alkane molecule. 
Structure of this thesis 
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 Chapter 7 proposes an iterative model for which the generalization treated in chapter 6 
serves as the basic concept. The iterative model minimizes in each step a system of three chains, 
either host-guest-host, or guest-host-guest. The first two chains are in a ground state found in a 
previous step, the third is new added and is in its unperturbed state. 
 Chapter 8 summarizes the main conclusions of this thesis. Finally in a summary of the 
whole thesis will be given. 
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2  
Modelling techniques 
This chapter describes the analytical formulas used to describe aperiodic crystals and specially 
the incommensurate composites. This study concentrates on the following features of incom-
mensurate compounds: diffraction patterns, intermodulation of the sublattices, and phonon dis-
persion curves. First the difficulties in dealing with aperiodic crystals are described. The next 
section gives the models used in this thesis and the corresponding formulas to calculate the be-
fore mentioned features. The third section deals with the comparison of theoretical and experi-
mental results. 
2.1 Dealing with aperiodic crystals 
As already stated in the introduction, aperiodic crystals lack three-dimensional periodicity, but 
still show sharp peaks in their diffraction patterns. This means that there must be some kind of 
long-range order within these crystals; otherwise their diffraction spectra would give a constant 
function and no sharp peaks. The diffraction pattern can be calculated using the absolute value 
of the Fourier transform of the crystal structure following Braggs theory. 
 Because the structure is incommensurate, it is not possible to define a Brillouin zone, i.e., a 
primitive unit cell in the Fourier or reciprocal space, for an aperiodic lattice. The unit cell of the 
crystal is infinitely long in the incommensurate crystallographic direction, which means that 
the reciprocal space in the corresponding direction has zero length. That is, if the lattice perio-
dicity in real space is L, the corresponding lattice periodicity in the reciprocal space is given by 
2π/L, which tends to zero for infinite L. 
 The consequence of the Brillouin zone being zero for aperiodic crystals is that the calcula-
tion of the dispersion relations is not straightforward. However, phonon branches are still meas-
ured in incommensurate composites. 
2.2 Theoretical models 
2.2.1 The one-dimensional double chain model 
The calculations performed in this thesis are mostly based on the so-called double chain model, 
which is sketched in figure 2-1. The upper chain is usually assumed to be the host lattice, the 
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lower chain the guest lattice. The intrachain interactions are nearest neighbour and harmonic. 
The potential energy of the double chain model can be written as: 
 
 ∑∑∑ Φ+−−+−−= −−
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where α (β) is the period of the host (guest) chain, xi (yj) is the position of the ith (jth) particle 
in the host (guest) chain,  kH (kG) is the coupling constant of the interaction between neighbour-
ing particles in the host (guest) chain, Φ is the interchain coupling, and rij is the distance be-
tween particle i in the host and particle j in the guest chain. Note that x is used to denote posi-
tions in the host chain, and y for positions in the guest chain, where the model is one-
dimensional and all particles are allowed to move only along the chain direction. Furthermore, 
the index i is commonly used for the particles in the host chain and j for the particles in the 
guest chain (unless explicitly stated otherwise). 
 The interchain interaction Φ can have different forms. The following chapters mainly use a 
Lennard-Jones-like interaction. Only in chapter 4 also a Gaussian potential was used, for rea-
sons explained in the same chapter. The Lennard-Jones interaction can be written as: 
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with 
 
 22)( dyxr jiij +−=          (2.3) 
 
where xi (yj) denotes the position of the i'th (jth) particle in the host (guest) chain as before, kGH 
the strength of the interaction, σ the distance (say the value of rij) at which Φ equals zero, i.e., 
where the attractive part of the Lennard-Jones potential starts, and d is the (fixed) distance be-
tween the chains. Figure 2-2 shows the Lennard-Jones potential for d equal zero. The distance d 
must be larger then the value of rij = 21/6 σ that corresponds to the minimum value of the Len-
nard-Jones potential. Figure 2-3 shows that if d is smaller than this value, the interaction in the 
model will have two wells, because of the symmetry introduced by the square root in rij. This 
figure also shows that for d > 21/6 σ, which is the case in the following calculations, only the at-
Figure 2-1 Sketch of the double chain model that serves as the basic concept of the 
models used in this thesis. To the right and to the left it continues in the same way. 
kH
kG
kGH
α
β
d
host chain particle guest chain particle
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tractive part of the Lennard-Jones plays a role in the interchain interaction. Note that the mole-
cules cannot approach each other within a distance smaller then d. 
 
 In all the calculations presented in the following chapters, first this potential energy (2.1) is 
minimized. During this minimization procedure all system parameters are fixed, only the posi-
tions of the particles are changed. The particles are allowed to move along the chain directions 
only. The minimization leads to the ground state of the system of which figure 2-4 shows an 
example. 
 The ground states of the two mutually interacting chains can be described by introducing 
modulation functions, as is also done, for instance, for the Frenkel-Kontorova model. These 
functions can be defined as follows: 
Figure 2-2 The Lennard-Jones potential for d equal zero. The left vertical dashed 
line is at r = σ, at which the potential becomes negative. The right vertical dashed 
line is at r = 21/6 σ, at the minimum of the potential. 
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Figure 2-3 Lennard-Jones potential as given by (2.2). The solid line is for d = 1.2 σ, 
the dashed line for d = σ. Clearly visible is the double well that occurs if d is smaller 
than 21/6 σ, at which the Lennard-Jones has its minimum value. 
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where xi (yj) is the ground state position, xi (yj) is the undistorted position, and f(xi) (g(yj)) is the 
static displacement of the i'th (jth) particle in the host (guest) chain. Figure 2-5 shows an ex-
ample of the displacement f(xi) as function of xi (on the left hand side). The displacement plot-
ted this way does not make it easy distinguish non-periodic functions from periodic ones. Note 
that in case of a system as sketched in figure 2-1, the modulation of the host chain has the pe-
riod of the guest chain and vice versa. After all, it is by the presence of the host that the guest 
deforms and vice versa. Therefore, f(xi) (g(yj)) can be mapped on one period β (α) like: 
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If the ratio of the periods of the chains is incommensurate, the domain of the modulation func-
tions will be densely filled. The modulation functions can be plotted with the x-axis given by 
the left hand side of equation (2.5) and the y-axis by the right hand side. The right hand side of 
figure 2-5 shows an example of such a plot where the same data are used as in the picture on the 
left hand side, the x-axis is divided by β. The points of the left graph are mapped via the 
modulus on one period (following (2.5)), making apparent that the function is actually a peri-
odic and smooth function (sinus-like). Of course, the same periodic function can be drawn 
through the points in the graph on the left hand side, but in the right picture the precise form of 
the periodic function is better visible. It is also possible to plot on the x-axis the value of f(xi 
mod β) (g(yj mod α)) and on the y-axis the value of (f(xi+1 mod β) (g(yj+1 mod α)). Figure 2-6 
shows this way of plotting; the same data are used as in figure 2-5. 
 The structure of crystals is most commonly analysed by means of diffraction measure-
ments. The incoming beam with a certain wave vector is scattered by the particles in the crystal. 
The outgoing beams have different wave vectors, and therefore a diffraction pattern is observed. 
This process can be described following Braggs theorem as found in most introductory text-
books on solid state physics. The intensities in the Bragg scattering pattern of the ground state 
can be calculated by using the geometrical structure factor, which is actually the Fourier trans-
form of the positions in the crystal (note that the phase factors are lost by taking the square): 
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Figure 2-4 Example of a ground state configuration of the double chain model found 
after minimization of the potential energy. 
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where k is the difference in incoming and outgoing wave vector, S(k) the geometric structure 
factor, and zi (zj) is the position of the i'th (jth) particle in either one of the chains. The intensi-
ties of the found experimental scattering are proportional to (2.6). Further dependence on the 
change in wave vector comes both from ordinary angular dependence of any electromagnetic 
scattering, together with the influence on the scattering of the detailed internal structure of each 
individual particle in the crystal.1 Of course the exact intensities found in experiments depend 
on more factors, such as the polarization factors. 
 Main peaks, coming from the scattering by either host or guest chain with periods corre-
sponding to those of the chains, will be found in the Bragg scattering curve. For the host these 
peaks will be at the points given by Kα = 2nπ/α and for the guest by Kβ = 2mπ/β, where n and m 
are integers. Besides these main peaks, satellite peaks will be found as well. These are found at 
wave vectors given by Kα + Kβ = 2nπ/α + 2mπ/β, where now n and m are both nonzero. The la-
Figure 2-5 Examples of representing the modulation of one of the chains. On the 
right the modulation function as defined by (2.5) is plotted. On the left, the displace-
ment of each particle is plotted against its undistorted position. The right plot shows 
clearly that the modulation function is more informative than the displacements 
themselves. Approximations, described in chapter 3, were used in the numerical cal-
culations. 
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Figure 2-6 Another way to present the modulation function. In this plot is also visi-
ble that the function is smooth and periodic. Approximations, described in chapter 3, 
are used in the numerical calculations. 
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labelling of the peaks is defined by (n,m). Figure 2-7 gives examples of Bragg scattering curves 
of K-hollandite. This figure shows three different curves calculated for the same system. The 
solid line corresponds to scattering by the whole system, i.e., all positions are included in for-
mula (2.6). The other two curves correspond to scattering by the host and guest sublattices sepa-
rately (dotted and dashed lines respectively), i.e., for the host scattering curve only positions of 
the host are used in equation (2.6). 
 The phonon modes can be calculated2 from the potential energy (2.1). First, we write down 
the equations of motion for the system: 
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where a dot denotes time differentiation, mi is the mass of the i'th particle in the (infinite) sys-
tem, ui is the deviation from the equilibrium position of the ith particle, z denotes x or y, the 
potential energy E is differentiated twice with respect to the position, and a bar denotes that this 
are positions in the ground state configuration. This leads to an ansatz for the motions of the 
particles: 
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From (2.7) follows that the εi satisfies the equation: 
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where D is defined as follows: 
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Figure 2-7 An example of calculated Bragg scattering curves, for details of this 
graph see text and chapter 5. 
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This matrix is the analog of the dynamical matrix for an infinite system. The force constant ma-
trix is the matrix formed by differentiating the potential energy twice to the positions. The ei-
genvectors (εj) of the dynamical matrix describe the phonon modes; the corresponding eigen-
values are the squares of the frequencies of these phonon modes.  
 The force on an atom in the crystal must be invariant under a uniform translation of the par-
ticles, as a consequence, the sum of the elements in each row in the force constant matrix must 
equal zero. Due to the factor in front of this matrix containing the different masses of the parti-
cles, this is not generally true for the dynamical matrix. 
 One of the eigenvalues of the double chain model will always be zero, due to translational 
invariance. The corresponding eigenvector gives the acoustic mode. For incommensurate ratio 
of the chain periods and not too strong interchain coupling, another eigenvalue can be zero at 
zero wave vector, its corresponding eigenvector describes an opposite motion of the two chains. 
This is the already mentioned phason or sliding mode. If the strength of the interchain coupling 
exceeds a certain threshold value, the system gets pinned. This means that the chains can no 
longer slide without energy loss. The phason eigenvalue will no longer vanish, and the phason 
gap, i.e., the difference between the frequencies of the acoustic and phason mode, will open. 
 Phonons can be measured, for instance, by inelastic neutron scattering. The relative intensi-
ties of a neutron scattering experiment can be calculated using: 
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where k is the difference in incoming and outgoing wave vector, ω is the frequency of the ex-
changed phonon, εsj is the jth component of the sth eigenvector of the dynamical matrix, zj is 
the position of the jth particle, and w(s) is the square root of the eigenvalue corresponding to 
the sth eigenvector. 
 
2.2.2 Generalizations 
The first generalization of the double chain model that is introduced is one for which the guest 
chain is built up from carbon units, either CH2 or CH3, that form together the alkane molecules. 
Figure 2-8 shows a sketch of this model. This means the introduction of an extra length, i.e., the 
one between two carbon units that are situated at the ends of alkane molecules, and a corre-
sponding coupling strength. The corresponding masses of each type of molecule were incorpo-
rated in this model. The study of heptadecane/urea in chapter 6 uses this generalization. The 
kU
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α
β
d
urea molecule CH2
kγ
γ
CH3
Figure 2-8 Sketch of a generalization of the double chain model as it is used in chap-
ter 6. For graphical reasons not all CH2 units needed to build the n-alkane mole-
cules that are used in the model are drawn, which is represented by the dotted line. 
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goal of this generalization is to take into account the internal structure of the alkane molecules, 
because the alkane molecules are very long compared to the urea molecules. 
 The last model introduced is an iterative model meant to describe two-dimensional struc-
tures based on the double chain model with the extension as just sketched. This iterative model 
avoids a large number of free parameters in the numerical calculations as will be explained in 
chapter 7. In the first iteration step a system of two chains (one host and one guest chain) is 
minimized. To this ground state configuration, a host chain in its unperturbed state is added. 
Then this three-chain system is minimized. Next an undeformed guest chain is added and the 
last three chains are minimized. The last two steps are iteratively repeated. This generalization 
is discussed in chapter 7 for heptadecane/urea. Expected is that higher dimensions may be of 
influence on the behaviour of the system and particularly on the phason mode. By this generali-
zation the effect of disorder can be studied as well. 
2.3 Experimental measurements 
The interpretations of experimental results lead to physical considerations about the systems 
that are measured. Theoretical models are used to explain and predict features of these systems. 
However, usually it is not straightforward to relate the measured values and the calculated re-
sults. An example is the one-dimensionally scattering curve of K-hollandite examined in chap-
ter 5. In theory one can calculate the pure elastic x-ray scattering intensities, which can be ex-
pressed like: 
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where S is the Fourier transform of the positions of the particles (by taking the square one 
looses information about the different phases of the possible waves). Experiments measure the 
Bragg scattering by x-ray diffraction. Because of the wavelength of x-rays one cannot discrimi-
nate between wave vectors that corresponds to reciprocal lattice vectors and wave vectors that 
are in the same direction but do not end in a reciprocal lattice point. Therefore, both are meas-
ured, which can be expressed as follows: 
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where F is the inelastic scattering function (see for example reference 3). This gives a broaden-
ing for peaks with higher diffraction indices in experiment, which will not be found in the theo-
retical calculations if formula (2.12) is used. Of course, theoretical calculations can also use 
(2.13), but this again gives comparable difficulties comparing theory with experiment. 
 The parameters of the model (2.1) have to be related to those of the real system to be able 
to make a comparison between the model calculation results and the measurements. The periods 
of the two subsystems are known in case of K-hollandite that is studied in chapter 5. In this 
compound the hollandite molecules form the host and the potassium atoms the guest structure. 
The one-dimensional Bragg reflection pattern of the potassium ions is measured. From this, the 
strengths of the three coupling parameters are estimated and matched on the expected relative 
values. Further details are discussed in chapter 5. 
 The model parameters in case of heptadecane/urea that is studied in chapter 6 can be esti-
mated from the literature (for references, see chapter 6). The only parameter that cannot be 
found in literature is the coupling strength between the two subsystems. However, this coupling 
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strength is believed to be small compared to the other coupling strengths in the system. Hydro-
gen bridges bind the urea molecules; the carbon units within a heptadecane molecule are even 
more strongly bound by covalent forces. The bond between heptadecane molecules is of the 
same order of magnitude as the coupling between the lattices. 
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Numerical simulations 
The previous chapter treated the analytical formulas of the double chain model to explore in-
commensurate inclusion compounds. The calculations are not easy to handle analytically be-
cause of the large systems involved and are therefore performed numerically. This chapter deals 
with the numerical or computational problems concerning these numerical calculations. The 
first section describes the approximations used to deal with incommensurate compounds nu-
merically. The second section discusses the specific routines that are used in this thesis followed 
by a discussion of the possible pitfalls that can occur in the used numerical programs. The last 
two sections treat the codes used for the one-dimensional double chain model and the iterative 
(two-dimensional) model. The codes are included in appendices A and B respectively. 
3.1 Calculating properties concerning aperiodic crystals 
The ideal incommensurate structure has no defects, and if you move in the incommensurate di-
rection, you will never find the same structure as before. So, these structures are in principle 
infinite along the incommensurate crystallographic directions. A numerical calculation on a 
computer cannot deal with infinite structures. To circumvent this problem, approximations to 
the real structure are used. 
 An approximation is built by making a large unit cell, on which periodic boundary condi-
tions are applied. As a consequence, the ratio of the periods of the sublattices is, strictly speak-
ing, no longer incommensurate. However, by making a large unit cell, the irrational ratio can be 
approximated. If the ratio of the periods of two sublattices in the incommensurate direction 
equals the golden number τ, the Fibonacci sequence can be used to approximate this number 
with increasing precision. If the numbers of particles in the two chains equal any two 
neighbouring numbers in the Fibonacci sequence respectively, the ratio of the periods approxi-
mately equals τ (τ = (1+√5)/2). The higher the neighbouring numbers are, the more accurate the 
approximation is. For the double chain model, in the numerical simulations as described in sec-
tion 4, the number of particles in the chains p and q were chosen to be 55 and 34 respectively, 
which leads to a ratio of p/q ≈ 1.62 that approximates τ. Higher Fibonacci numbers were also 
tried, but did not change the results appreciably. 
 In general, real crystals have other ratios of the periods in the incommensurate crystallo-
graphic direction than the golden mean. One way to approximate the crystal in this case is by 
taking one of the periodicities fixed and calculate the other period. For example, if the period of 
the host is α, choose a certain number (p) of host particles. The length L of the (large) unit cell 
equals α times p. The number of particles q in the guest chain is given by integer closest to the 
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value of L/β. The period of the guest chain in the approximation is given by β = L/q. The larger 
the unit cell, the more accurate the period β of the guest will be. 
 A consequence of building a large unit cell on which periodic boundary conditions are ap-
plied, is that some of the formulas given in the previous chapter change accordingly. The sum-
mations in the potential energy E run over p particles in the host and q particles in the guest 
chain. This holds also for the geometrical structure factor. The expression for the dynamical 
matrix (2.10) is now written as: 
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where l denotes the number of the unit cell en L is the length of the unit cell. L (= pα = qβ) is 
much larger than the interparticle spacings (α and β). 
 Another consequence is that the Brillouin zone now also has a finite length, i.e., 2π/L. With 
the use of formula (3.1) the dispersion relations can now also be calculated. If the interchain 
interaction vanishes, the dispersion relations for just the two separate undistorted chains will be 
found. Clearly in this system there are two modes starting at zero wave vector with zero fre-
quency. By increasing the interchain coupling strength, the two dispersion curves will start to 
repel each other, i.e., gaps will open at points were the two lines cross, since by symmetry they 
cannot cross. At a certain critical value of the interchain coupling the frequency of one of the 
modes that starts at the Γ point, the phason mode, will starts to increase due to pinning of the 
sublattices. 
 The golden number τ is the most incommensurate number, i.e., its continued fraction ex-
pansion looks like: 
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The ratio of the periodicities of incommensurate sublattices is often chosen equal to this num-
ber, because of being most incommensurate. For this particular value of the ratio of the peri-
odic chain and for the substrate potential of the Frenkel-Kontorova model, indeed this number 
corresponds to the special case where the value for the critical substrate potential strength is 
largest.1 However, the golden number is not found to be a special critical value in the same way 
for the double chain model as chapter 4 shows. 
 Chapter 4 investigates the phase diagram for a sequence of ratios. This phase diagram con-
tains analytic and nonanalytic regions as a function of the force constants, kH and kG (note that 
kGH can be scaled away). In case of 51 particles in the first chain and 34 in the second (51/34 = 
3/2), the system behaved more like a commensurate system, as no transition line was found. 
The question is when to decide that the system is an approximation to an incommensurate crys-
tal. A possible criterion is the way in which the phason gap opens. As shown in chapter 4, the 
phason gap never vanishes for an approximant, but if chosen well, the gap will be very small in 
the analytical region and will start growing rather rapidly if it passes the phase transition line. 
 In chapters 5 and 6, the approximants having a ratio of the periods equal to the golden 
mean, were no longer used. These chapters investigate systems as realistically as possible using 
the double chain model. That is, the model parameters were chosen to have values that corre-
spond to the real system as accurately as possible if information in the literature is available. In 
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case of K-hollandite, the equilibrium periods of the sublattices were known. The force constants 
were chosen such as to have realistic values and the Bragg scattering pattern agrees with the 
experiment. In case of heptadecane/urea the values were almost all estimated from literature, 
except the force constant of the interchain potential. 
3.2 Special numerical techniques 
3.2.1 Numerical routines 
The minimization routine in the numerical code uses first derivatives of the potential energy, 
and the elements of the dynamical matrix contain second derivatives. The Lennard-Jones poten-
tial is cut off after three unit cells (in each direction, so it comprises seven cells) to avoid infi-
nite summations. However this causes discontinuities in the derivatives. Introducing a smooth-
ened step function, which brings the Lennard-Jones quickly and smoothly to zero, circumvents 
this problem. I chose to multiply the Lennard-Jones potential by the function: 
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where rij is given by formula (2.3) and the parameters ε and µ control the shape of the function. 
This function avoids discontinuities and the introduction of delta-functions in the derivatives. 
 A quasi-Newton procedure, which can deal with fairly big systems, is used for the minimi-
zation. The routine dfpmin.c from the Numerical Recipes,2 in which this procedure is imple-
mented, is chosen. A random number generator is also used at some places in the code; chosen 
was the routine ran0.c, also from Numerical Recipes. 
 The dynamical matrix is hermitian and in the program it has to be diagonalized, because the 
eigenvectors and eigenvalues are needed in the calculations of the phonon dispersion relations. 
The Numerical Recipes do not contain a special routine for hermitian matrices, but the follow-
ing is proposed. A hermitian matrix C can be split in its real A and complex B part like: C = A + 
iB. The eigenvalue equation of this matrix is then the same as the 2n x 2n real problem: 
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where λ denotes the eigenvalue corresponding to the eigenvector. Using this real matrix, 2n ei-
genvalues are found, instead of n, where each eigenvalue is twofold degenerate. The eigenvec-
tors are also found twice, although a phase factor can be involved. However, we applied (3.4) 
on the dynamical matrix (3.1), and found that not all eigenvalues occurred twice. Besides, the 
eigenvalues were not ordered.  The deviations of the eigenvalues that should be twofold degen-
erate is very little and indicates that this scheme is not precise enough in the case of a large ma-
trix that has eigenvalues that are close together. Therefore, we needed a more sophisticated rou-
tine. The diagonalization routine called F02HAF from NAG3 can deal with hermitian matrices 
and is therefore used in the numerical code. 
 The numerical code uses several ready-made routines as already mentioned in the previous 
subsection. These routines are already widely tested, and therefore will give reliable results. In 
the codes used, routines of Numerical Recipes and NAG were used. Of the former, the source 
codes are available, so one can see what the code does exactly, of the latter no source codes are 
available, these are really black boxes. The latter have the disadvantage that the code is not 
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portable to a machine where the NAG is not available. Because the source codes of the former 
are available, they can be compiled on any computer. Though the NAG is partly based on the 
Numerical Recipes, it is more extensive. 
 
3.2.2 Pitfalls in the used numerical programs 
The program was initially written in C++ code. Because of the choice for a routine from the 
NAG library that is written in FORTRAN, the program code now contains both C++ and FOR-
TRAN. This subsection will discuss how the two languages can be combined together, where 
the basic language will be C++. 
 
Linker 
The source codes are compiled and linked using a makefile. This file contains the commands 
for the computer to build the executable from a bunch of source code files. First, the compilers 
(f77 and g++) make object files from the source codes (the .c, .cpp and .f files). The linker, 
which is universal, then links all these object files and forms the executable. 
 The declaration of a function that is written in FORTRAN needs special attention. The C 
compiler must be told that it has to name the object that is written in FORTRAN following 
FORTRAN format. This way the linker will recognise which object is meant and there will be 
universal naming of objects in the executable. The way to do this is to put extern C in front 
of the function declaration and an underscore after the name of the function, thus something 
like: extern C name_(parameter). Calling such a routine in the code itself still requires the un-
derscore, whereas the extern C can be omitted. 
 
Call convention 
Using FORTRAN routines in a C or C++ environment is possible, but not that easy. First of all 
note that the real and the integer in FORTRAN equals the double and long in C(++). Therefore 
in the C(++) source code it was chosen to use doubles and longs. The way of passing parame-
ters to a function (or subroutine), the call convention, is not exactly the same in C(++) and 
FORTRAN. C passes the value of the parameter, not the address of the memory block where 
the value of the particular parameter can be found as is normally done in FORTRAN. There-
fore, one has to pass the pointers of the parameters in case of a call to a routine in FORTRAN 
(note that passing an array to a function in C(++) means that the pointer is given, this is thus the 
same as in FORTRAN). 
 
Matrices on stack 
Another discrepancy between FORTRAN en C(++) is the way to store matrices. First note that 
C(++) is zero-native, which means that the first element of an array is numbered with zero. 
FORTRAN starts numbering its array elements at one. Because the linker of C(++) assumes 
that all the arrays in the C-code starts at zero and at one in FORTRAN, it is wise to do that 
when passing an array to FORTRAN to avoid difficulties with the numbering. A bigger prob-
lem is the way of storage of the rows and columns of a more dimensional array. C is used to 
store each row in a matrix in one long vector, one after the other, while FORTRAN does it the 
other way round. This is why a template is used for example in the function dynmatrix.cpp, to 
store the matrix in FORTRAN-way in a vector. 
 
Dynamical memory 
Another difficulty is the need to allocate so-called dynamical memory. In C++ there is the 
command new that allows a free number of rows but a fixed number of columns. For instance 
an array can be declared like matrix[n][5], where the value of n is not yet known during com-
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pilation of the source code. But in numerical calculations there is a need to have both a free 
number of rows and a free number of columns. There are several ways to solve this problem, I 
have chosen to use the functions provided by the Numerical Recipes. These are called vector or 
dvector, matrix or dmatrix, where the d means that the elements of the array are doubles. 
Note that it is good practice to clear the allocated memory that is no longer needed to avoid that 
more than the available memory for the executed program is used. 
3.3 The one-dimensional code 
This section describes the numerical code, the code itself can be found in appendix B. The used 
routines that come from either Numerical Routines or the NAG are omitted. The former can be 
found in a book (see reference 2), the latter are not public. The names of files are between 
quotes, the parameters are in italics, and names of routines are bold. 
 The instructions in the one-dimensional code are written down in the flow diagram shown 
in figure 3-1. The code first reads the parameter file params.dat (see also appendix B) that 
contains all the optional model parameters and a few parameters that tell the code what pre-
cisely it has to calculate. Second, the code calculates the model parameters that are dependent 
on the ones given in the file params.dat. The next step is to build the begin configuration that 
is used as input for the minimization routine, and calculate the potential energy of this begin 
configuration. The next step in the program is the call to the minimization routine dfpmin 
(which is a routine from Numerical Recipes). 
 When the ground state is found, there are several possibilities to go on, depending on the 
options given in the params.dat file. The dynamical matrix can be calculated, which can be 
used to determine the phason mode, write eigenvectors in a file or calculate the dynamical 
structure factor. Besides, also the dispersion relations, the geometrical structure factor or the 
phase diagram can be computed. 
 The input of the code is the already mentioned file params.dat containing the values for 
the system parameters and options giving information about what has to be calculated. The file 
params.dat is given in appendix B, and the input parameters are also summarized in table 3-1.  
The periodicity of the guest, betha, is calculated using the formula β = αp/q. In this way a com- 
Figure 3-1 Flow diagram of the one-dimensional routine. 
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Name Meaning 
p Number of particles in host chain 
q Number of particles in guest chain 
alpha Periodicity undistorted host chain; α 
k1 Force constant harmonic interaction host chain; kH 
k2 Force constant harmonic interaction guest chain; kG 
interk Force constant Lennard-Jones interaction between the chains; kGH 
wavevector Wave vector; k 
d Fixed distance between the chains; d 
shift Amount by which whole guest chain is moved 
numberofcells Number of unit cells after which Lennard-Jones interaction is cut off 
sigma Parameter for Lennard-Jones potential (2.2); σ 
mu Parameter for cut off function (3.3); µ 
square = 1, frequencies; = 2, eigenvalues. For calculation of dispersion relations 
strain = 1, no strain. 
DM = 1, dynamical matrix is calculated 
PM = 1 and DM = 1, index of phason mode is determined  
EV = 1 and DM = 1, eigenvectors stored in file 
DSF = 1 and DM = 1, dynamical structure factor is calculated 
DR = 1, dispersion relations in first Brillouin zone are calculated 
GSF = 1, geometrical structure factor is calculated 
PD = 1, phase diagram is calculated 
mensurate approximation is constructed on which periodic boundary conditions can be applied. 
The begin configuration used as a starting point for the minimization routines are computed us-
ing: 
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So, the whole guest chain is moved by the value of the parameter shift. The range of the Len-
nard-Jones potential rmax is calculated by rmax = (numberofcells + 0.5)αp. The parameter ε of 
the cutt-of function (3.3) is given by ε = rmax  0.8. 
 The dispersion relations express the relation between the wave vector of the possible pho-
non modes and their frequencies in the material. Sometimes it is convenient to make a plot us-
ing the eigenvalues of the dynamical matrix against the wave vector instead of the frequencies. 
This is controlled by the parameter square. If this parameter equals 1, the frequencies are used, 
if it equals 2, the eigenvalues are used. The parameter strain can be used to put an external 
strain on the unit cell. If strain equals 1, there is no strain applied. If strain equals, for instance, 
1.01, a strain of 10% is applied, as the length of the unit cell is 10% larger than its length is 
without strain. The last six parameters at the end are options to choose which results should be 
calculated. Note that if the parameters PM, EV, and/or DSF equal 1, the parameter DM must 
also equal 1, since for these calculation the dynamical matrix is needed. 
 The output of the program is put in a directory named ./output. Generally, for each set of 
data that is saved in a file, there are two files. One file is a .dat file and contains the data, the 
other file is a .gnu file. The latter file can be used in the plot program, gnuplot. The routine 
plot makes files that are always generated and contain information about the found ground state  
Table 3-1 The parameters that are read from the input file params.dat and their 
meaning or function in the source code. 
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File name When Contains 
begin.dat always Undistorted positions of particles in both chains 
dispersion.dat 
dispersion.gnu 
DR=1 The dispersion relations 
displacementGUEST.dat 
displacementGUEST.gnu 
always Displacements from undistorted positions of particles in 
guest chain (g(yj) in formula (2.4)) 
displacementHOST.dat 
displacementHOST.gnu 
always Displacements from undistorted positions of particles in 
host chain (f(xi) in formula (2.4)) 
eigenvectorp.dat EV=1 First p eigenvectors of dynamical matrix (modes of host) 
eigenvectorq.dat EV=1 Last q eigenvectors of dynamical matrix (modes of guest) 
freq-dynfac.dat 
freq-dynfac.gnu 
DSF=1 Dynamical structure factor (2.11) 
geostruc.dat 
geostruc.gnu 
GSF=1 Geometrical structure factor (2.6) 
ground.dat 
ground.gnu 
always Positions of particles in both chains after minimization of 
the potential energy (2.1) 
manifoldGUEST.dat 
manifoldGUEST.gnu 
always Displacements of guest chain particles plotted as described 
after (2.5) 
manifoldHOST.dat 
manifoldHOST.gnu 
always Displacements of host chain particles plotted as described 
after (2.5) 
modfunctionGUEST.dat 
modfunctionGUEST.gnu 
always Modulation function of guest chain (2.5) 
modfunctionHOST.dat 
modfunctionHOST.gnu 
always Modulation function of host chain (2.5) 
stretchGUEST.dat 
stretchGUEST.gnu 
always Change of interparticle distances in guest chain 
stretchHOST.dat 
stretchHOST.gnu 
always Change of interparticle distances in host chain 
sum.dat DSF=1 Value of dynamical structure factor for phonon frequen-
cies as calculated from dynamical matrix 
kvalues.dat PD=1 The (k1,k2) values where system is analytic 
gap.dat PD=1 (k1,k2,frequency phason  frequency acoustic mode) 
energies.dat PD=1 Value of potential energy of ground state for each point of 
the grid (k1,k2) in the phase diagram 
acphas.dat PD=1 If interk=0, the first two eigenvalues are saved at each 
point of the grid (k1,k2) in the phase diagram 
of the double chain model. Table 3-2 lists the names of these files and their contents. Other files 
are generated optionally, depending on the last six options in params.dat. These are also listed 
in table 3-2, together with the values of the parameters needed to calculate and store the data. 
 The code can also generate at each grid point of the phase diagram, a file containing the 
eigenvalues, or the two modulation functions. The eigenvalues are stored in  
 ./datfiles/eigen/values_k1_k2.dat and the modulation functions of the two chains in 
./datfiles/modfunctie1_k1_k2.dat and ./datfiles/modfunctie2_k1_k2.dat (where k1 and k2 
stands for the real values stored in k1 and k2). The files eigenfilmpje.gnu and gnufilmpje.gnu 
can be used to view these files as a movie with the plot program gnuplot. 
Table 3-2 The files generated by the code, when they are generated, and their con-
tents. 
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 The Bragg scattering patterns calculated for the material K-hollandite, as described in chap-
ter 5, where smoothened using a so-called moving Hann window.2 Let 2g be the width of the 
window, then the Hann window is written as: 
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The program written in the source file smooth.cpp performs the smoothening procedure. The 
parameter file contains two numbers, the first indicates the number of lines in the file geo-
struc.dat, the second the width of the window. The output, the smoothened geometrical struc-
ture factor, is saved in the file geoglad.dat. 
3.4 The two-dimensional code 
The code treated in this section is included in appendix C. Notations of file names, parameters, 
and names of routines are as in the previous section. This code can also be used to calculate the 
one-dimensional double chain model, where carbon units are used as the guest molecules as de-
scribed in section 2.2, by choosing zero iteration steps. Then only the two-chain system is 
minimized. 
 The instructions for the two-dimensional, or iteration, code are shown in the flow diagram 
in figure 3-2. The code starts to read the parameter file params.dat that contains all optional 
values for the system parameters. The next step is to build the begin configuration of a host 
(urea) and a guest (alkane) chain. Then first a two-chain system (host-guest) is minimized. The 
found ground state of the urea chain is saved in a file. Then a system of three chains is made, by 
adding a guest chain in its begin configuration to the two chains that are just minimized. This 
three-chain system (UAU, which stands for the combination of two urea chains with one alkane 
chain in between) is now minimized, where during the minimization the first urea chain is kept 
fixed in its previous found ground state and the other two are allowed to relax. Now, the ground 
state of the alkane chain is written to the same file as to which the ground state of the urea chain 
Write ground
state A in file
Minimization of
UAU system
Minimization of
AUA system
Repeat "iterations"
times
Write ground
state U in file
Write ground
state U in file
Minimization of
2 chain system
Begin
configuration
Read:
params.dat
Figure 3-2 Flow diagram of the iteration program. The U stands fur the urea chain, 
A for the alkane chain. 
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was written earlier. Next, an alkane chain with begin configuration is added to the system. 
Again a system of three chains (AUA) is minimized. During this minimization the first urea 
chain does not play a role anymore, the upper alkane chain is kept fixed in its previous found 
ground state and the other two chains (urea and the added alkane) are allowed to relax. The 
ground state of the urea chain is saved. Now again a urea chain can be added and so forth. The 
steps beginning with the addition of the second urea chain, i.e., the first time a three-chain sys-
tem was built, till the saving of the urea chain last mentioned, can be performed iteratively. 
 The input of the code is the file params.dat (see appendix C) containing all the values for 
the parameters used in the code, as far as they are independent from each other and do not need 
to equal standard values, like, for instance, the machine accuracy needed in the minimization 
routine. The first three parameters, kUA, kU, and kA are the force constants of the interchain, 
intrachain in the urea chains and intra molecular interactions in the alkane molecules respec-
tively. The parameter kgamma is the force constant of the interaction between two neighbouring 
CH3 units positioned at the ends of the alkane molecules. The parameter d equals to the distance 
between two chains and p and q are the numbers of urea molecules and carbon atoms in the host 
chain and guest molecules respectively. Then n denotes the number of alkane molecules in the 
unit cell. The next parameter in the params.dat file is α, denoting the period between urea 
molecules. The parameter β is the period between carbon atoms within the alkane molecule. 
The distance between two alkane molecules, γ, is calculated from these two values and the 
numbers p and q by: alpha*p/n  betha*(q-1). The next two parameters are for the exact shape 
of the Lennard-Jones interchain potential, where the first one, numberofcells, denotes how many 
cells to both sides of a certain particle have to be taken into account (not included its own unit 
cell), the second one, σ, denotes where the attractive part of the Lennard-Jones potential starts 
(the position of the minimum being at 6√2 σ). 
 The output of the program is put in a directory called ./output. Two files are generated by 
the code just described; beginstates.dat and groundstates.dat. The former contains the begin 
positions of the urea and alkane chains. The latter contains all the saved ground states during the 
iteration process. The first ground state is that of the urea chain in the two-chain system, then of 
the alkane chain of the first three-chain system, then of the urea chain and then the process iter-
ates. 
 The begin and ground states are used in the code modulation.cpp that calculates the dis-
placements, i.e., difference between begin and ground state positions, and the modulation func-
tions (2.5). It first reads the file paramModulation.dat for the system parameters. Of course the 
system parameters must match the ones used to calculate the ground states. The last parameter 
in the file denotes of which pair of urea and alkane chain the modulation should be calculated. 
The displacements and modulation functions of the urea and alkane chains are saved in modu-
lationU.dat, modfunctionU.dat, modulationA.dat, and modfunctionA.dat respectively. 
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4  
 The phason mode in 
inclusion compounds 
The phason mode in inclusion compounds is investigated using the double chain model, which 
consists of two mutually interacting chains. This model generalizes the Frenkel-Kontorova 
model to a system where both sublattices are deformable. The phase diagram in parameter 
space contains a region with a zero frequency phason and a region with a phason gap. In com-
parison with earlier work the phase-transition line is not convex. The dynamic structure factor 
around Bragg and satellite peaks is calculated to find conditions needed to measure the phason 
mode in experiment. 
 
This chapter was published: Phys. Rev. B 63, 214302 (2001) 
4.1 Introduction 
Incommensurate composites belong to the class of quasiperiodic crystals. They consist of at 
least two interpenetrating crystalline subsystems. In one or more crystallographic directions the 
periodicities of these subsystems are incommensurate, i.e., the ratio of the periodicities is not a 
rational number. 
Examples of such a system are the inclusion compounds CnH2n+2/urea for some values of n. 
The urea molecules (the hosts) form a hexagonal lattice, with the alkane molecules (the guests) 
situated in the channels of this lattice. The ratio of the periodicities of the two subsystems  along 
these channels depends on n, or in other words, depends on which alkane is present. For some 
alkanes this ratio is incommensurate, e.g., heptadecane (n=17). Theoretically these incommen-
surate systems show the existence of a sliding or phason mode for not too strong interchain 
coupling. However, experiments are still not conclusive on the existence of this mode1-3 in al-
kane/urea systems. 
This paper studies the theoretical aspects of the statics and dynamics of inclusion com-
pounds to find conditions under which the phason mode can be observed in experiment. Earlier 
work used the Frenkel-Kontorova model,4,5 which consists of a harmonic chain of atoms under 
influence of a rigid substrate potential. This system describes composites where one of the sub-
systems is infinitely rigid. Double Frenkel-Kontorova models6,7 allowed some understanding of 
solitons involving deformation of both subsystems. However, these models are not able to ex-
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plain correctly static properties like the intermodulation or give a full account of the dynamics 
of both subsystems. 
The recently introduced double chain model,8 provides a suitable model to investigate in-
clusion composites as it takes into account the discreteness of the real crystal and the mutual 
interaction of both sublattices. The model generalizes the Frenkel-Kontorova model, replacing 
the rigid potential by a second deformable chain. Because both sublattices are now mutually 
deformable, the influence of the chains on each other can be studied more realistically. A study 
of friction9 also used a double chain model, but here one of the chains was attached to a sub-
strate. Therefore there is no acoustic mode present in that model. 
This paper studies the double chain model starting from its potential energy. Minimizing 
the energy leads to the ground state of the system. Modulation functions provide information 
about these ground states. This leads to a phase diagram containing a region in which the modu-
lation functions are analytic and a region in which they are nonanalytic. The dynamical matrix 
gives the phonon spectrum of the crystal. For weak interchain coupling, two zero-frequency 
modes exist. One of them is the phason mode, the other one is the acoustic mode. If the inter-
chain potential increases beyond a threshold value the degeneracy in the Γ point no longer ex-
ists and a phason gap appears. This also leads to a phase diagram, which coincides with the dia-
gram obtained by considering the modulation functions. Finally, the geometrical and dynamical 
structure factors give insight in the experimental effects of the phason and acoustic modes. 
An interchain interaction with a long tail will be introduced in the double chain model. This 
interaction will lead to an asymmetric transition line in the phase diagram, which differs from 
the results found earlier using a Gaussian potential. The shape of the transition line is found to 
depend on the ratio of the numbers of particles in the two chains. The conditions needed to find 
a phason mode in neutron-scattering experiments are discussed as well. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents the model. Section 4.3 describes the 
statics and dynamics of the Double chain model, which will lead to the phase diagram. The fol-
lowing section discusses the observation of the phason mode. Section 4.5 draws conclusions. 
4.2 Double chain model 
The double chain model consists of two parallel chains of particles. Figure 4-1 visualizes this 
system. The interaction between particles in one chain (the intrachain interaction) is harmonic. 
The interaction between particles situated in different chains (the interchain interaction) is Len-
nard-Jones-like. In previous work,8 a Gaussian potential was used instead of the Lennard-Jones 
α k1
dk
k2
β
12
Figure 4-1 The double chain model. The intrachain potentials (indicated by springs) 
are harmonic. The interchain potential is either Lennard-Jones-like or Gaussian. 
The distance d between the chains is fixed. The equilibrium distances between parti-
cles in chain 1 and 2 are α and β, respectively. 
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potential. Results for these different potentials will be compared at the end of the next section. 
The potential energy of the model is written as: 
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where k1 and k2 are the force constants of the intrachain potentials, α and β the equilibrium  
distances, and xi and yj the positions of the i-th (j-th) particle of the first and second chain re-
spectively. The masses of the particles are taken unity. Note that the model is one dimensional, 
the x variables denote positions in one chain, and the y variables denote positions in the other 
chain. The particles are allowed to move only along the chain axis. 
The ideal crystal is perfectly incommensurate and infinitely long. Because a computer can-
not deal with such systems, in numerical calculations it has to be approximated. An approxi-
mant to the ideal crystal is made by considering a large unit cell that contains p particles in the 
first chain and q particles in the second chain, which is under the constraint of periodic bound-
ary conditions. The infinite summations in the potential energy (4.1) are thus replaced by sum-
mations up to p and q particles. The ratio of p and q approximates an irrational number.  
This article uses neighbouring numbers of the Fibonacci series for p and q, the ratio p/q=α/β 
then approximates the golden mean τ = (1 + √5)/2. The higher the neighbouring numbers are, 
the better the approximation is. The behaviour of the system for other ratios (no approximants 
of an incommensurate system) is studied as well. Systems with these different ratios are studied 
in the Section 4.3.3. 
The interchain potential Φ(r) was chosen to be a Lennard-Jones potential: 
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Figure 4-2 The interchain potential. The solid line (I) indicates the Lennard-Jones-
like interaction, the dashed line (II) the Gaussian interaction used in previous8 work 
and the dotted line (III) the Gaussian interaction which is as strong as the Lennard-
Jones-like interaction. The variable r is the distance between two particles situated 
in different chains. 
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where k12 is the force constant of the interchain potential and d the fixed distance between the 
two chains. The parameters σ and d equal 1 and 1.2, respectively in the numerical calculations. 
Figure 4-2 shows the Lennard-Jones potential. The well of the Lennard-Jones is at a smaller dis-
tance (at r = 1.12) than the distance d. Hence, only the attractive part beyond the minimum of 
the Lennard-Jones potential plays a role. The potential is cut off at a large distance, in these cal-
culations it has a range of seven unit cells. A smooth steplike function at the endings prevents 
singularities in the derivatives of the potential energy. The Lennard-Jones potential introduces 
fairly long-range interactions, in contrast to the previously used Gaussian potential. That is, the 
tail of the Lennard-Jones-like interaction is longer than that of the Gaussian interaction, there-
fore the Lennard-Jones is called long range and the Gaussian short range. 
4.3 Phase diagram 
4.3.1 Modulation functions 
Ground states of the double chain model can be found by minimizing the potential energy (4.1). 
A quasi-Newton (the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno algorithm10) method was used to de-
rive the equilibrium configuration in the numerical simulations. The equilibrium configurations 
of the chains in absence of the interchain interaction were used as a starting point for the mini-
malization routine and the convergence tolerance was taken to be 1.0*10-15. 
If the interchain potential is weak compared to the intrachain interactions, a continuum of 
ground states is found. This implies that the potential energy does not change when the chains 
are moved with respect to each other. However, when the interchain potential gets stronger, a 
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Figure 4-3 The modulation functions. The upper two plots show the modulation 
function of the first chain, which contains 55 particles, the lower two plots that of the 
second chain, which contains 34 particles. The plots on the left are for a system in 
the analytic phase, on the right in the nonanalytic phase. The model parameters are 
k2 = 2, k12 = 1, α = 1, and k1 = 2 for the former and k1 = 0.5 for the latter. 
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transition is found.  Above the threshold value, neighbouring ground states are separated by 
Peierls Nabarro barriers and energy is needed to go from one ground state to another. 
The ground states can be studied by introducing modulation functions in the same way as 
they are introduced in, for instance, the Frenkel-Kontorova model.11 These modulation func-
tions can be defined as follows: 
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where xi and yj are the positions of the particles in the ground state situated in the first and sec-
ond chain, respectively, α i and β j are the equilibrium (initial) positions of the particles without 
interchain interaction and f(i) and g(j) are the displacements of the particles with respect to their 
initial positions. The modulation function of the first chain depends on the configuration of the 
second chain and vice versa. Therefore, the periodicity of the modulation of one chain equals 
the periodicity of the other chain. Hence, f(i) can be mapped on one period β and g(j) on one  
period α. Equations (4.3) result in: 
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If the ratio α/β is incommensurate, the points in the domain of the modulation functions are 
dense within one period. For a commensurate ratio, only discrete points are found. 
Calculations of the modulation functions, for different values of the force constants, show 
analytic and nonanalytic regions. If the interchain potential is weak in comparison with the in-
trachain potentials, the modulation functions of both chains are analytic. That is, a smooth peri-
odic function fits the points of the modulation functions. For strong interchain coupling com-
pared to the intrachain coupling, the analyticity of the modulation functions is broken and gaps 
are introduced. Note that the analyticity breaks simultaneously for the two chains. In figure 4-3 
our results are shown. The critical value of the interchain coupling is the same value that was 
mentioned before at which the continuity of the set of ground states was broken. This breaking 
of analyticity is a phase transition from an analytic to a nonanalytic phase.  In subsection 4.3.3 
the opening of gaps in the modulation functions will be discussed in more detail. 
 
4.3.2 Phason gap 
The dynamical properties of the double chain model are derived from the eigenvalues and ei-
genvectors of the dynamical matrix. The elements of this matrix are defined as follows: 
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where z and z' stand for x or y, E is the  potential energy (4.1), k is a wave vector and R(l) is the 
equilibrium position of the lth unit cell.12 The frequencies of the phonon excitations in the crys-
tal are given by the square roots of the eigenvalues of the dynamical matrix. The corresponding 
displacements are given by: 
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Figure 4-5  Dispersion relations. This figure shows part of the dispersion relations. 
The parameters of the system are p = 55, q = 34, k12 = 1, α = 1, and d = 1.2, and k1 
= k2 = 2 in the case of (a) and k1 = k2 = 1.2 for the system of (b). (a) At Γ there are 
two modes, which have (almost) zero frequency. One is the acoustic mode, the other 
is the phason mode. Due to the weak interaction some bandcrossings open. The 
model is in the analytic phase. (b) Now the degeneracy disappeared and the phason 
gap opened. The system is here in the nonanalytic phase. 
Figure 4-4 The circles correspond to the modulation function, the triangles to the 
eigenvector of the phason mode. (a) The system is in the analytic regime. (b) The sys-
tem is in the nonanalytic region, but near the transition line. The parameters of the 
system are p = 55, q = 34, k12 = 1, α =1, and d = 1.2, and k1 = k2 = 2 in the case of 
(a) and k1 = 1.2 and k2 = 2.0 for the system of (b). 
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where s denotes the mode, i the number of the particle in the primitive cell, and εs the eigenvec-
tor corresponding to mode s. The dynamical matrix is infinitely dimensional if the crystal is 
truly incommensurate. However, because the crystal is approximated by a large unit cell to  
which periodic boundary conditions are applied, the Bloch theorem may be used to decompose 
D into a family of finite dynamical matrices. If the system is in the analytic region, the eigen-
vector corresponding to the phason mode is the derivative of the modulation function.13 Figure 
4-4(a) shows the modulation function of the second chain and the eigenvector of the phason, 
where the latter is clearly the derivative of the first. When the system is just outside the analytic 
region, the phason can also be seen as the derivative of the modulation function. That is, at gaps 
in the modulation function also the phason eigenvector shows discontinuities (though they are 
finite) and the slopes of the continuous parts of the modulation correspond to the phason eigen-
vector, as figure 4-4(b) shows. 
 The dispersion relations are constructed using the eigenvalues for different values of the 
wave vector k. Figure 4-5 shows the dispersion relations for two specific systems, in figure 4-
5(a) the system is in the analytic region, in Figure 4-5(b) in the nonanalytic region. The system 
in the analytic region has two modes at zero wave vector with zero frequency. One corresponds 
to the acoustic (Goldstone) mode, the other to the phason or sliding mode. The first mode is a 
uniform displacement of the particles in the unit cell. The second corresponds to a mode where 
the two chains move in opposite directions. As the interchain potential  increases, the degener-
acy is lifted which introduces the phason gap. This occurs at the same point where the analytic-
ity of the modulation functions breaks.  Figure 4-5(b) shows such a phason gap. This gap is de-
fined as the difference between the frequencies of the phason mode and the acoustic mode. The 
phason mode is defined as the mode showing the largest displacement of the chains in opposite 
directions and is not always the second mode in the dispersion. Crossing the transition line from  
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Figure 4-6 Closing of the phason gap. Only one of the force constants (k1) changes, 
the other two are fixed. As can be seen, the gap closes quickly. The solid line de-
scribes the closing of the gap for a system with p = 55 and q = 34, the dashed line 
for a system with p = 144 and q = 89. Both approximants almost coincide entirely. 
The other system parameters are k12 = 1, α = 1, d = 1.2, and k2 = 2. 
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Figure 4-7 The phase diagram, obtained in two different manners for the Lennard-
Jones-like interchain potential. The squares indicate the breaking of analyticity of 
the modulation functions of the two chains, the triangles the disappearance of the 
phason gap. The system parameters are p = 55, q = 34, k12 = 1, α = 1, and d = 1.2. 
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Figure 4-8 Phase diagrams for different ratios of the periods of the two chains. or 
all cases the number of particles in chain 2 is 34. The number of particles in chain 1 
is 47 (I), 49 (II), 53 (III), 55 (IV), 59 (V) and 57 (VI). The corresponding ratios are 
1.38, 1.44, 1.56, 1.62, 1.74, and 1.68, respectively. There is no line in case of 51 par-
ticles in the first chain (ratio is 3/2), because this is a truly commensurate case. 
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the nonanalytic to the analytic phase the gap closes rapidly. Figure 4-6 shows the closing of the 
gap if k2 and k12 are kept constant and k1 is varied for two approximants. As can be seen the gap 
falls off rather quickly, like exp(-k13). The two lines coincide everywhere, except close to the k1 
axis, so the lower approximant already gives a good result. 
 
4.3.3 The phase diagram 
The previous two subsections showed that for weak interchain interaction compared to the in-
trachain interactions, the modulation functions are both analytic and no phason gap exists. If the 
interchain coupling exceeds a threshold, the analyticity of the modulation functions breaks and 
the phason gap opens, both at the same time. At this threshold a phase transition from an ana-
lytic to a nonanalytic regime takes place. Whether the system is in the analytic or nonanalytic 
region depends on the force constants, although one of them, e.g., k12, can be scaled away. The 
actual shape of the transition line in the phase diagram depends on the ratios k1/k12 and k2/k12. 
Figure 4-7 shows the phase diagram of an approximant which has 55 particles in one chain 
and 34 in the other chain. The diagram was obtained in two ways, using the analyticity breaking 
of the modulation functions and the opening of the phason gap. As the figure shows, the two 
lines coincide very well. Note that the transition line is asymmetric. The value of k2 at which the 
transition takes place for high values k1 is not the same value of k1 for high values of k2. An-
other result is the nonconvex part in the transition line. If in this region k1 is fixed, for increas-
ing k2 the system first passes the transition line from the nonanalytic to the analytic region, later 
on it passes the line again and enters the nonanalytic region. 
In the numerical calculations, a criterion has to be chosen whether the transition line is 
crossed. The approximants are not truly incommensurate crystals, in fact they are commensu-
rate. As a consequence, there will always be a finite number of points in the domains of the 
modulation functions, i.e., they are not densely spread. Nonetheless, a nonanalytic and an ana-
lytic regime can be distinguished. In the analytic region, the points of the modulation functions 
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Figure 4-9 Phase diagrams with different interchain potentials shown in Fig. 2. Line 
I indicates the phase diagram of the model with the Lennard-Jones potential, line II 
that of the short-range Gaussian potential, and line III that of the deeper Gaussian 
potential. The system parameters are p = 55, q = 34, k12 = 1, α = 1, and d = 1.2. 
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can be fitted by a smooth periodic function, whereas, in the nonanalytic region clearly gaps ap-
pear (see figure 4-3). 
A similar argument holds for the phason gap. If a crystal is truly commensurate, it will al-
ways possess a phason gap. However, in case of the approximants, there is a region with a large 
gap in respect to another region which contains a tiny but finite gap. At the transition line, 
which divides those two regions, the phason gap closes rapidly as figure 4-6 shows. If the pha-
son gap is less then 0.004, the system is considered to be in the analytic region. 
The existence of the phason mode was used to determine also the phase diagrams of sys-
tems with a different ratio than the golden mean. The results are depicted in figure 4-8. The 
transition line becomes more asymmetric and the nonconvex region increases for increasing 
number of particles in the first chain, where the number in the other chain is kept fixed. The 
diagram for the approximant with p/q ≈ τ is not a special case, i.e., it is not an extremum beyond 
which no other transition lines for other ratios are found. Note that the transition line for the 
case where the system contains 51 particles in the first and 34 particles in the second chain, 
lacks. In this case the ratio of p and q is commensurate with small denominator (3/2) and there-
fore the system never shows a gap as small as the other approximants. Thus the actual ratio of 
p/q deserves special attention. 
As already mentioned, in previous work8 a Gaussian potential of the form: 
 
)exp()( 2rr −−=Φ           (4.7) 
 
was used instead of the Lennard-Jones potential. Figure 4-9 shows the results for the Gaussian 
and the Lennard-Jones potential for an approximant of the incommensurate crystal. The transi-
tion line for the Gaussian is symmetric and convex. As figure 4-2 shows, the two potentials dif-
fer in range and in magnitude. Therefore another Gaussian was taken as to make a better com-
parison. The well of the Gaussian was made as deep as that of the Lennard-Jones potential. 
Note that the ranges are still very different, the Gaussian goes to zero exponentially, whereas 
the Lennard-Jones potential goes as r-6. Figure 4-9 shows also the phase diagram for this Gaus-
sian potential. As can be seen, the transition line is symmetric and convex, just as in the case of 
the other Gaussian. 
In case of the Lennard-Jones-like potential an asymmetric transition line was found. This in 
contrast to the transition line found using the Gaussian potentials. The asymmetry was found 
when the ratio of the numbers of particles in the chains does not approach an integer number. 
The impact of this irregularity in the input parameters becomes apparent for the long range in-
terchain interaction. The sensitivity of the Gaussian potential is negligible for this long-range 
effect. Note that in the model used to examine friction9 reentrant behaviour was also found. In 
this model a Gaussian interchain potential was used in a two-chain structure where one chain 
was attached to a bulk. This model shows a different structure, i.e., one chain is attached to a 
bulk whereas the other chain is free, which probably causes the reentrant behaviour in this sys-
tem. A further elaboration on these asymmetries is out of the scope of this article that concen-
trates on differences between long- and short-range interchain interactions. 
4.4 Observing the phason mode 
Attempts have been made to observe the phason or sliding mode in incommensurate com-
pounds. There is a claim2 that this mode is measured in alkane/urea, but this result is disputed 
by others.3 So, the question now is, what are the conditions to observe a sliding mode. When the  
crystal is in the analytic part or just near the transition line in the nonanalytic part of the phase 
diagram, the phason branch will be the second branch. By x-ray diffraction the main Bragg and 
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satellite peaks can be determined. At these peaks, the phason mode can be measured if it exists, 
as here the intensities of the phonon modes will be large. Inelastic neutron scattering, for in-
stance, might reveal the phason mode. 
 Using x-ray or neutron scattering, main Bragg peaks will be found at Kα = 2nπ/α and Kβ = 
2mπ/β, with n and m integers. The former are just the Bragg reflections due the first chain, the 
latter are due to the second chain. Besides these main reflections there also exist satellite peaks. 
These can be found at Kα + Kβ  = 2nπ/α + 2mπ/β, where both n and m are nonzero. The labeling 
of the peaks will be (n,m), where n stands for contributions of the host and m of the guest. Both 
the main and satellite reflections can be given in terms of the Bragg reflections of the large unit 
cell K = 2lπ/αp, where l is an integer. The relative intensities of the reflections can be calculated 
using the geometrical structure factor: 
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where z stands for x or y, the positions of all the particles in the unit cell and k is the difference 
between incoming and outgoing wave vector. Figure 4-10 shows the intensities for an approxi-
mant in the analytic phase. The lower graph shows the logarithm of the intensity. Clearly, for 
higher values of the wave vector, the intrinsic computational inaccuracies increase, as is to be 
expected. This figure shows also that the peaks are dense. This is because the approximant has a 
very small Brillouin zone, and therefore the Bragg reflections of the large unit cell given by K 
above, will all show some intensity, though many of these peaks will be very small. More satel-
lite peaks can be discovered in the logarithmic figure. 
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Figure 4-10 The geometrical structure factor. The x axis is the difference in incoming 
and outgoing wave vectors, the y axis the calculated intensity. The lower plot shows 
the logarithm of the upper plot. The labels (n,m) correspond to those used in Table I. 
The model is in the analytic regime, its parameters being p = 55, q = 34, k1 = k2 =2, 
k12 = 1, α = 1, and d = 1.2. 
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 The response function which gives information about the phonon spectrum of a crystal, is 
the dynamic structure factor. For a fixed wave vector k, the intensities in a neutron scattering 
experiment can be calculated using: 
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where εsj are the eigenvectors of the dynamical matrix (which are complex outside Γ), zj is the  
position of the particle, k is the wave vector, ω is the frequency of the wave and w(s) are the 
square roots of the eigenvalues of the dynamical matrix. 
Table 4-1 shows calculations around Bragg and satellite peaks for a specific choice of pa-
rameters. If the static structure factor shows a relative high intensity at a Bragg or satellite peak, 
the scattering of neutrons by phonons can be measured better near these peaks than at reflec-
tions with much lower intensity of the static structure factor. The phason mode appears both 
near main and satellite reflections. However, the relative intensity of the phonon modes at the 
satellite peaks is less than at the main peaks, as is to be expected from the relative intensities 
k ωp * 10-2 ωa *10-2 S(ωp)*  102 S(ωa) * 102 S(ωp) / S(ωa) 
(0,1)      
3.89 2.3 1.4 31.75 0.67 47.05 
3.90 4.5 2.7 23.13 0.43 54.17 
3.91 6.8 4.1 12.89 0.21 62.64 
(0,2)      
7.78 2.3 1.3 23.71 0.48 49.72 
7.79 4.5 2.7 17.30 0.30 57.80 
7.80 6.8 4.1 9.66 0.15 63.16 
(1,0)      
6.29 2.3 1.4 0.67 40.36 0.02 
6.30 4.5 2.7 0.41 29.51 0.01 
6.31 6.8 4.1 0.19 16.51 0.01 
(2,0)      
12.58 2.3 1.4 0.82 39.54 0.02 
12.59 4.5 2.7 0.67 28.81 0.02 
12.60 6.8 4.1 0.43 16.06 0.03 
(2,-1)      
8.69 2.3 1.4 0.40 1.18 0.34 
8.70 4.5 2.7 0.31 0.77 0.40 
8.71 6.8 4.1 0.19 0.38 0.51 
(1,1)      
10.18 2.3 1.4 0.17 0.32 0.54 
10.19 4.5 2.7 0.18 0.20 0.86 
10.20 6.8 4.1 0.13 0.10 1.35 
Table 4-1 Some intensities of the acoustic and phason mode. The subscript p denotes 
the phason, a the acoustic mode. The velocity of the phason mode equals 2.246, of the 
acoustic mode 1.363. Four main Bragg peaks and two satellite peaks and their 
neighbourhoods are examined. The boundary of the first Brillouin zone is at 0.057. The 
indices of the peaks are (0,1), (0,2), (1,0), (2,0), (2,-1), and (1,1), respectively. The sys-
tem is in the analytic region of the phase diagram, its parameters being p = 55, q = 34, 
k1 = k2 = 2, k12 = 1, α = 1, and d = 1.2. 
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calculated by the static structure factor (see figure 4-10). Just next to the main (0,1) reflection 
(first main Bragg peak of the guest lattice), the phason mode is much stronger than the acoustic 
mode. Whereas next to the main (1,0) peak the acoustic mode has more intensity than the pha-
son mode as is also the case for (2,0). Near the calculated reflections the phason mode has more 
intensity than the acoustic mode near main peaks of the second chain. Near the satellite peaks, 
the phason mode has half the intensity of the acoustic mode. The velocity of the phason mode 
equals 2.246 and of the acoustic mode 1.363. If there is no coupling between the chains, the 
velocities are 2.291 and 1.410, respectively. When the wave vector increases, the intensities of 
the modes decrease. The Brillouin zone contains many branches. These branches are actually 
the branches of the dispersion relations of the two separate chains folded into the Brillouin zone 
of the unit cell. It turned out that halfway the Brillouin zone the lower folded branch decreases 
its intensity whereas the next folded branch (the two folded branches actually belong to the 
same chain) increases in intensity. Thus, the intensity is "taken over" half-way through the Bril-
louin zone by a higher mode. 
4.5 Conclusions 
Both the modulation functions and the existence of the phason gap lead to a phase diagram. At 
the transition line the analyticity of the modulation functions break and the phason gap appears. 
The transition line depends on the ratio of the force constants k1/k12 and k1/k12. 
In the case of an approximant of an incommensurate crystal, the transition line is asymmet-
ric and has a nonconvex part. The transition line of the approximant with p/q ≈ τ is not an ex-
tremum, beyond which no other lines exist. For commensurate systems with a small denomina-
tor, such as the one with 51 particles in one chain and 34 in the other, the gap is always large 
compared to the gap of the approximant in the analytic region. As a consequence, no transition 
was found in this case. 
Performing the same calculations for an approximant using a Gaussian interchain potential 
of depth comparable to that of the Lennard-Jones interaction, the transition line is more sym-
metric and does not contain a nonconvex region. Therefore, the asymmetry and the nonconvex 
shape are due to the long range of the Lennard-Jones-like potential. The range of the latter com-
prises seven unit cells, that of the Gaussian potentials is much smaller. 
Just outside the main Bragg reflections of the second chain, the intensity of the phason 
mode is relatively larger than the intensity of the acoustic mode. The group velocity of the pha-
son mode is larger than of the acoustic mode, so the second branch is the phason branch. 
In future work, the one dimensional model will be extended to higher dimensions. Incorpo-
rating the actual values of the three force constants, the distance between the chains and the pe-
riods within one chain, makes it possible to make a better comparison with experimental work. 
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5  
 1-Dimensional 
scattering in K-hollandite: 
theory and experiment 
This work comprises calculations using the Frenkel-Kontorova and double-chain models, which 
led to new results explaining the experimental diffraction pattern of K-hollandite. The use of a 
deformable host chain and a Lennard-Jones-like interchain interaction gives the best results. 
From these calculations, it can also be concluded that the guest as well as the host are deformed 
and that the system is pinned. The inclusion of Debye-Waller factors as fitting parameters is 
also discussed, with the conclusion they should not be used in the case of the double-chain 
model. 
 
This chapter was published: Acta Cryst. A 58, 138-145 (2002) 
5.1 Introduction 
Hollandite structures are of interest, both experimentally and theoretically, because they form 
incommensurate inclusion compounds,1 containing two different sublattices with competing 
lengths in one crystallographic direction. These structures are also interesting due to their ionic 
conductivity by cations. 
Hollandite structures form one-dimensional parallel tunnels in which different cations can 
be embedded. This article concentrates on the K-hollandite2 K1.54Mg0.77Ti7.23O16. It contains an 
octahedral (Ti, Mg)-oxide framework (the host structure) forming separate channels in which 
the potassium ions (the guests) reside. Fig. 5-1 shows a sketch of the structure projected on the 
ab plane. Not all available crystallographic sites in the tunnels are occupied by potassium ions, 
in fact in the present case the fractional occupancy of these sites is 77%. The periodicity of the 
host is 2.97 Å and that of the guest 3.86 Å (= 2.97/0.77) along the c direction, in the other 
directions a = b = 10.13 Å. 
A rotation photograph of X-ray scattering in K-hollandite measured by Beyeler3 showed 
the existence of diffuse layers perpendicular to c*. This means that the K chains in 
neighbouring tunnels are uncorrelated, at least to a first approximation, and, therefore, this part 
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of the scattering can be treated in a one-dimensional way. Sections perpendicular to these layers 
will contain the corresponding one-dimensional Bragg peaks which are the topic of this work. A 
configuration model3-5 using a potential based on the Frenkel-Kontorova model was introduced 
to describe these one-dimensional experimental curves. This static model led to a Bragg 
scattering curve that coincides well with the experimental curve. Later work used other 
techniques to calculate the scattering curves, also based on the Frenkel-Kontorova model6 and 
one using the molecular-dynamics method,7 based on a Coulomb interaction, Gilbert-type 
repulsion. These models led to the same results as were already obtained by the static 
configuration model. 
Fig. 5-2 shows an X-ray rotation photograph measured by Rosshirt et al.8 that gave more 
information, mainly due to longer exposure times.  In addition to the three layers observed by 
Beyeler, there are further weaker ones. A precession photograph8 of the first diffuse layer of the 
guest structure showed the intensity distribution in this layer in more detail. The intensity 
distribution on the diffuse layers is not homogeneous but shows short-range-order modulations. 
From a detailed analysis of the symmetry of these modulation peaks and spatial considerations, 
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Figure 5-1 Structure of K-hollandite projected on the ab plane 
Figure 5-2 Oscillation photograph around the c axis (± 45º) at 293 K; 6 kW rotating 
anode, MoKα radiation; 30H exposure time. Taken from Rosshirt (1988). 
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it was concluded that at least part of the scattering has to be assigned also to the host structure. 
Because these experiments revealed much more complicated diffuse patterns, the former 
calculations and comparisons to the rotation photograph of Beyeler3 were no longer satisfactory. 
New calculations using a method published by Radons et al.9-11 did not lead to satisfactory 
results. In particular at low wave vectors many discrepancies were found. 
This article presents new calculations using the Frenkel-Kontorova and the double-chain 
model12,13. The former model assumes that the host lattice is rigid and is represented by a 
sinusoidal potential, the guest is deformable and is represented by a harmonic chain of atoms. 
The latter gives the opportunity to study also the deformation of the host, because here both 
subsystems are represented by deformable harmonic chains that interact with each other. 
Theoretical calculations concerning the structure and Bragg spectra are presented here. The 
simulation of an experiment requires the incorporation of effects due to the specific 
experimental set-up. 
The calculations use an approximation of the real incommensurate structure by introducing 
a large unit cell on which periodic boundary conditions are applied. The ground-state 
configuration and the corresponding Bragg scattering curves of the lattices are calculated. The 
results using the Frenkel-Kontorova system are different from the earlier results3-7 in showing a 
peak at the first main Bragg point of the host as well. The resulting scattering curves from the 
double-chain model coincide nicely with the experimental curve. This model shows also that 
not only the guest but the host structure as well is deformed. It is also shown that an interchain 
interaction that extends over several unit cells gives better results than a short-range interchain 
potential. From the modulation functions it can be concluded that the system is pinned. The use 
of Debye-Waller factors for both subsystems (in case of the double-chain model) as fitting 
parameters is discussed. 
The article is organized as follows. Section 5.2 presents the models used to calculate the 
Bragg scattering curve of the guest chain in K-hollandite. Section 5.3 presents the results of the 
calculations. Section 5.4 discusses the results. In section 5.5, conclusions are drawn. 
5.2 Models 
This work uses two related models. The first is the Frenkel-Kontorova model14, which consists 
of a harmonic chain (VG) on a rigid sinusoidal potential (VH). The potential energy of this model 
can be written as: 
 
α kH
dk
kG
β
HG
Figure 5-3 The double-chain model. The intrachain potentials (indicated by springs) 
are harmonic. The interchain potential is either Lennard-Jones-like or Gaussian. 
The distance d between the chains is fixed. The equilibrium distances between 
particles in the chains are α and β, respectively. 
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where kG is the force constant of the chain, β is the periodicity of the chain, xi are the positions 
of the atoms in the chain, Vo is the strength of the substrate potential and α is the periodicity of 
this potential. The first term describes the guest chain, the second term represents the potential 
due to the host structure. 
 The second model is an extension of the previous model: the double-chain model,12,13 
where the substrate potential is replaced by a second deformable chain. Fig. 5-3 shows a sketch 
of this model. In this article, the upper chain corresponds to the host structure and the lower 
chain to the guest structure in K-hollandite. The potential energy for this model can be written 
as follows: 
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where kH and kG are the force constants of the host and guest intrachain potentials, α and β the 
equilibrium distances, xi and yj the positions of the ith and jth particle of the first and second 
chain respectively and kHG is the strength of the interchain potential Φ(r). 
This article uses two different interchain potentials, the first being a Gaussian potential 
which is written as 
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where ρ denotes the width of the potential well. At a distance of 9 Å, which is much larger than 
ρ, the Gaussian potential was cut off. The other interchain potential used is a Lennard-Jones-like 
potential: 
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where d is the fixed distance between the two chains and σ denotes where the potential crosses 
the zero axis. The parameters σ and d equal 1 Å and 1.2 Å, respectively, in the numerical 
calculations. The minimum of the Lennard-Jones is at a smaller distance (r = 1.12 Å) than the 
distance d, so that only the attractive part beyond the minimum of the Lennard-Jones potential 
plays a role. The potential is cut off at a distance of about 570 Å using a cut-off function to 
avoid singularities in the derivatives that are used in the minimization of the potential energy 
(5.2). 
In both models, the masses of the particles are taken as unity. The models are one-
dimensional and the particles are allowed to move only in the chain direction. A large unit cell 
was chosen in the numerical calculations as an approximation to the real incommensurate 
crystal. The periodicity of the host is in both models α = 2.97 Å, in the case of the double-chain 
model there are 55 particles in the host chain. In both models, the guest chain contains 42 
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particles and has a periodicity β = 3.89 Å to match the required ratio in the real crystal as 
closely as possible. On this large unit cell, periodic boundary conditions are applied. 
The steps followed in the numerical calculations are as follows. First the equilibrium 
positions of the particles are found by minimizing the potential energies (5.1) or (5.2). This was 
done numerically using a quasi-Newton (the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno algorithm15) 
method. The system parameters, i.e. the lattice periodicities, the force constants and the 
parameters of the interchain potentials, were kept fixed during the minimization procedure. The 
equilibrium configuration of the chain in absence of the substrate potential was used as a 
starting point for the minimization routine in the first model. In the second model, the input 
configuration is formed by the equilibrium positions of the particles in absence of the interchain 
potential. From the minimum configuration, the modulation functions can be calculated.13 
Next the one-dimensional Bragg scattering curve is calculated. The intensity distribution 
S(k) is proportional to the square of the geometrical structure factor G(k): 
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where k is the difference between incoming and outgoing wave vectors and z stands for x or y, 
the positions of the particles in the chains after minimization. For comparison with experimental 
results, this calculated Bragg scattering curve can be modified by instrumental factors like the 
Lorentz or polarization factor, for a discussion on these see section 5.4. If only the positions of 
the guest chain are taken into account (in case of the double-chain model), one obtains the 
scattering curve of the guest structure. The curve found using this equation was smoothened 
using a moving Hann window.15 
For the double-chain model, the scattering curve of the total system contains Bragg peaks 
due to the host and to the guest structures. The former are at wave vectors 2nπ /α and the latter 
at 2mπ / β, where n and m are integers. Beside these main peaks, there will also be satellite 
reflections at wave vectors 2nπ / α + 2mπ / β with both n and m nonzero. The labelling of these 
peaks will be (m,n), where m stands for contributions from the guest and n from the host lattice. 
Figure 5-4 The intensities of the experimental scattering on a line normal to the 
diffuse sheets. The line is chosen so that the main Bragg peaks of the host are 
avoided. 
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Note that the main peaks of the host (0,n) contain also contributions from the guest and vice 
versa owing to the mutual modulation, i.e., the modulation function of the host has the period of 
the guest structure and vice versa. In order to obtain the one-dimensional part of interest here, 
which is due to the guest structure only, the scattering from the unperturbed host structure is 
subtracted from the scattering from the total system in one of the performed model calculations. 
Note that in the notation used here the first index refers to the guest, the second to the host, for 
compatibility with previous work. 
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Figure 5-6 The scattering curves S(k) using the double-chain model and a Gaussian 
interchain potential for two choices of system parameters. The values of the system 
parameters for the solid line: α = 2.97 Å, β = 3.89 Å, ρ = 0.95, kH = 25, kG = 1.1 
and kHG = 2.0. Dashed line: α = 2.97 Å, β = 3.89 Å, ρ = 0.33, kH = 10000, kG = 0.1 
and kHG = 2.5. In both cases there were 55 particles in the host and 42 particles in 
the guest chain. 
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Figure 5-5 Bragg scattering curve S(k) using the Frenkel-Kontorova model. 
Indicated are the indices of the Bragg peaks with appreciable intensity. The system 
parameters are: α = 2.97 Å, β = 3.89 Å, kG = 0.19 and Vo = 0.24 and 42 particles in 
the guest chain. 
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5.3 Results 
Fig. 5-2 shows the oscillation photograph8,10 of K-hollandite around the c axis measured by E. 
Rosshirt. Along a line perpendicular to the layers, the grey scale can be converted into 
intensities (without using integrated intensities) as was done in Ref. 10. Fig. 5-4 shows the 
results10 for such a line. Other parallel lines show similar intensity distributions. The selected 
line was chosen so that the main three-dimensional Bragg reflections of the host structure were 
avoided. Indicated in the figure are main Bragg reflections of the guest and satellite reflections. 
To the right of the peaks at (1,0) and (1,1) the weaker peaks (or shoulders) visible in the figure 
can be labeled (0,1) and (0,2). Note that these peaks are missing in the curves presented by Ref. 
3. 
For the Frenkel-Kontorova model, the best results were obtained by choosing kG and Vo 
equal 0.19 and 0.24, respectively. Fig. 5-5 shows the resulting scattering curve. Contrary to 
former calculations,5-7 there is a peak at (0,1). At (0,2) no peak is found and an extra but weak 
broad peak is found at (3,-1). 
In the double-chain model, first the Gaussian potential (5.3) was chosen as the interchain 
potential Φ. Fig. 5-6 shows two different resulting scattering curves. Note that the system 
parameters are different in the two cases. Curves that agree best with the experiment are shown. 
The curve resulting from a somewhat wider potential well (solid line in the figure) agrees better 
with the experimental curve than in case of the narrower well, i.e. smaller value for the 
parameter ρ. However, both curves do not give a satisfactory agreement with the experimental 
Bragg scattering curve. In case of the larger ρ, peaks are found in the same places as in the 
experiment, except the last one, (1,2), which is missing in the numerical calculation. There is an 
additional one at (3,0), which is not present in the experiment. From the curve for smaller ρ can 
be concluded that this does not correspond at all to the experimentally found curve. The force 
constants for this curve are rather unrealistic but these gave the best resulting curve. 
The Lennard-Jones-like potential (5.4) has a longer range than the Gaussian potential. Fig. 
5-7 shows the results for these calculations. The choice made for the values of the force 
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Figure 5-7 Scattering curves S(k) obtained using the double-chain with Lennard-
Jones interchain interaction. The system parameters were: α = 2.97 Å, β = 3.89 Å, 
kH = 25, kG = 1.1 and kHG = 2.98. There were taken 55 particles in the host and 42 
particles in the guest chain. The solid line corresponds to the scattering from the 
total system, the dashed line to scattering from the guest structure and the dotted line 
to scattering from the host structure. 
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constants is kH = 25, kG = 1.1 and kHG = 2.98, which gave the best results compared to the 
experimental scattering curve. There are three curves in Fig. 5-7, corresponding to the same 
choice of system parameters. The solid line gives the scattering from all particles in the unit 
cell, guest as well as host systems. The dashed line gives only the scattering curve when only 
the guest structure is considered, the dotted line when only the host structure is taken into 
account. 
5.4 Discussion 
In this section, first the calculated scattering curves are compared to the experimental curve and 
the differences are discussed. Then the found ground states and modulation functions are 
discussed. Thirdly, the broadening of some peaks is considered, followed by a discussion about 
factors (treated is the Debye-Waller factor) that can improve the calculated results. Finally, the 
comparisons between the calculated and measured curves are made quantitative. 
The calculations shown in Figs. 5-5 and 5-7 show also a peak at (0,1) as a result of the 
scattering at the guest chain. This peak was not found in the former experimental 
measurements3 and the corresponding calculations.5-7 However, at least a weak contribution to 
this peak from the guest can be expected, as the guest has a modulation function with 
periodicity equal to that of the host structure, as mentioned in section 5.2. This explains the 
shoulder found in the experiment shown in Fig. 5-4 at this peak. However, in this experimental 
curve a shoulder with index (0,2) is also visible, while in the calculations an extinction was 
found in both models. This could mean that the selected line perpendicular to the diffuse layers 
still cuts the edges of the main Bragg spots of the host. The details of the former calculations are 
not known, but it is possible that here the contribution to the scattering at (0,1) and (0,2) is 
suppressed in some way. 
The scattering curve due to the host in Fig. 5-7 shows very weak contributions to satellite 
peaks (1,1) and (1,2), indicating that the host is modulated. The modulation function of the host 
(see Fig. 5-8) shows more clearly the deformation, though the displacements of the host 
molecules are a factor of 10 smaller than those of the potassium ions. From the fact that the 
modulation functions are discontinuous, it can be concluded that the system is pinned so that the 
potassium ions cannot move freely and do not form a liquid inside the hollandite. The 
calculations by Radons9 and Rosshirt10 assumed the guest chains to be liquid like and this 
presumably causes the bad agreement with the experiment. The pinning can also explain the 
activation energy of the conduction5 of K-hollandite, although defects in the crystal could also 
be partially responsible for this feature. 
Fig. 5-9 shows a section of the ground states of both the Frenkel-Kontorova (plus) and the 
double-chain model (cross). The guest chain of the double-chain model (the middle chain in the 
figure) forms domains of mostly three ions. This is slightly different from the results found by 
Beyeler et al.,5 where the domains contained mainly three or four ions. The guest chain of the 
Frenkel-Kontorova model does also contain domains of three and four atoms. The differences in 
the ground states of the double-chain and Frenkel-Kontorova models are small (as is also visible 
in Fig. 5-8). The host lattice being rigid or deformable leads to the differences found. That the 
differences are small is to be expected from the fact that the Bragg scattering curves of these 
models also are quite similar. Note that there is a difference in approach in our calculations and 
those of Beyeler et al. The latter takes vacancies into account in the potassium chains, whereas 
the calculations presented here start with two periodic undisturbed chains. 
In the experimental curve the (2,m) peaks are generally broader than the (1,m) peaks. 
Extrapolating this observation, the (3,m) peaks are expected to be even broader and this may be 
the reason that the (3,0) peak was not observed and covered in the background. Note, however, 
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that in the calculations using the double-chain model shown in Fig. 5-7, the (3,0) peak is also 
absent. In the calculations the broadening of the (2,m) peaks is not there. A probable cause for 
this lack of broadening is the use of periodic boundary conditions, which seems to lead to a 
coherency between the clusters (see Fig. 5-9) formed in the guest chain. Nevertheless, 
disregarding this effect, the areas underneath the peaks should be calculated correctly and only 
these are therefore compared in the following. Moreover, only the pure elastic Bragg scattering 
is calculated, while in experiment there are still inelastic contributions, which will broaden 
peaks with higher indices. Finally, the calculated curves resulting from (5.5) are smoothened, all 
with the same width. 
As already stated, instrumental factors are not taken into account during the numerical 
calculations. These are factors as polarization or absorption factors. Introducing them by hand 
in a calculation, these factors introduce extra parameters that can be used to tune the calculated 
curves. For instance the calculations can be improved by introducing Debye-Waller (DW) 
factors for both chains: 
 
 )2exp( 2UkFDW −=           (5.6) 
 
where U is the square of the average displacement for a certain temperature and k the difference 
between incoming and outgoing wave vector. For the host and guest structures, different values 
for U can be chosen. Fig. 5-10 shows the results including this effect. The solid curve shows the 
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Figure 5-8 The modulation functions for the same system parameters as in Fig. 5-7 
in case of  the double-chain model and in Fig. 5-5 in case of the Frenkel-Kontorova 
model. Left: the guest chain of the double-chain model (plus) and the Frenkel-
Kontorova model (cross.) Right: the host chain of the double-chain model. In case of 
the Frenkel-Kontorova model, the host is rigid and its modulation function is zero. 
The lines are a guide for the eye. 
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Figure 5-9 Part of the ground states of the Frenkel-Kontorova model (plus) and the 
double-chain model (cross) for the same system parameters as in Fig. 5-5 and in Fig. 
5-7, respectively. The upper chain is the host chain and the middle chain the guest 
chain of the double-chain system. 
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Bragg scattering curve of the total system minus the Bragg scattering that would come from the 
unperturbed host chain. The dashed curve is the same but here the DW factors were introduced 
in the calculations. It was assumed that the potassium ions are lighter and therefore more mobile 
than the atoms in the host structure. In this case, the chosen values for U were 0.01 Å2 for the 
host and 0.02 Å2 for the guest chain. In this way, the peak at (2,1) is suppressed more than its 
direct neighbour at (1,2) and the results are a little closer to the experimental curve. 
The great impact of the use of DW factors in describing temperature effects is shown in 
Fig. 5-11. This figure shows the Bragg scattering curve of the guest chain for the following 
choice of force constants: kH = 10, kG = 1.8 and kHG = 3.5. The value for U was 0.07 Å2 for the 
guest ions. The curve without the DW factor (solid line) still shows peaks at high wave vectors. 
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Figure 5-10 Scattering curves S(k) using the double-chain model for the same 
system parameters as in Fig. 5-7. The solid line shows the scattering curve of the 
undistorted host chain subtracted from the total scattering curve of the system after 
minimization. The dashed line corresponds to the same calculation, but with DW 
factors incorporated. 
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Figure 5-11 Scattering curves S(k) of the guest chain using the double-chain model. 
The solid line is without and the dashed line with a DW factor. The latter agrees 
nicely with the high-temperature (875K) measurement of Rosshirt (1988). The system 
parameters are the same as in Fig. 5-7 except kH = 10, kG = 1.8 and kHG = 3.5 
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However with the DW factor (dashed line) they are almost gone, which is also the case for the 
experimentally found curve in Rosshirt10 measured at high temperature (875K). The results are 
better if the scattering curve from the total system minus the scattering of the equilibrium state 
of the host is considered, taking a DW factor of 0.04 Å2 for the host structure. 
However, the use of the DW factor as a fitting parameter is not preferable. Whether the 
chosen DW factors are correct is not a trivial question. The initial equation (5.2) does not 
depend explicitly on temperature. The DW factors are included by hand and the values for U 
were chosen such that the resulting curve agrees best with the experimental curve. Therefore it 
is not clear whether these found values correspond indeed to the thermal displacement at the 
experimentally used temperature (in this case room temperature or 875K). 
The contribution of instrumental factors (Lorentz, polarization factors) was estimated and 
showed that the combination of all these factors can be fitted to a reasonable approximation by 
a pseudo DW factor within the actual range of the measurements with an overall instrumental 
mean square displacement of U ≈ 0.034 Å2. The form factor of the guest (potassium) has been 
assumed to apply also for the host, because, without thorough three-dimensional calculations, it 
is difficult to estimate to what extent the number of O atoms and other cations has to be taken 
into account. Since, however, the contribution of the host is small, also this further 
simplification can be tolerated as a first approximation. 
The inclusion of two extra parameters, the DW factor for the host and the guest, 
respectively, only decreases the value of R (Table 5-1, see last paragraph for more details) by a 
factor 2. The effect is not as big as expected and apparently the results without the DW factors 
already give a good description of the real system. In case of the calculation at high 
temperature, the effect is larger, though the discrepancies from the experimental curve are also 
larger then at room temperature.  
The modulation of the host due to the interaction with the guest shows displacements from 
its equilibrium positions between -0.06 and 0.05 for room temperature, -0.12 Å and 0.11 Å for 
high temperature, while the average displacement due to the included DW factor is 0.1 Å 
(√0.01) and 0.2 Å (√0.04), respectively. This means that the thermal displacement is almost 
twice as large as the static displacement due to the competing forces in the double-chain system. 
When the thermal displacement is added to the modulation function, the nonanaliticity is not 
clear anymore. So it is no longer evident that the host subsystem is also pinned. Therefore the 
validity of the double-chain model using DW factors becomes doubtful. The system at high 
temperature is, owing to the great influence of the DW factors, not as sensitive to a change in 
force constants as it is at room temperature.  
The DW factors can be calculated using the phonon spectrum and the Bose distribution to 
find the occupied phonons at a certain temperature. This eventually leads to the average thermal 
displacement of the molecules in the subsystems. This dynamic calculation is out of the scope 
of this article. The other way around is also possible, to find the temperature belonging to a 
certain value of U, but this is also not a trivial procedure. Another difficulty is the fact that the 
DW factors involve three-dimensional dynamics whereas the model is one-dimensional. 
The comparisons between the experimental and calculated curves made so far are not yet 
quantitative. There are many ways to quantify the results and here a rather simple but effective 
method is chosen. The area below a peak was calculated and this number was divided by the 
area under all the peaks taken into account. The peak at (0,2) was not considered as it is not 
found in all the calculations and its origin in the experiment is not clear. The last step of the 
calculation was to subtract the experimentally found areas from the calculated ones. Table 5-1 
shows the results. From these numbers it can be deduced that the scattering curve of the guest 
using DW factors (fifth column) gives the best agreement. Here the smallest numbers are found 
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as is shown in the bottom row of the table, where the square of the numbers in each column are 
summed. Note that in the Frenkel-Kontorova model the scattering takes place only at the guest 
chain. The results for the Frenkel-Kontorova model turn out to be the third best match with the 
experimental found curve. The second best is the scattering at the guest chain in the double-
chain model, given in the second column. But the introduction of two extra fitting parameters 
by taking into account the pseudo DW factors (fifth column) does not dramatically improve the 
calculations compared to the results in the second column, which already describe well the 
experimental curve. This also means that the experimentally found curve in Fig. 5-4 shows 
indeed the Bragg scattering of the guest and that the modulation of the host is of importance for 
the resulting scattering curve. 
5.5 Conclusions 
The experiments8,10 measuring the one-dimensional Bragg scattering of K-hollandite showed 
more complicated patterns than earlier measurements and calculations3-7 had shown so far. 
Attempts to model9,10 the structure were made, but those results were not very satisfactory. 
Calculations done in this article using the Frenkel-Kontorova and double-chain models result in 
scattering curves that agree very well with the experimental curve. It was found that the 
interaction between the two subsystems is indeed not short range. 
Our calculations show a peak at (0,1), i.e. the main Bragg peak of the host, in the scattering 
of the guest chain. A weak contribution can be expected, and this explains the weak peak found 
in the experiment. 
The double-chain model shows that the host chain is indeed deformed although, being an 
order of magnitude stiffer than the guest, its deformation is only weak (ten times less compared 
to that of the guest.) Therefore, the scattering curve of the host contains primarily the main 
Bragg peaks, although very weak contributions to satellites were observed as well. 
From the modulation functions of both the Frenkel-Kontorova model and the double-chain 
model, it can be concluded that the system is pinned. This means that the subsystems cannot 
move freely over each other. This explains the bad agreement of the calculations first performed 
to explain the new experiments,9,10 where it was assumed that the potassium ions form a liquid-
(n,m) 1 2 3 4 5 6 
(1,0) -0.20 -0.05 -0.15 -0.09 0.07 -0.09 
(0,1) 0.44 -0.03 0.26 0.34 0.00 0.00 
(2,0) -0.14 -0.08 -0.12 -0.12 -0.07 -0.12 
(1,1) -0.05 0.07 0.01 -0.02 0.05 0.11 
(2,1) -0.03 0.09 0.01 -0.07 -0.01 0.11 
(1,2) -0.02 0.01 -0.01 -0.03 -0.03 0.00 
R 0.26 0.02 0.10 0.14 0.01 0.05 
Table 5-1 The difference of the calculated peaks with experiment (for details see 
text.) The first five columns are calculations performed with the double-chain model 
with the system parameters as in Fig. 5-7, the last with the Frenkel-Kontorova 
system with parameters as in Fig. 5-5. The first column corresponds to the scattering 
of the total system, the second of the guest, the third of the total system minus the 
host in equilibrium, the fourth of the total system minus the host in equilibrium when 
DW factors are taken into account, the fifth of the guest with DW factors included 
and the last is just at the chain in the Frenkel-Kontorova model. The last line gives 
the sum of the squared numbers in the corresponding columns, denoted by R. 
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like system in the channels. It was found that the interaction between the two subsystems is 
indeed not short range. 
Modifying the calculated Bragg scattering curve by instrumental factors will lead to a 
better comparison to specific instrumental results. The introduction of pseudo DW factors 
showed this. However, the calculated scattering curve using (5.5) (the square of the geometrical 
structure factor) agrees very well with the experimental results. Therefore, the presented 
double-chain model explains the Bragg scattering at K-hollandite independent of the specific 
experimental set-up. 
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6  
 Phason mode in 
heptadecane/urea 
The double chain model is applied to the heptadecane/urea incommensurate inclusion com-
pound. The detailed alkane structure is taken into account. Model parameters are taken from the 
literature. The interchain coupling constant is the only free parameter of the model. The modu-
lation functions of this system are found to be always non-analytic, ruling out the presence of a 
sliding mode. 
 
A paper based on this chapter is in preparation. 
 
Aperiodic crystals show sharp peaks in their Bragg reflection patterns, but lack three-dimen-
sional periodicity. Incommensurate inclusion compounds belong to this class. The incommensu-
rate compounds n-alkane/urea have been widely investigated. The urea (CO(NH2)2) host forms 
a hexagonal lattice with long channels in which the alkane molecules (CnH2n+2) reside.  
 A phason mode might exist in the incommensurate n-alkane/urea compounds, but experi-
ments are still not conclusive.1,2 The phason mode is defined as the phonon mode describing the 
largest opposite displacement of the sublattices. For weak interlattice coupling this mode is ex-
pected to have zero frequency, just as the acoustic mode. If the interlattice coupling exceeds a 
certain threshold value, the frequency will no longer vanish, i.e., the phason gap will open. 
Theoretical work studied this feature using the double chain model,3,4 where urea mole-
cules form the host and alkane molecules the guest lattice. This model shows a phason gap for 
weak interlattice coupling. However, there is a difficulty in identifying the units in the guest 
chain. If one takes the molecules as rigid units, the distances in the guest chain are much larger 
than in the host chain. If one takes the carbon atoms in the molecules, together with their asso-
ciated hydrogen atoms, the distances in both chains are comparable, but the fact that there are 
molecules is completely neglected. Therefore, we propose a model in which the internal struc-
ture of the molecules is taken into account. The undistorted positions in the chains are thus 
given by: 
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where α is the period of the urea chain, β the undistorted distances between carbon units, γ the 
undistorted distance between the end groups of neighbouring heptadecane molecules, m labels 
the heptadecane molecules, and ureaix are the atoms in the urea chain and 
alkane
ix are the carbon 
units in the alkane chain, where each carbon unit is assigned to the alkane molecule m. The car-
bon units are either CH2 or the end group CH3. 
Figure 6-1 gives a sketch of the used model. The upper chain represents the host (urea), the 
lower chain the guest (CH2 or CH3). The intrachain interactions are harmonic and between 
nearest neighbours. The interaction between the two chains is taken to be Lennard-Jone like. 
The incommensurate structure is approximated in numerical calculations by building a large 
unit cell on which periodic boundary conditions are applied,4 and the interchain interaction 
ranges over seven unit cells. 
The potential energy of this system, E({x}) with {x} the positions of all the particles, is 
minimized to find the ground state configuration ({x}). The molecules are allowed to move 
only along the chain direction. The phonons are then calculated using the dynamical matrix that 
is defined as:5 
 
 ∑ −=
l
l
ij
ji
ij iklLEmm
kD )exp(1)(         (6.2) 
 
Figure 6-1 The double chain model. The intrachain potentials are harmonic, the in-
terchain potential is Lennard-Jones like. In this case, one unit cell contains two hep-
tadecane molecules. Dotted lines replace the CH2 units (urea molecules) needed to 
complete the heptadecane molecules (host chain) in the unit cell. 
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Figure 6-2 Phason gap as function of the interchain coupling. 
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where mi is the mass of the ith molecule, l labels the unit cells, Eilj denotes the second deriva-
tive of the potential energy (force constant matrix) calculated at {x}, and L is the length of the 
unit cell. The eigenvectors (ε) of the dynamical matrix describe the phonon modes with a fre-
quency given by the square root of the corresponding eigenvalues. 
Calculations were done using 2 and 9 heptadecane molecules (34 and 153 carbon units) in 
the guest chain and the found behaviour is qualitatively similar. The values for the model pa-
rameters as indicated in figure 6-1 are taken from the literature: α = 1.84 Å6, β = 1.4 Å6, γ = 
2.44 Å7, kα = 78 N/m7,8, kβ = 444 N/m9, and kγ = 3 N/m9. The masses of the molecules are: murea 
= 60 amu, mCH2 = 14 amu and mCH3 = 15 amu. The only free parameter of the model is the inter-
lattice coupling kGH. The geometrical structure factor still shows sharp Bragg peaks, main peaks 
from both chains as well as satellites, for all calculations, meaning that the model describes well 
a composite structure. 
 The phason gap is the difference of the frequencies of the acoustic and phason modes. Fig-
ure 6-2 shows the phason gap as function of the interlattice coupling strength kGH for a system 
Figure 6-3 The displacements of the two chains for kGH = 1 Nm. Top the urea chain; 
bottom the alkane chain. Nine heptadecane molecules were chosen in the guest 
chain. Visible is a sawtooth behaviour on which a smaller sawtooth is added. 
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containing two heptadecane molecules. The phason gap opens immediately for any value of 
kGH. The cause for the dips at kGH = 0.38 Nm and kGH = 1.4 Nm in the curve is not clear. Note 
that in former studies4,10 dips, and re-entrant behaviour, were also found. 
Figure 6-3 shows the displacements of the particles with respect to their undistorted posi-
tions for a system containing nine heptadecane molecules. The urea chain clearly feels the large 
alkane molecules and tries to fit in better by enlarging or decreasing its periodic lengths, repre-
sented by the sawtooth like function. The alkane chains show this behaviour as well, were each 
straight line in the sawtooth corresponds to one heptadecane molecule. The changes in the 
lengths of the alkane molecules are not enough to make β equal to α. The slopes of the lines in 
the sawtooth functions that are on top of each other are opposite. The fourth line in the urea 
chain is flat. The fifth line has a positive slope, whereas the former odd lines had negative 
slopes. This changing sign of slopes is also visible in the alkane chain at the same point. 
Upon the sawtooth function another smaller feature is visible. Each straight line of the 
sawtooth of the urea chain can be mapped on a period β, of the alkane chain on a period α, just 
the way it is done for the calculation of the modulation functions.3,4 Figure 6-4 shows the result 
for two different values of kGH for a system with two heptadecane molecules. For low values of 
kGH, the modulation functions are expected to be smooth periodic functions. However, as it is 
visible from the figures on the left side, this is not the case, there are large gaps. No transition 
was found for which the modulation functions become analytic for the choice of parameters 
made, in a range of 0.001 ≤ kGH ≤ 5 Nm. For nine heptadecane molecules, the modulations of 
the whole host chain were mapped on a period 16β + γ, i.e., the period of the heptadecane mole-
cules, but still no smooth function was found. 
 The phonon dispersion relations calculated using formula 6.2 depend on the masses of the 
molecules. The modulation functions are found by minimizing the potential energy and are in-
dependent of the masses. Therefore it is not trivial that the modulation functions become non-
analytic when the phason gap opens.4 The masses are not of influence on the gap being zero or 
not, i.e., on the critical value of kGH where the transition takes place. However, they do influ-
Figure 6-4 The modulation functions of the chains for kGH = 0.1 Nm on the left side 
and kGH = 2.5 Nm on the right side and two heptadecane molecules in the guest 
chain. The upper graphs show the modulation functions of the host chain (urea), the 
lower graphs of the guest chain (carbon units). The solid and dashed lines represent 
the first and the second halves of the unit cell, respectively, corresponding to the two 
heptadedcane molecules in the unit cell. The modulation functions are in all cases 
non analytic. The offset of the dashed line in the left lower graph is 0.00148. 
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ence the value of the phason gap when it opens. So, incorporation of the masses in the model is 
needed for the determination of the value of the phason gap. 
The non-analyticity of the modulation functions and the existence of a phason gap both 
lead to the conclusion that a sliding mode with zero phason gap in the heptadecane/urea com-
pound is not possible. Still, a phason like mode with a non-vanishing frequency at zero wave 
vector can be expected in heptadecane/urea. Experimental information on the interlattice cou-
pling (kGH) is needed to make a prediction of the value of this gap. 
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7  
 Exploration of the 
double chain model in 2D 
This work studies possibilities to extend the double chain model to two dimensions. The nu-
merical feasibility of several possible models is explored. From these considerations an iterative 
model is chosen, which serves as an intermediate model to explore the influence of different 
features that are found experimentally and can be added in the model. Presented are the first re-
sults of this model applied to heptadecane/urea. Six iteration steps result in a stable stucture, 
even if random shifts in each added alkane chain are taken into account. 
 
This chapter is based on a paper: accepted for publication in Physica B. 
7.1 Introduction 
So far, the double chain model11,12 used to describe incommensurate inclusion compounds was 
only one-dimensional. It was able to describe the one-dimensional Bragg scattering of K-
hollandite.13 However, the n-alkane/urea composites are more complex, and molecular disorder 
of the alkane chains in neighbouring tunnels, which cannot be described in one dimension, 
seems to be important. Therefore, an extension of the model to higher dimensions is needed. 
This chapter reports a preliminary study of the extension of the double chain model to two 
dimensions. The first step in this process is to study the experiments that are performed using n-
alkane/urea crystals. The interpretations of the results of these experiments lead to physical con-
siderations that give insight in the features of these compounds. The next step is the construc-
tion of a theoretical model that explains and predicts features of the compounds. Most favour-
able is a model that explains all found characteristics, none of them being introduced in the 
model by hand. But such a model is very complex and numerically intensive, so choices must 
be made about which features are to be explained and which features are added in the model or 
simply omitted. This article describes the investigation of suitable extensions to two dimensions 
of the double chain model. As a first step, an iterative model is proposed that will help to make 
the choices for a true two-dimensional model. 
The structure of this article follows the process just mentioned. The experiments that have 
been performed1-10 to study static and dynamic features of n-alkane/urea molecules for different 
values of n, are discussed in section 7.2. The interpretations, i.e., the physical considerations, 
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are studied in section 7.3. The next section, section 7.4, then examines the theoretical models 
and the choices that can be made to simplify them. Section 7.5 discusses the numerical feasibil-
ities of these different model possibilities and introduces the iterative model. The first results of 
this model are presented in section 7.6. The iteration model and the consequences of choices 
made are discussed in section 7.7. Finally the conclusions are drawn in section 7.8. 
7.2 Experimental premises 
In Ref. [3] n-alkanes with n = 12 (C12) and n = 16 (C16) were used as the guest molecules in 
the urea host structure. In case of C12 only x-ray experiments were performed, in case of C16 
x-ray as well as neutron experiments (the C16 alkanes were deuterated). Several refinement 
procedures from Bragg scattering data were used to determine the positions of the atoms in the 
structure. 
In Ref. [4] neutron diffraction data were discussed from the n-nonadecane/urea (C19) in-
commensurate composite. In this case, n equals 19 and the molecule was deuterated. Several 
Bragg scattering scans in different crystallographic directions were made. This was done at 
various temperatures and a structural transition temperature was found at 160K. 
X-ray scattering experiments are also presented in Ref. [5] on urea inclusion compounds 
with the alkanes C13, C14, C15, C17 and a mixture of C15 and C16 (ratio 1:1) included in a 
temperature range from room temperature down to 30K. Depending on the length (or value of 
n) for each compound a structural transition temperature was found between 109K and 158K. 
Refinement procedures to reveal the structure of heptadecane/urea are performed in Ref. 
[6]. The data used come from single crystal x-ray diffraction patterns. 
In Ref. [7] C14, C17 and a mixture of C15 and C16 (ratio 1:1) were included in the urea 
host and used in x-ray measurements (oscillation photographs). Again, depending on the length 
of the included alkane molecules, a transition temperature was found between 120K and 160K. 
The aim was to describe the longitudinal positional ordering of the alkanes in the urea tunnels. 
The experiments described in Ref. [8] used selectively deuterated urea compounds, that is, 
either C19D40/CO(NH2)2 or C19H40/CO(ND2)2. The technique used here is single-crystal solid-
state deuterium NMR (2H NMR). Neutron diffraction spectra as function of frequency were 
measured at different temperatures. Transition temperatures at 160K for hydrogenated alkane in 
deuterated urea and 153K for deuterated alkane in hydrogenated urea and fully deuterated 
C19/urea were found. 
In Refs. [1] and [2] Brillouin scattering from the heptadecane/urea compound was investi-
gated. The purpose was to find the so-called sliding or phason mode that represents the move-
ment in opposite directions of the two sublattices, but the experiments were not conclusive. 
Both structural and dynamical properties of nonadecane/urea were studied in Ref. [9]. That 
article is an overview of the work done by Guillaume on alkane/urea inclusion compounds. 
Ref. [10] presents Bragg scattering results on nonadecane/urea (C19, deuterated) using neu-
tron diffraction. Also the coherent inelastic neutron scattering is discussed. The last part of that 
thesis presents the investigation of the low-frequency phonon modes in Hg3-δAsF6 as well as in 
nonadecane/urea. 
7.3 Physical considerations 
Interpretations of the previously discussed experiments give information about the structures, 
the temperature dependent behaviour, the deformations, the rotations (of the alkanes), and the 
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dynamics of the alkane/urea composites. These findings will be briefly discussed in this section 
in the same order (except for the rotations, which will be discussed together with temperature). 
In the n-alkane/urea crystals the urea molecules form a hexagonal structure. The alkane 
molecules reside in the tunnels that are present in this structure. The hydrogen bridges in the 
urea host lattice stabilize the structure of n-alkane/urea.3 
The observation of pure satellites as Bragg peaks shows that the intermodulation, i.e., the 
modulation of the host by the guest and vice versa, is a three-dimensionally long-range ordered 
phenomenon. Therefore it can be concluded that the alkane chains are, at least locally, three-
dimensionally ordered. This is apparently not in agreement with the existence of the diffuse 
sheets, which correspond to the host structure, perpendicular to the c* direction, because these 
sheets indicate a rather one-dimensional ordering.4 
The structural phase transition, mentioned in the previous section, that occurs at a critical 
temperature is from an orthorhombic structure at low temperatures to a hexagonal structure at 
high temperatures. The exact transition temperature depends on the length of the included al-
kane molecules, i.e., the number n of carbon atoms in the alkane molecule.4-8 In the case of 
nonadecane/urea some direct evidence of very slow pre-transitional effects were found.8 
At low temperatures the rotational motion of the alkanes is frozen in. As a consequence the 
alkane molecules order in a (local) herringbone like structure, which cause a distortion of the 
host structure.5,7,8 
The temperature dependence of different order satellites indicates an evolution of the 
strength of the competing interactions.4 The relative strengths of the intra- and interlattice cou-
plings determine to which extent the sublattices are modulated and this influences the satellites. 
At 360K there is another transition, as a free rotation of the alkane chains freezes below 
this temperature. Below this critical temperature, the alkane chains in the urea tunnels can oc-
cupy 6 possible orientations. However, this is not easily measured because the diffraction pat-
terns of a chain with 6 orientations following hexagonal symmetry, and a rotating chain (cylin-
drical symmetry) are not very different. This is particularly true for low diffraction angles.3 
The existence of satellite reflections that do not correspond to either host or guest peri-
odicities along the tunnel axis, provide strong evidence of incommensurate modulation in n-
alkane/urea composites.4 The modulation of the host structure was found to be very weak.3,6,8 
Still, from the diffraction patterns it was concluded that not only the guest contributes to the dif-
fuse scattering, but also the host, indicating that the host is modulated by the guest.3-5 Moreover, 
the host structure contributes also to the main reflections of the guest and vice versa, so both 
sublattices contribute to each diffracted spot.5,6 
Because a direct van der Waals interaction between the guest molecules in neighbouring 
tunnels seems improbable, it can be concluded that the correlations are via distortions of the 
host tunnel walls. With respect to the lateral correlations of the host molecules it could be 
shown, that a local distortion of the host lattice in the region of the alkane end groups might be 
a dominant factor for positioning neighbouring molecules. In different urea inclusion com-
pounds a non-negligible interaction of host and guest lattices was found.5 
The experiments on the dynamics of the n-alkane/urea composites were not conclusive yet. 
In Ref. [1] the observation of the sliding mode in Brillouin scattering on the heptadecane/urea 
compound was reported. The phase velocity was found to be 3000 m/s. It was assumed that the 
lack of long-range order sufficiently reduces the effects of pinning, allowing the sliding mode to 
be observed at energies accessible in Brillouin scattering. On the other hand, in Ref. [2], no un-
ambiguous signal of a phason mode could be found in Brillouin scattering in heptadecane/urea. 
This was ascribed to the existence of a gap in the excitation branch at low wave vectors. In Ref. 
[10] no gapless phason mode was found in nonadecane/urea. The molecular disorder in the 
composite was proposed as a cause for the lack of a phason mode. 
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7.4 Model possibilities 
Figure 7-1 shows a possible extension of the one-dimensional double chain model where it is 
extended to all (two-dimensional) directions. The interchain interaction between nearest 
neighbour chains is long-range and can be described by a Lennard-Jones-like potential, as was 
done in the one-dimensional model.12 Some of these interactions are indicated by solid lines in 
the figure. Between not nearest neighbour chains a long-range interaction potential can be cho-
sen as well. The dashed lines show some of these interactions. Note that these interactions need 
not all to be the same. These interactions can be established in different ways, for instance by 
introducing long-range interactions between all chains, or by introducing interactions between 
host chains only. In the latter case, the guest chains do not interact directly, as seems to be in 
agreement with experiments. 
The one-dimensional model did not depend on temperature explicitly. A good treatment of 
the temperature demands the incorporation of statistical averages into the model. This allows to 
study the structural phase transition and other thermal effects. 
The shift of the alkane chains with respect to each other can be established by a stochastic 
choice of the position of the first alkane chain in the channel, i.e., introducing a ∆s as 
sketched in figure 7-2. This could lead to a one-dimensional disorder of the included molecules, 
i.e., diffuse sheets in Bragg scattering calculations. 
The rotation of the alkane molecules can be represented by a spin variable, where the spins 
have some kind of interaction. This spin variable can either take a finite number of values or be 
a continuous variable. 
The output of the model chosen will be a ground state configuration of a two-dimensional 
crystal. These positions represent the structure of the real composite crystal. The mutual defor-
mation of the sublattices can be deduced from these ground states. Possible dependencies on the 
stochastic shift and on the rotation of the alkane molecules can be studied as well from the mini-
mum energy configurations. Calculating Bragg scattering patterns can do this. Given the 
minimum structure the phonon dispersion relations and in particular the phason mode can be 
deduced for this particular configuration. 
Figure 7-1 Sketch of the double chain model in two dimensions. The intrachain po-
tentials (indicated by springs) are harmonic.  The distance between the chains is 
fixed. The model is chosen such that the guest molecules are carbon units that make 
up the alkane molecules. Dotted lines replace the urea molecules and the CH2 units 
needed to complete the host chains and n-alkane molecules in the system. 
urea molecule CH2CH3
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7.5 Numerical feasibility 
For the model sketched in figure 7-1, a potential energy can be written down. This potential en-
ergy will be minimized to find the ground state structure of the crystal. During this minimiza-
tion procedure the positions of the particles will change, while the other parameters of the 
model, for instance, the interaction potentials, are kept fixed. A suitable dimension of the unit 
cell in a two-dimensional model with a Lennard-Jones-like potential between the chains (not 
only between nearest neighbours) is about ten chains and about nine alkane molecules in the 
guest chains along the tunnels. 
As a first approximation, temperature is not included. The one-dimensional double chain 
model could already explain the Bragg scattering curves at room temperature of the K-
hollandite inclusion compound.13 The rotations and the shifts (as shown in figure 7-2) are also 
omitted at first. These choices already make the model less computationally intensive. 
Still, about 1375 coordinates are involved in the minimization procedure if nine heptadec-
ane molecules are included in one guest chain and ten chains are chosen. This problem is com-
mon, e.g., in plasma physics.14,15,16,17 The solution used in this field comprises a minimization 
procedure on a χ2 analysis. This procedure involves a Principal Component Analysis followed 
by a dimension reduction. For the problem at hand this implies that the number of free parame-
ters during the minimization procedure will be reduced. In the following paragraphs the method 
will be sketched. 
 Write the potential energy as E( xv ) = U, where the xi denotes the position of the ith particle 
in the unit cell, and U is the energy corresponding to the configuration xv . The minimization is a 
mapping from a begin configuration xv  to a configuration xv : E( xv ) = U, where U is the 
minimum value of the potential energy. This xv  configuration is expected to be a unique com-
bination, however, due to numerical inaccuracies, there will be a certain area around the xv  
configuration that will be found as the ground state configuration. 
The first step in the Principal Component Analysis is to normalize the positions. Then they 
will no longer denote the absolute positions of the particles, but their deviations from their un-
perturbed positions before minimization. Next, the effect of a little change δ in xv  on U will be 
investigated. A sample of N configurations xv α (α = 1, , N) will be constructed, and via E( xv ), 
a sample of N energies Uα is found. Now a covariant matrix can be constructed: 
 
 ∑
−
=
α
αα
jiNij xxM 11           (7.1) 
 
Figure 7-2 The shifts of the alkane chains with respect to one another. The amount 
of shift is given by ∆s. 
∆s
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This matrix is then diagonalized and the found eigenvectors ev give a new set of xv α: 
 
 αα xex jj
v
=
~            (7.2) 
 
The new parameters αx~ are no longer coordinates of individual particles, but are linear combi-
nations of the individual positions of the particles. The eigenvectors corresponding to the largest 
eigenvalues are the principal components. 
 After completing the Principal Component Analysis, the number of dimensions, i.e., pa-
rameters can be reduced. It turns out that the components that are not principal are not of great 
influence on the behaviour of the system,14,15,16,17 i.e., if a small change δ is added to one of 
these components, it will not have a great impact on the potential energy U. The first few (say 
five) principal components contain in most cases the essential information necessary for com-
puting the potential energy. Adding more αx~ will not add extra information, moreover, it will 
increase the error in the computed energy. From this fact follows that it is no use to calculate the 
energy with the first introduced 1375 parameters, as this will lead to a large error. The Principal 
Component Analysis followed by the dimension reduction will minimize the χ2 for the problem 
at hand. 
 The procedure will not be performed here, but from this analysis it is clear that it is suffi-
cient to use only a few parameters. Then the outcome of the numerically performed minimiza-
tion routines will be reliable. Chapter 5 showed that the one-dimensional double chain model 
could explain the Bragg spectrum of K-hollandite at room temperature very well. This one-
dimensional model therefore serves as a good basic concept. The influence of the disorder of 
neighbouring alkane chains is the main reason to extend the model to two dimensions. From the 
experimental results it can be concluded that the alkanes situated in neighbouring chains do not 
interact directly, they only have indirect interaction via distortions in the intermediate urea host 
chain. The latter argument leads to the omission of long-range interaction between not nearest 
Figure 7-3 The first few steps of the iterative model. On the right is indicated if the 
chain is allowed to deform during the minimization of the system or that it is kept 
fixed in its previously found ground state. 
Next step
Next step
changes
changes
changes
changes
changes
changes
fixed
fixed
fixed
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neighbour chains. From the notion of indirect interaction through intermediate chains one may 
assume that there is no need to minimize systems bigger than three chains. However, the out-
come of the minimization must be a bulk system, and possible influences of the surface of the 
crystal are to be avoided. Therefore an iterative procedure will be followed, where the crystal is 
entered more at each step by adding a new chain. At each step, a three-chain system is mini-
mized, where the upper chain is kept fixed, because the added lowest chain will not influence 
this chain. However, it is taken into account as it still interacts with the middle chain. 
 Taken all the arguments presented in the last paragraph, the model proposed here, is an it-
erative model based on the one-dimensional double chain model. The first few iteration steps 
are sketched in figure 7-3 (the numerical code is discussed in chapter 2). The first step mini-
mizes the potential energy of a system of two chains (one host and one guest chain). Note that 
particles can move only along the chain direction. The next step adds a third chain (host, in its 
Figure 7-4 First results showing the evolution of the ground states of the urea chains 
during the iteration process. Line I shows results after the first step, line II after 
three steps and line III after six steps. After the sixth step the results are the same. 
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Figure 7-5 First results showing the evolution of the ground states of the alkane 
chains during the iteration process. Line I shows results after the first step, line II 
after two steps and line III after six steps. After the sixth step the results are the 
same. 
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unperturbed state) to the found ground state configuration. The potential energy of these three 
chains is minimized. The upper chain is kept fixed in its previously found ground state. The 
middle and lower chains can deform to a new ground state configuration. The third step adds an 
alkane chain, in its unperturbed configuration. Now the lower three chains interact with each 
other during the minimization. The upper of these three chains is kept fixed in its last found 
configuration. The lowest two can again deform to a new ground state. The upper most chain 
does not play a role during this third iteration step. This procedure of adding a chain and mini-
mizing the three-chain system can be repeated. The iteration is stopped if the new calculated 
ground states differ less then 10-5 in the deformations from the previous ones. 
7.6 Results 
The one-dimensional double chain model serves as a basis for the iteration model. In one chain 
the interaction between nearest neighbour molecules is described by a harmonic potential. The 
interaction between two chains is Lennard-Jones like and has a range of seven unit cells. There 
is only interaction between nearest neighbour chains. A host chain contains urea molecules; the 
guest chain contains units of CH2 or CH3 molecules. The CH3 molecules are at the endings of 
an alkane molecule. 
 Figures 7-4 and 7-5 show the results for heptadecane/urea concerning the structure of the 
molecule. The guest chain contained two heptadecane molecules that are connected by a weak 
bond. Figure 7-4 shows the deviations from the unperturbed positions of the urea molecules af-
ter the first, the third and sixth iteration step. Figure 7-5 shows the deviation from the unper-
turbed positions of the carbon units after the first, second and sixth iteration step. A kink is visi-
ble in the urea as well as in the alkane chain where the weak bond connects the two heptadecane 
molecules. Six iteration steps result in a stable ground state, for both subsystems. 
Next, calculations were performed where the earlier mentioned parameter ∆s was intro-
duced. At each added guest chain this parameter was given a random value and added to the 
unperturbed positions. This model also gave stable configuration after six steps, and to the same 
deviations as the former presented calculations. This means that the procedure is stable and 
strengthens its validity. 
7.7 Discussion 
The iteration model serves as a first step in a study of the extension of the double chain model 
to higher dimensions. It can be used for quick calculations concerning the structure and phonon 
spectrum of composite crystal. A two-dimensional model containing at least ten chains that in-
teract with each other, and that incorporates the (random) shift of the alkane chains, the rota-
tions of the alkane molecules and temperature is of course far more complete. However, such a 
model is numerically intensive and therefore not preferable for first calculations. 
The structure of the chains in the iteration model converges to a stable structure within a 
few iteration steps. There are different ways to interpret this result. Either a piece of the bulk is 
relaxed in this way or the crystal is built up, starting from the surface. In the latter case the con-
vergence would mean that the bulk state is reached within a few channels. 
Including a random shift in each added guest chain turned out to be irrelevant for the con-
vergence of the structure. Moreover, the structure converges in the same number of steps to ex-
actly the same ground state. This leads to the conclusion that a true minimum is found. 
The deviations of the urea chains show a kink in the middle, where the weak bond between 
the alkane molecules is situated. On the left of this kink the urea chain seems to be compressed, 
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on the right to be extended. The deviation of the urea molecules is of the same order of magni-
tude as the deviation of the carbon units. This opposes the experimental conclusions that the 
host is only weakly distorted. The same kind of saw tooth behaviour was also found in the pre-
vious chapter that minimized the one-dimensional double chain model using nine heptadecane 
molecules in the guest chain. 
7.8 Conclusions 
The physical considerations explore the features of the incommensurate inclusion compounds n-
alkane/urea. This chapter studies the possible extensions to two dimensions of the so far used 
one-dimensional double chain model11,12 in order to explain (and predict) the phenomena found 
in these crystals. 
First choices must be made about how many free parameters will be incorporated. Zero is 
the most favourable, but also the most complex and numerically demanding one. In this case all 
experimentally found features should be also the results of the numerical calculations, but many 
parameters will be involved. 
From a principal component analysis followed by dimension reduction can be concluded 
that only few parameters should be used to obtain reliable results of the minimization proce-
dure. The one-dimensional double chain model already works for the explanation of the one-
dimensional Bragg scattering in K-hollandite and will therefore serve as the basis for the exten-
sion. Further physical arguments lead to the choice of an iterative model. This model can be 
used to investigate which features are of importance in higher dimensions, which will lead to 
the right choices for real two-dimensional (and 3D) double chain models. 
Figures 7-4 and 7-5 present the first results of this iteration model. It describes hexadec-
ane/urea where two hexadecane molecules are chosen in one unit cell. The minimum energy 
structure converges in six steps, so the equilibrium structure is reached rapidly. In the urea chain 
a kink is found, on the left the structure is compressed on the right it is extended. 
The introduction of random shifts in each new added alkane chain leads to the same struc-
ture as found without those shifts. The structure also still converges in six steps. This means that 
the iteration model is stable and strengthens the validity of the results. 
The chapter describes a possible extension to higher dimensions of the one-dimensional 
double chain model. The study of the different ideas to model the n-alkane/urea compounds, 
which are presented here, is valuable for further investigations. It allows making good choices 
in the future by revealing which experimental features will be considered and what has to be 
modelled precisely. 
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8  
 Conclusions 
This chapter gives the general conclusions of this thesis. Hence we first collect the main conclu-
sions of the previous chapters (4 through 7). The discussion of these leads to a concluding view 
on this thesis. 
 
Chapter 4 resumes the study of the double chain model. Compared to earlier work a different 
interchain potential was used: a Lennard-Jones type instead of a Gaussian potential. This 
changes the picture rather drastically, because this long-range interaction leads to a concave 
transition line in phase space between the analytic and nonanalytic regimes for the sliding 
mode. 
 The study of the one-dimensional Bragg scattering of K-hollandite in chapter 5, confirms 
the importance of a long-range interchain potential. The calculated Bragg scattering from K-
hollandite based on the double chain model with a Lennard-Jones interchain potential agrees 
quite well with the experimental results. At room temperature the model gives good results. At 
high temperatures the displacements due to thermal effects are too big to be described by our 
model. The chapter concludes that Debye-Waller factors are not needed for the fit in the case of 
the double chain model. 
 For heptadecane/urea the simple double chain model is not very realistic, because it does 
not take into account the internal structure of the alkane molecules, which are much bigger than 
the intrachain distances in the urea host. Chapter 6 takes into account the internal structure of 
the alkane molecules by using carbon units. In this system the phason gap opens for an arbitrar-
ily small interchain interaction. This leads to the conclusion that there is no sliding mode in the 
heptadecane/urea composite. 
 A preliminary iterative model is used for higher dimensional systems in chapter 7. A stable 
structure is reached rapidly; in six iteration steps a stable solution of the bulk is found. First re-
sults showed compression and extension of successive parts in the urea chain, corresponding to 
the alkane molecules. This is in agreement with the results of chapter 6. 
 Thus we have seen that a selection of main physical properties to model the inclusion com-
pounds, gives results in line with the observed experimental results. The sliding mode in hepta-
decane/urea is expected to have a gap. Generally it can be concluded that the double chain 
model can be used to describe the physical features of incommensurate inclusion compounds. 

  
 Summary 
This thesis, entitled Incommensurate Composites: Statics and Dynamics, treats a class of 
crystals that are called aperiodic. These crystals show sharp peaks in their diffraction patterns, 
just like periodic crystals. However, they lack three-dimensional lattice periodicity that is com-
mon for periodic crystals. A periodic crystal structure repeats itself in three directions with a 
certain periodicity. An aperiodic crystal does not repeat periodically along all three directions. 
This thesis focuses on one class of aperiodic crystals, the incommensurate inclusion com-
pounds. The inclusion compounds are composed of two or more interpenetrating sublattices. If 
the ratio of the periodicities of the sublattices in one or more crystallographic directions is irra-
tional, the composite is called incommensurate. These aperiodic crystals have interesting static 
and dynamic features from a physical point of view. First the statics is briefly discussed, then 
the dynamics. Next the summary goes on discussing the work presented in this thesis. 
 The interaction between the subsystems causes the molecules to move from the periodic 
starting positions in order to reach the energetically most favourable configuration. This mutual 
deformation is called the intermodulation. Modulation functions for both subsystems are de-
fined as the difference between the undistorted positions and the positions after the crystal has 
relaxed to the new energy minimum modulo the period of the modulation. These functions have 
the property that they are either smooth or discontinuous. For weak interaction between the sub-
systems, these functions will be smooth. If the intersystem interaction strength is increased, a 
threshold will be found at which the functions will become discontinuous. One of the effects of 
the intermodulation that is experimentally accessible is the existence of so-called satellite peaks 
in diffraction patterns. These peaks cannot be assigned to either one of the subsystems. 
 Phonons represent the eigenvibrations in a crystal. In the incommensurate inclusion com-
pounds a special phonon mode (a particular eigenvibration) is possible that is characteristic for 
these materials, the sliding or phason mode. It represents the opposite motion of the two subsys-
tems along the incommensurate direction. The most important feature of this particular mode is 
that it has zero frequency, as long as the strength of the intersystem interaction is below the pre-
viously mentioned threshold value. Above the threshold, the opposite sliding of the subsystems 
gets pinned and the phason mode will now have a nonzero frequency; the system is in the so-
called pinned phase. In this pinned phase there is a nonvanishing phason gap, which is defined 
as the frequency of the mode. In the sliding phase, this gap equals zero, as here the frequency of 
the phason mode is zero. 
 The phason mode has been the topic of experimental studies and it was observed in the 
crystal Hg3-δAsF6. Conversely, experiments on nonadecane/urea ((CnH2n+2/OC(NH2)2), where n 
= 19) did not reveal this mode. Experimental studies on the existence of this mode in heptadec-
ane/urea (n = 17) were not conclusive, as they contradicted each other. One experiment meas-
ured a phason mode with a vanishing phason gap; another experiment with a nonzero phason 
gap. This thesis tries to answer the question under which circumstances the phason mode can be 
found in n-alkane/urea (CnH2n+2/OC(NH2)2), i.e., which experimental conditions are needed to 
find the mode. 
 The double chain model is studied here to achieve this goal. This model describes two mu-
tually interacting atomic chains. The ratio of the periods of the two chains is taken to be in-
commensurate. For simplicity, the interaction between particles in one chain (intrachain interac-
tions) is taken to be harmonic. During the investigation several interactions were chosen be-
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tween particles situated in different chains (the interchain interaction). In contrast to models 
used in other studies, in this model both chains can deform simultaneously. 
 The results presented in this thesis are obtained numerically. Because a numerical calcula-
tion cannot deal with (infinitely long) incommensurate systems, an approximation is made. A 
large unit cell in which the periodicities of the two chains have approximately incommensurate 
ratio, serves as this approximation. This unit cell is subjected to periodic boundary conditions, 
so that strictly speaking this approximation forms a periodic structure. The larger the unit cell is, 
the better the approximation to an incommensurate ratio is. Despite the fact that the approxi-
mant is periodic, it still shows features that are specific for the incommensurate system it ap-
proximates. 
 As a first step in the exploration presented here, the features of the double chain model 
were examined. The effects of a long-range, Lennard-Jones-like, potential describing the inter-
chain interaction was compared with those of a short-range, Gaussian, potential. The Lennard-
Jones potential is cut off in the numerical calculations and has a range of seven unit cells. The 
phase space, which contains the unpinned and pinned phases depending on the ratios of the in-
teraction strengths, is examined. The transition line that separates the two phases is concave and 
asymmetric if the long-range intrachain potential is used in contrast to what is found for the 
short-range intrachain potential. The ratio of the periods of the chains was also found to be of 
influence on the shape of the transition line. The golden number, which is the most incommen-
surate number, is not a special case in the double chain model. 
 The Bragg scattering pattern and the inelastic scattering of the double chain model were 
also investigated. In the Bragg scattering pattern, main peaks as well as satellite peaks were 
found. At some peaks visible in the Bragg scattering, the intensities in inelastic neutron scatter-
ing of the acoustic and phason modes were calculated. 
 The next topic presented was the study of the one-dimensional Bragg scattering pattern of 
the potassium chains in K-hollandite (K1.54Mg0.77Ti7.23O16). Recent measurements on the Bragg 
scattering gave more detailed information than former experiments. Model calculations tried to 
explain the new experimental results but gave no satisfactory answers. In particular at low wave 
vectors many discrepancies between calculations and experimental data were found. This thesis 
presents calculations using the Frenkel-Kontorova model and double chain model with a long-
range and a short-range interchain potential. The double chain model with a long-range poten-
tial could reproduce very well the experimentally found scattering curve. 
 The third topic in this investigation was the introduction of a generalization of the double 
chain model, meant to describe more accurately the structure of heptadecane/urea and to study 
its influence on the phason mode. The generalization is the introduction of carbon units (CH2 or 
CH3) in the guest chain. An extra length in the guest is now introduced, between the carbon 
units situated at the ends of neighbouring alkane molecules. In this way the carbon units build 
up an alkane molecule, and several alkane molecules fill the guest structure in one unit cell. The 
calculations using this generalization show a nonvanishing phason gap for any finite value of 
the interchain interaction. 
 The last subject of this thesis is a preliminary study of a double chain model in higher 
dimensions. First, the experimental results and their interpretations are collected. Second, 
several model possibilities are investigated. Last, the numerical feasibility of the proposed 
models is examined. In this last step a minimization procedure based on a χ2 analysis is used. 
This procedure involves a Principal Component Analysis followed by a dimension reduction. 
From all these considerations, an iterative model is chosen, and first results on heptadecane/urea 
are presented. 
 Finally, to conclude this summary, let us get back to the main question, the conditions un-
der which a phason mode could be observed. The results from the first generalization of the 
double chain model where the carbon units are introduced, indicates that the sliding mode with 
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zero frequency is not present in heptadecane/urea. The first results of the iteration model seem 
to indicate that this is also true for the two-dimensional double chain model, thus, a sliding 
mode with zero frequency is unlikely in heptadecane/urea. 
 The alkane molecules being so much larger than the urea molecules demands a different 
way of modelling than done so far. This thesis already showed another way of modelling and it 
will be the challenge for future research on the phason mode in materials as n-alkane/urea to 
extend and optimise the generalized double chain model. 

  
 Samenvatting 
Het onderwerp van dit proefschrift, getiteld Incommensurabele Composieten: Statica en 
Dynamica, is een klasse van kristallen die gevormd wordt door de aperiodieke kristallen. Net 
als voor periodieke kristallen, bestaat het diffractiepatroon van de aperiodieke kristallen uit 
scherpe pieken. Echter, in tegenstelling tot de periodieke kristallen, hebben deze aperiodieke 
kristallen geen drie dimensionale roosterperiodiciteit. De structuur van een periodiek kristal 
wordt met een zekere periode herhaald in elke richting, terwijl een aperiodiek kristal niet 
periodiek herhaald wordt in alle drie de richtingen. In dit proefschrift gaat over één speciale 
groep van aperiodieke kristallen, de zogenaamde incommensurabele inclusie composieten. 
Inclusie composieten zijn opgebouwd uit twee of meer subroosters die met elkaar vervlochten 
zijn. Als de verhouding van de periodes van de subroosters in één of meer kristallografische 
richtingen irrationeel is, wordt de composiet incommensurabel genoemd. Vanuit natuurkundig 
opzicht hebben deze aperiodieke kristallen interessante statische en dynamische eigenschappen. 
Als eerste zal kort de statica behandeld worden, daarna de dynamica. Vervolgens wordt er in 
deze samenvatting ingegaan op het onderzoek dat in dit proefschrift beschreven wordt. 
 De moleculen in beide subsystemen verschuiven uit de oorspronkelijke periodieke posities 
ten gevolge van de interactie tussen de ketens, de interketeninteractie, zodat ze de energetisch 
meest voordelige configuratie gaan vormen. Deze wederzijdse vervorming wordt de 
intermodulatie genoemd. Voor beide subsystemen wordt er een modulatiefunctie gedefinieerd. 
Deze modulatiefunctie is het verschil in de ongestoorde posities en de posities die de moleculen 
hebben na relaxatie tot de nieuwe configuratie, modulo de periode van de vervorming. De 
modulatiefuncties kunnen glad of discontinu zijn. Ze zijn glad voor een zwakke 
interketenkoppeling. Als de sterkte van de interketenkoppeling steeds groter wordt, zal er een 
drempelwaarde gevonden worden waarboven de modulatiefuncties discontinu zijn. Het 
voorkomen van zogenaamde satellietreflecties in het diffractiepatroon is een van de 
experimenteel meetbare effecten van de intermodulatie. Deze pieken kunnen niet worden 
toegeschreven aan één van de subsystemen. 
 Fononen zijn de eigenvibraties van een kristal. In de incommensurabele inclusie 
composieten kan een specifieke, voor deze materialen karakteristieke, fononmode (een speciale 
eigenvibratie) bestaan: de glij- of fasonmode. Deze mode karakteriseert een tegengestelde 
beweging van de twee subsystemen langs de incommensurabele richting. De belangrijkste 
eigenschap van deze mode is dat zijn frequentie nul is zolang de sterkte van de 
interketeninteractie beneden de al eerder genoemde drempelwaarde ligt. Boven deze drempel 
blijft de glijdende beweging steken en zal de frequentie van de mode niet langer nul zijn: het 
systeem is nu in de zogenaamde gepinde fase. In deze fase verdwijnt de fasonkloof niet, waarbij 
de fasonkloof gedefinieerd is als de frequentie van de fasonmode. In de glijdende fase is deze 
kloof nul, want dan is ook de frequentie van het fason nul. 
 Experimentele studies hebben ook de fasonmode onderzocht in verschillende materialen en 
hierbij is het bestaan van deze mode aangetoond in het kristal Hg3-δAsF6. Dit in tegenstelling tot 
experimenten op het kristal nonadekaan/ureum (CnH2n+2/OC(NH2)2, met n = 19), waar de mode 
niet werd gevonden. Experimentele studies van het kristal heptadekaan/ureum (n = 17) spreken 
elkaar tegen. Een experiment vond een fasonmode zonder een kloof; een ander experiment vond 
juist wel een kloof. In dit proefschrift zal worden gezocht naar het antwoord op de vraag onder 
welke omstandigheden een fasonmode gevonden kan worden in n-alkaan/ureum 
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(CnH2n+2/OC(NH2)2), dus welke experimentele omstandigheden nodig zijn om deze mode te 
kunnen observeren. 
 Om dit doel te bereiken bestuderen we hier het dubbelketenmodel. Dit model beschrijft 
twee ketens van atomen of moleculen die met elkaar in interactie zijn. We kiezen een irrationele 
waarde voor de verhouding van de periodes van de twee ketens. Als een vereenvoudiging is 
gekozen voor een harmonische interactie tussen naastgelegen deeltjes binnen één keten (de 
intraketeninteractie). Gedurende het onderzoek zijn verschillende interacties tussen deeltjes in 
de twee verschillende ketens (de interketeninteractie) gekozen. In tegenstelling tot de meeste 
andere modellen die gebruikt zijn in andere studies, kunnen de beide ketens in dit model wel 
tegelijkertijd vervormen. 
 De resultaten beschreven in dit proefschrift, zijn op numerieke wijze verkregen. Omdat een 
numerieke berekening geen oneindig grote systemen aan kan, zijn er benaderingen gebruikt. Zo 
een benadering bestaat uit een grote eenheidscel waarbij de verhouding van de periodes van de 
ketens een irrationeel getal benadert. Op deze grote eenheidscel worden periodieke 
randvoorwaarden toegepast, wat strikt genomen betekent dat het model een periodieke structuur 
vormt. Des te groter de eenheidscel genomen wordt, des te beter de benadering van de 
verhouding van de periodes met een irrationele waarde is.  Merk op, dat, ondanks het feit dat de 
benadering een periodieke structuur vormt, het nog steeds de eigenschappen bezit van de 
originele aperiodieke structuur. 
 De eerste stap in het onderzoek dat hier beschreven wordt, is het bestuderen van de 
eigenschappen van het dubbelketenmodel. De effecten van een lange-dracht potentiaal, een 
Lennard-Jones-achtige interactie, worden vergeleken met die van een korte-dracht potentiaal, 
een Gaussische interactie. In de numerieke berekeningen wordt de Lennard-Jones potentiaal 
afgebroken na een zeker lengte, in dit onderzoek is gekozen voor een reikwijdte van zeven 
eenheidscellen. De invloed op de transitielijn tussen de gepinde en glijdende fases in de 
faseruimte die afhankelijk is van de verhoudingen van de interactiesterktes in het systeem, is 
onderzocht. In het geval van de lange-dracht potentiaal is de transitielijn concaaf en 
asymmetrisch, in tegenstelling tot de lijn gevonden voor de korte-dracht potentiaal. De vorm 
van de transitielijn is ook afhankelijk van de verhouding van de periodes van de ketens. Hierbij 
is gevonden dat de gulden snede, het meest irrationele getal, niet een speciaal geval vormt in het 
dubbelketenmodel. 
 Van het dubbelketenmodel zijn ook het Bragg-verstrooiingspatroon en de inelastische 
verstrooiing onderzocht. In het Bragg-verstrooiingspatroon zijn zowel hoofd- als satellietpieken 
te zien. In de buurt van de golflengten die een piek geven in het Bragg-verstrooiingspatroon, 
zijn de intensiteiten van de inelastische verstrooiing aan zowel de acoustische als aan de fason 
modes berekend. 
 Het volgende onderwerp is de ééndimensionale Bragg-verstroooiing aan de kaliumatomen 
in het kristal K-hollandiet (K1.54Mg0.77Ti7.23O16). Recentelijk gevonden experimentele resultaten 
laten meer details zien in het Bragg-verstrooiingspatroon dan eerdere experimentele resultaten. 
Met modelberekeningen werd geprobeerd om de gevonden resultaten te verklaren, maar de 
uitkomst van deze berekeningen was niet in goede overeenstemming met het experiment. 
Vooral bij lage golfvectoren waren de gevonden verschillen groot. De berekeningen in dit 
proefschrift gebruiken het Frenkel-Kontorova en het dubbelketenmodel, het laatste met zowel 
de lange-dracht als de korte-dracht potentiaal. De verstrooiingscurve die gevonden wordt met 
het dubbelketenmodel met de lange-dracht interketenpotentiaal is in zeer goede 
overeenstemming met het experimentele resultaat. 
 Het derde onderwerp in dit proefschrift is de introductie van een generalisatie van het 
dubbelketenmodel. Het is het doel van deze uitbreiding om de structuur van heptadekaan/ureum 
nauwkeuriger te beschrijven en de invloed van de structuur op de fasonmode te bestuderen. In 
deze generalisatie worden koolstofeenheden, dat wil zeggen eenheden die bestaan uit CH2 of 
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CH3, geïntroduceerd in de keten die de alkaanmoleculen bevat, de gastketen. Dit betekent dat er 
een extra lengte in het model ingebracht wordt, namelijk de afstand tussen twee 
koolstofeenheden die aan het einde zitten van twee naast elkaar gelegen alkanen. De 
koolstofeenheden bouwen op deze manier een alkaanmolecuul op, en meerdere alkaan 
moleculen vormen weer de gastketen in de eenheidscel. In onze berekeningen is er altijd een 
fasonkloof voor elke eindige waarde van de sterkte van de interketeninteractie voor dit model. 
 Het laatste onderwerp in dit proefschrift vormt een eerste stap op weg naar een dubbelketen 
model in meer dimensies. Als eerste worden de experimentele resultaten en hun interpretaties 
verzameld. Daarna worden verschillende mogelijke modellen in twee dimensies onderzocht. 
Als laatste wordt de numerieke haalbaarheid van de voorgestelde modellen bestudeerd. In deze 
laatste stap wordt gebruik gemaakt van een minimalisatie procedure die gebaseerd is op een χ2 
analyse. Deze procedure bevat een analyse die de belangrijkste component oplevert, de 
Principal Component Analysis, gevolgd door een reductie van het aantal vrijheidsgraden van 
het onderzochte model. Uiteindelijk leiden deze beschouwingen naar de introductie van een 
iteratief model waarvan de eerste resultaten voor heptadekaan/ureum worden gepresenteerd. 
 Laten we tot besluit van deze samenvatting terug gaan naar de vraag die we aan het begin 
gesteld hebben, onder welke condities een fasonmode gevonden kan worden. De resultaten van 
de eerste generalisatie van het dubbelketenmodel waarbij de koolstofeenheden zijn 
geïntroduceerd, laten zien dat er in heptadekaan/ureum geen fasonmode is zonder een 
fasonkloof. De eerste resultaten van het iteratieve model lijken eveneens te wijzen op een 
fasonkloof in het tweedimensionale dubbelketenmodel dat heptadekaan/ureum beschrijft. Dus 
een glijmode met een frequentie nul lijkt niet mogelijk in heptadekaan/ureum. 
 De alkaan moleculen zijn veel langer dan de ureum moleculen. Daarom is er een andere 
beschrijving nodig dan tot dusver gebruikt is om dit en soortgelijke incommensurabele inclusie 
composieten te beschrijven. In dit proefschrift is daartoe een eerste stap gezet, maar voor 
toekomstig onderzoek ligt er de uitdaging om dit verder uit te bouwen zodat er een goede 
modellering komt voor materialen als n-alkaan/ureum waarmee het ontbreken van de 
experimentele observatie van de fasonmode verklaard kan worden. 

  
 Resumo 
Ĉi tiu tezo, titolita Nemezureblaj Kompilkristaloj: Statikoj kaj Dinamikoj, temas pri klaso de 
kristaloj nomitaj neperiodaj kristaloj. Ĉi tiaj neperiodaj kristaloj havas akrajn pintojn en siaj 
difraktoskemoj, same kiel periodaj kristaloj. Tamen, ĝi ne havas tridimensian kradon kiel 
periodaj kristaloj. Strukturo de perioda kristalo ripetiĝas kun ia periodo en ĉiuj tri direktoj. 
Neperioda kristalo ne ripetiĝas periode en ĉiuj tri direktoj. Ĉi tiu tezo temas pri unu grupo de 
neperiodaj kristaloj, pri nemezureblaj kompilkristaloj. Kompilkristaloj estas kunmetitaj el du aŭ 
pli da subkradoj. Se la proporcio de periodoj de subkradoj estas neracionala en unu aŭ pli da 
direktoj, la kompilkristalo estas nomita nemezurebla. De fizika vidpunkto ĉi tiuj neperiodaj 
kristaloj havas interesajn statikajn kaj dinamikajn ecojn. Unue mi priparolas statikon, poste la 
dinamikon. Sekve ĉi tiu resumo priparolos la laboron prezentitan en ĉi tiu tezo. 
 La molekuloj en subkradoj delokos originajn periodlokojn pro interĉeninfluo al energie plej 
favora strukturo. Ĉi tiu reciproka deformado nomiĝas intermodulado. Por ambaŭ subkradoj, 
moduladfunkcio estas konstruita, ĝi estas la diferenco inter originaj lokoj kaj lokoj post 
malstreĉo al nova strukturo de molekuloj laŭ modulo la periodo de deformado. Ĉi tiuj 
moduladfunkcioj povas esti glataj aŭ nekontinuaj. Ĝi estas glata se la interĉeninfluo estas 
malforta. Se forto de interĉenkuplo pligrandiĝas, oni trovas sojlovaloron super kiu 
moduladfunkcioj estas nekontinuaj. La intermodulado povas esti mezurata per la trovo de tiel 
nomataj satelitaj reflektadoj en difraktoskemoj. Ĉi tiaj punktoj ne aperas el unu de subkradoj. 
 Fononoj reprezentas la memvibradojn en kristaloj. Nemezureblaj kompilkristaloj povas 
havi karakterizan fononomodon (specialan vibradon): glitmodo aŭ fazono. Fazono reprezentas 
modon en kiu la du subkradoj moviĝas kontraŭe preter nemezurebla direkto. Plej grava eco de 
fazono estas ke ĝia frekvenco estas nul se interĉenkuplovaloro estas sub la antaŭmenciinta 
sojlovaloro. Super ĉi tiu sojlovaloro, frekvenco ne plu nulas, kaj la kontraŭglitmovado 
lokfiksas: sistemo nun estas en lokfiksada fazo. En loksida fazo, la fazonobreĉo malnulas, 
fazonobreĉo estas difinita kiel fazonofrekvenco. En glita fazo fazonobreĉo nulas, cxar ĉi tie 
ankaŭ fazonofrenvenco nulas. 
 Eksperimentaj esploroj studis ankaŭ la fazonmodo kaj gxis nun ĉi tiu modo estis observita 
en kristalo Hg3-δAsF6. Male, en eksperimentesploroj pri nonadekano/ureo oni ne observis 
fazonon. Eksperimentaj studadoj pri fazono en heptadekano/ureo kontraŭdiris unu la alian. Unu 
studado trovis fazonon kun frekvencovaloro nul, alia studado kun frekvencovaloro malnul. En 
ĉi tiu tezo respondo estos serĉata al demando pri kondiĉo necesa por observi fazonon en n-
alkano/ureo (CnH2n+2/OC(NH2)2), do kiaj eksperimentaj kondiĉoj necesas por observi 
fazonmodon. 
 Ĉi tie ni esploras duĉenmodelon por gajni la respondon. Duĉenmodelo priskribas du ĉenojn 
de atomoj aŭ molekuloj kiuj interligiĝas. Proporcio de du periodoj estas elektita havi 
neracionalan valoron. Plisimpliganta la modelon, ni elektis harmonan kuplon inter partikloj kiuj 
estas flankon ĉe flanko en unu ĉeno (intraĉenkuplo). Dum la esploro, malsamaj kuploj inter 
partikloj lokitaj en malsamaj ĉenoj (interĉenkuploj) estis uzataj. En ĉi tiu modelo ambaŭ ĉenoj 
povas deformi samtempe, male al modeloj uzataj en aliaj esploroj. 
 Kalkuladoj, kies rezultoj estas prezentataj en ĉi tiu tezo, estas laŭnombraj. En laŭnombraj 
kalkuladoj infinitaj sistemoj ne povas esti uzataj, tial proksimumoj estas uzataj. Proksimumo 
estas granda unueca ĉelo en kiu proporcio de periodoj de la du ĉenoj estas proksimume 
neracionala. Periodaj randokondiĉoj aplikiĝas al la granda unueca ĉelo, do rigore la sistemo nun 
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estas perioda. Ju pli granda la unueca ĉelo estas, des pli bona la proksimumo al neracionala 
proporcio estas. Rimarku ke, malgraŭ la periodo de nuna sistemo, gxi ankoraŭ havas la ecojn de 
la proksimumataj neperiodaj sistemoj. 
 La una paŝo en ĉi tio tezo estas la esploro de ecoj de duĉenmodelo. Efikoj kiuj rezultas per 
uzi longdistanca interĉenkuplo, Lennard-Jones-ema kuplo, aŭ mallongdistanca interĉenkuplo, 
Gaussia kuplo, estas komparitaj. Lennard-Jones-a kuplo tranciĝis post certa longo, en ĉi tiu tezo 
post sep unueca ĉeloj, por povi uzi gxin en la laŭnombra kalkuloj. Influo al formo de transirlinio 
inter loksida kaj glita fazo en fazaspaco kiu dependas de fortoj de kuploj estas studita. En kazo 
de longdistanca interĉenkuplo transirlinio estas konkava kaj malsimetria male al la linio trovita 
en kazo de mallongdistanca interĉenkuplo. Formo de transirlinio ankaŭ dependas de la 
proporcio de periodoj de ĉenoj. En duĉenmodelo la oratranĉo ne specialas. 
 Bragg-a difraktoskemo kaj malelasta difrakto de duĉenmodelo estas esploritaj ankaŭ. 
Bragg-a difraktoskemo havas kaj ĉefajn kaj satelitajn reflektopintojn. Intenseco de fazono kaj 
sonmodo devena de malelasta difraktaĵo estas kalkulitaj en najboro de trovitaj pintoj en Bragg-a 
difraktoskemo. 
 Sekva temo estas unudimensia Bragg-a difraktoskemo de kaliatomoj en kristalo K-
holandito (K1.54Mg0.77Ti7.23O16). Freŝdate trovitaj eksperimentarezultoj montras pli da detaloj ol 
ekserimentrezultoj trovitaj antaŭe. Per modelkalkuloj oni provis ekspliki ĉi tiujn novajn 
eksperimentrezultojn, sed rezultoj de modelkalkuloj ne samis al ekserimentrezultoj. Precipe ĉe 
malgrandaj ondovektoroj estis grandegaj diferencoj. Kalkuladoj en ĉi tiu tezo uzas Frenkel-
Kontorovamodelon kaj duĉenmodelon, lasta modelo kaj longdistanca kaj mallongdistanca 
interĉenkuplo. Kalkulado uzante duĉenmodelo kun longdistanca kuplo rezultas difraktoskemon 
kiu plej samas eksperimentrezulton. 
 Tria temo en ĉi tiu tezo estas pri enkonduki ĝeneraligadon de duĉenmodelo. Ĝeneraligado 
celas pli precize priskribi strukturon de heptadekano/ureo kaj studi influon de strukturo al 
fazono. En ĝeneraligado karbonounuoj, tio estas unuoj konsistantaj el CH2 aŭ CH3, estas 
enkonduktaj en ĉeno havante alkanomolekulojn, la gastoĉeno. Ĉi tio signifas ke enmetita estas 
aldona longo en la modelo, gxi estas la longo inter du karbonounuoj flankon ĉe flanko ĉe finoj 
de alkanomolekuloj. Tiumaniere karbonounuoj konstruas alkanomolekulon, kaj pluraj 
alkanomolekuloj formas gastoĉenon en unueca ĉelo. Trovite estas ke la fazonobreĉo malnulas 
por ĉiu valoro de interĉenkupla forto. 
 Lasta temo en ĉi tiu tezo estas la studo kiu estas unua paŝo sur vojaĝo al duĉenmodelo en 
pluraj dimensioj. Unue eksperimentarezultoj kaj iliaj interpretoj estas kolektitaj. Poste diversaj 
eblaj modeloj en du dimensioj estas esploritaj. Laste, laŭnombra farebleco de proponitaj 
modeloj estas studita. Ĉi tiu lasta paŝo uzas minimumigprocedon kiu baziĝas sur χ2-a analizo. 
Ĉi tiu analizo enhavas analizon pri plej grava konsistigaĵo, Principal Component Analysis, 
sekvata de redukto de la nombro de dimensioj de la esplorata modelo. Finfine ĉi tiuj 
konsideradoj kondukas al iterativomodelo. Unuaj rezultoj de iterativomodelo en kazo de 
heptadekano/ureo estas prezentitaj. 
 Laste iru ni al demando de komenco de la tezo, kiaj kondiĉoj necesas por observi fazonon. 
Rezultoj de unua ĝeneraligado per enkondukado de karbonounuecoj de duĉenmodelo montras 
malnulan fazonbreĉon por heptadekano/ureo. Ankaŭ unuaj rezultoj de iterativomodelo indikas 
al malnula fazonbreĉo en dudimensionaj heptadekano/ureo. Do, glitmodo kun nula frekvento 
ŝajne neeblas en heptadekano/ureo. 
 Alkanomolekuloj pli longas ol ureomolekuloj. Tial necesas alia priskribado ol tiuj uzataj 
gxis nun por ĉi tiuj kaj kompareblaj nemezureblaj kompilkristaloj. Ĉi tie unue paŝo estas 
prezentita, sed estonta provoko estas plikonstrui ĝin tiel ke ekestas bona priskribo de materioj 
kiel n-alkano/ureo per kiu povos esti eksplikita la mankon de eksperimenta observo de 
fazonmodo. 
  

  
A  
 Ground State and  
Phonon Excitations in 
Aperiodic Composites 
The phase diagram in parameter space of the Double Chain Model for the existence of the 
phason gap is calculated. Results for different interchain potentials are compared. The modula-
tion function and the phason mode are studied. 
 
This appendix was published: Ferroelectrics 250, 35 (2001) 
A.1 Introduction 
Incommensurate composites belong to the class of aperiodic crystals. They consist of at least 
two interpenetrating crystalline subsystems. In one or more crystallographic directions the peri-
odicities of these subsystems are incommensurate, i.e. the ratio of the periodicities is not a ra-
tional number. 
An example is the incommensurate inclusion compound CnH2n+2/urea. The urea molecules 
(the hosts) form a hexagonal lattice, with the alkane molecules (the guests) situated in the chan-
nels of this lattice. Theoretically, these incommensurate systems show the existence of a sliding 
or phason mode for not too strong interchain coupling. However, experiments1-3 are still not 
conclusive on the existence of this mode in alkane/urea systems. 
The recently introduced Double Chain Model4 provides a suitable model to investigate in-
clusion composites. It takes into account the discreteness of the real crystal. It consists of two 
mutually incommensurate chains that interact with each other. The model generalizes the Fren-
kel-Kontorova model, replacing the rigid potential by a second deformable chain. 
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A.2 Double Chain Model 
Figure A-1 visualizes the Double Chain Model. The intrachain interaction is harmonic, the in-
terchain interaction between the chains is Lennard-Jones like. In previous work4 a Gaussian po-
tential was used as the interchain potential. The potential energy of the model is written as: 
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where k1 and k2 are the force constants of the intrachain potentials, α and β the equilibrium dis-
tances, xi and yj the positions of the i-th (j-th) molecules of the first and second chain respec-
tively. The masses of the molecules are taken unity. Note that the model is one-dimensional. 
The molecules are allowed to move only along the chain axes. 
Numerical simulations use approximants to a real incommensurate system. They are made 
by considering a large unit cell containing p molecules in one chain and q molecules in the other 
chain. In the calculations, the ratio p/q approximates the golden mean. 
Figure A-1  The Double Chain Model. The intrachain potentials are harmonic, the 
interchain potential Lennard-Jones like. The distance d is fixed, the periods in chain 
1 and 2 are α  and β respectively. 
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Figure A-2 Phase diagrams of the model with different interchain potentials. The 
crosses correspond to the Lennard-Jones like potential, the stars to the previous used 
gaussian potential and the plusses to a stronger (and thus longer ranged) gaussian 
potential. 
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The interchain potential was chosen to be a Lennard-Jones potential. This potential is long 
range, in contrast to the earlier used Gaussian potential that acts within one unit cell. 
A.3 Phase diagram 
The dispersion relations lead to two different cases. If the interchain coupling is weak compared 
to the intrachain couplings, two zero frequency modes in Γ are degenerated in the incommensu-
rate case. One corresponds to the acoustic mode, the other to the phason or sliding mode. In the 
latter mode the two chains move in opposite directions. As the interchain potential increases, 
the degeneracy breaks, and a phason gap appears. This gap is defined as the difference between  
the frequencies of the phason and acoustic mode. 
The breaking of degeneracy is a phase transition from an analytic to a nonanalytic region. 
The force constants determine in which region the system is. However, one of them, k12, acts as 
a scaling parameter, whereas the other two determine the shape of the transition line. Figure A-2 
shows the phase diagram of an approximant, which has 55 molecules in one chain and 34 in the 
other. In the case of the Lennard-Jones potential the transition line is asymmetric and is not 
convex. It turned out that other ratios p/q, with 47≤p≤59 and q=34, gave more and less symmet-
ric diagrams6. The commensurate ratio 51/34 did not show a transition line. Consequently, the 
approximant is not a special case, i.e. it is not an extremum beyond which no other transition 
lines for other ratios are found. 
In previous work4 a Gaussian potential was used instead of the Lennard-Jones potential. 
Figure A-2 shows the phase diagram in this case. The transition line is symmetric and does not 
have the bump. However, this Gaussian and the Lennard-Jones like potential differ much in 
range and strength. Therefore, another Gaussian was used, which has a well as deep as that of 
the Lennard-Jones potential. Figure A-2 shows the resulting diagram for this potential. The 
transition line is still very symmetric and though the bump is there, it is very small. The range 
of this Gaussian potential still is very short, compared to that of the Lennard-Jones potential. 
So, the bump and the asymmetry correlate with the long range interaction of the Lennard-Jones 
potential. 
Figure A-3 The open circles indicate the modulation function of one of the chains,
the triangles the eigenvector of the phason. 
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A.4 Modulation functions and phason mode 
Minimizing the potential energy (1) gives the ground state configuration. In analogy to the 
Frenkel-Kontorova model, modulation functions can be introduced to study the ground state. 
The period of the modulation function of the first chain equals the period of the second chain 
and vice versa. For weak interchain interaction compared to the intrachain interactions, these 
functions are analytic. As the interchain potential increases, at the same threshold as the degen-
eracy of the two lowest eigenvalues breaks, the analyticity of the modulation functions breaks. 
So, here also a phase transition is found. 
If the modulations functions are analytic, the phason mode has zero frequency. The deriva-
tive of the modulation function5 gives the eigenvector of the dynamical matrix corresponding to 
the phason. Figure A-3 shows an example of a modulation function and the eigenvector of the 
phason mode for small k12. The eigenvector is indeed the derivative of the modulation function. 
In the nonanalytic domain the eigenvector is no longer the derivative. Still the displacements 
given by the eigenvector are big near the gaps. 
A.5 Conclusions 
The phase diagram for the model with a Lennard-Jones potential is asymmetric and has a bump 
in contrast to that given by the short range potentials. The shape of the transition line depends 
on two force constants (the third is a scaling factor) and the ratio p/q. 
In future work the one-dimensional model will be extended to higher dimensions. Incorpo-
rating the actual values of the model parameters makes it possible to make a better comparison 
with experimental results. 
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 Phason mode in 
n-alkane/urea composites 
This work studies the modeling of the incommensurate inclusion compounds n-alkane/urea using 
the double chain model to investigate the existence of a phason or sliding mode. The 1D double 
chain model is applied to heptadecane/urea and shows a small window for a gapless phason 
mode. Then the model is generalized to 2D. From a variety of possible models an iterative model 
was chosen for numerical reasons. The structure was found to converge in 6 steps, irrespective of 
the use of random shifts of the alkane chains. So, there is indirect interaction between neighbour-
ing alkane chains via the urea chain. 
 
This section is accepted for publication by Physica B. 
A.6 Introduction 
Incommensurate composites are aperiodic crystals, i.e., crystals that lack 3D periodicity but still 
show sharp Bragg peaks in diffraction patterns. The n-alkane/urea are such composites and have 
been widely investigated. Values used for n are 12, 13, 14, 15/16 (mixing ratio 1:1), 17 and 19. 
Both x-ray and neutron scattering are used to investigate the structural features [1-7]. In some 
cases deuterated molecules have been used [1,2,6]. The dynamical properties have been studied 
in Refs. [7-9]. 
The topic of this work is the phason or sliding mode, which represents the opposite motion 
of the two sublattices and is typical of incommensurate systems. For not too strong interlattice 
coupling this mode has zero frequency at zero wave vector. If the interaction exceeds a certain 
threshold value, the system gets pinned and the frequency is finite at zero wave vector, i.e., the 
phason gap has opened. 
This work uses the double chain model (DCM) [10,11] to numerically calculate the structure 
and phonon spectrum of the n-alkane/urea compounds. The 1D DCM gave good agreement with 
the Bragg scattering from the compound K-hollandite [12]. However the n-alkane/urea compos-
ites are more complex and disorder, which cannot be described in 1D, seems to be important. 
Therefore the 2D DCM is investigated here. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section A.7 presents the results of the 1D DCM applied 
to heptadecane/urea. Section A.8 discusses the extension to 2D and first results are presented. In 
section A.9 the results are discussed and conclusions drawn.  
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A.7 Heptadecane/urea 
The 1D DCM, as described in Refs. [10] and [11], was applied to the compound heptadec-
ane/urea. Fig. A-4 shows a sketch of the system and its parameters. Each particle in the upper 
(host) chain represents a urea molecule. Particles in the lower (guest) chain represent either a 
CH2 unit or CH3 at the endings of heptadecane. 
Most parameters indicated in Fig. A-4 can be found in the literature and their values are: 
number of particles in the host chain 27, in the guest chain 34, α=1.84 Å, β=1.4 Å and γ=2.44 Å, 
k1=78 N/m, k2=444 N/m, k3=3 N/m, murea=60 amu, mCH2=14 amu and mCH3=15 amu. This leaves 
one system parameter unknown, the strength of the Lennard-Jones like interchain interaction k12. 
Fig. A-5 shows the results for this system. Fig. A-5(a) shows the opening of the phason gap 
as a function of k12. It is clear that the phason is gapless only in a small window. Note that be-
cause the numerical system is commensurate the gap is never exactly zero, but it has been as-
sumed to vanish if it is below 0.004 s-1 [11]. The nature of the dip in the curve at k12=1.5 Nm is 
not clear yet [13]. Fig. A-5(b) shows the lowest few branches of the dispersion curves for k12=0.5 
Nm. The lowest mode at Γ is the normal acoustic mode, the second is the phason or sliding 
mode, where the chains move in opposite directions. In this case the system clearly shows a 
phason gap. 
urea CH2 or CH3
α
β γ
k1
k2
k3k12
Figure A-4 A sketch of the double chain model applied to heptadecane/urea. The 
particles in the upper chain are urea molecules, in the lower chain they are CH2 or 
CH3 units. Indicated are the system parameters (for values see text.) 
Figure A-5 Results for 1D model calculations on heptadecane/urea. (a) shows the 
opening of the phason gap as a function of k12. (b) shows the lowest phonon branches 
in the first Brillouin zone for k12=3 Nm. At Γ the phason gap is visible. 
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A.8 The model in 2D 
A.8.1 Experimental considerations 
Bragg reflection patterns show that the investigated systems are incommensurate. The guest as 
well as the host are modulated, though the latter only very weakly. At low temperature the guest 
alkane molecules freeze in and form an ordered structure along the tunnel axis [1-7]. 
The alkane molecules form a 1D lattice within the channels of the urea host structure. There 
is almost no interaction between alkanes in neighbouring channels, therefore the alkane chains 
can be at shifted positions with respect to one another. The alkane molecules can rotate around 
their long axis [1-7]. 
The n-alkane/urea systems show a transition temperature between 100 K and 160 K, de-
pending on the length of the included alkane. Above the transition temperature the system is 
hexagonal, below it is orthorhombic [2-6]. 
The existence of a phason mode in the heptadecane/urea composite was investigated, but the 
experiments are not yet conclusive. It has been claimed that the phason mode is observed, but in 
one case it was a gapless mode [8], in the other case the possibility of a gap was presented [9]. 
 
A.8.2 Iteration model 
A 2D model that contains all features just sketched is complex and computationally intensive. 
The iteration model shown in Fig. A-6 and discussed below, accounts for the key features of the 
composite. 
 The first step minimizes the potential energy of a system of two chains (one host and one 
guest chain). Note that particles can move only along the chain direction. The next step adds a 
third chain (host, in its unperturbed state) to the found ground state configuration. The potential 
energy of these three chains is minimized. The upper chain is kept fixed in its previously found 
ground state. The middle and lower chains can deform to a new ground state configuration. The 
third step adds an alkane chain, in its unperturbed configuration. Now the lower three chains in-
teract with each other during minimization. The upper of these three chains is kept fixed in its 
last found configuration. The lowest two can again deform to a new ground state. The uppermost 
chain does not play a role during this third iteration step. This procedure can be repeated to build 
a 2D crystal. The iteration is stopped if the new found ground states differ less then 10-5 in the 
deformations from the previous ones. 
Fig. A-7 shows the first results of the iteration model, where k12 = 1 Nm. On the left are the 
deviations (Å), i.e., differences in unperturbed and ground states positions, of the urea molecules 
after each iteration step, on the right those of the carbon units in the alkane molecules. The sys-
tem converges after 6 iteration steps. This is also the case if one introduces random shifts be-
tween alkane chains situated in different channels.
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A.8.3 Discussion and conclusions 
The 1D DCM applied to heptadecane/urea shows a very small window for the existence of a 
gapless phason mode as function of the interchain coupling. This suggests that the phason mode 
in heptadecane/urea does have a gap, as proposed in Ref [9], due to the weak bond between the 
alkanes. 
The 2D crystal can be built using the iteration model. Using the dynamical matrix, the pho-
non modes will be found and the phason can be identified. Calculations of the neutron scattering 
will reveal if the mode can be detected in experiment. 
The first results of the iteration model concern the structure of the crystal and show that it 
converges in 6 iteration steps. Namely, the equilibrium structure is reached rapidly. More sur-
prising is the fact that the introduction of random shifts of the alkane chains at each step, still 
leads to the same modulations and potential energy, also in 6 steps. This means that neighbour-
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Figure A-6 First three steps of the iteration model. First minimize two chains. Then 
add a host chain, and minimize again, but leave the upper chain unchanged. Iterate 
to convergence. 
Figure A-7 Deviations from the unperturbed states of the molecules after 1 (line I, 
corresponding to 1D), 2 (line II), and 6 (line III) steps using the iteration model. On 
the left the urea molecules, on the right the alkane molecules. 
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ing alkane chains interact indirectly via the urea chain. The discontinuity in the deviation shows 
that the weak bond between alkane molecules does influence the ground structures. Further study 
will concern the Bragg scattering calculations. So far the iteration model is a valuable tool as a 
first step to study 2D and 3D incommensurate composites. 
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File: 1D.cpp 
 
/* This program is created by Linda A. Brussaard. It calculates the ground
state of the double chain model, the disperion relations, the dynamical
structure factor at some chosen wave number. Also the modulation functions,
orbits in a manifold and displacements are calculated. The outputfiles with
extension .gnu that are generated can be used in Gnuplot. See table 3-1 for
the outputfiles.
To compile you need the following source files: delta_en_abs.cpp, diagon.f,
dispersion.cpp, dynmatrix.cpp, eigen.cpp, help.cpp, 1D.cpp (this file),
minst.h, plot.cpp, structure.cpp, write.cpp, write.h, functions.cpp, ran0.c,
nr.h, nrutil.c, nrutil.h, lnsrch.c, dfpmin.c (the last 6 files are from
Numerical Recipes, see www.nr.com). */
#include <iostream.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <iomanip.h>
#include <fstream.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include "nr.h"
#include "nrutil.h"
#include "minst.h"
#include "write.h"
double k1, k2, alpha, betha, d, rmax, interk, shift, strain, eps;
double wavevector, mu, sigma;
long p,q;
int numberofcells;
/* MAIN PROGRAM */
main(int argc, char * argv[])
{
char *buffer;
const double pi = M_PI;
int i, j, l, m, numberofiter, DM, PM, EV, DSF, DR, GSF, PD;
long int n, seed, square;
double * x, * xNR, shift, * begin, * objgrd;
double number, gtol=1.0e-15, fret;
double ** eigenvectorsre, ** eigenvectorsim, * eigenvalues;
char option;
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/* Read the commandline */
for(i = 1; i < argc; i += 2)
{
sscanf(argv[i], "%s", &option);
if(option == 'h')
{
helpje();
return 1;
}
else
{
cout << "The only option is h that will give a short help" << endl;
return(1);
}
}
/* Read params.dat */
ifstream params("params.dat");
if(!params)
{
cerr << "file 'params.dat' cannot be opened." << endl;
return(1);
}
params >> p; params.getline(buffer, 80, '\n');
params >> q; params.getline(buffer, 80, '\n');
params >> alpha; params.getline(buffer, 80, '\n');
params >> k1; params.getline(buffer, 80, '\n');
params >> k2; params.getline(buffer, 80, '\n');
params >> interk; params.getline(buffer, 80, '\n');
params >> wavevector; params.getline(buffer, 80, '\n');
params >> d; params.getline(buffer, 80, '\n');
params >> shift; params.getline(buffer, 80, '\n');
params >> numberofcells; params.getline(buffer, 80, '\n');
params >> sigma; params.getline(buffer, 80, '\n');
params >> mu; params.getline(buffer, 80, '\n');
params >> square; params.getline(buffer, 80, '\n');
params >> strain; params.getline(buffer, 80, '\n');
params >> DM; params.getline(buffer, 80, '\n');
params >> PM; params.getline(buffer, 80, '\n');
params >> EV; params.getline(buffer, 80, '\n');
params >> DSF; params.getline(buffer, 80, '\n');
params >> DR; params.getline(buffer, 80, '\n');
params >> GSF; params.getline(buffer, 80, '\n');
params >> PD; params.getline(buffer, 80, '\n');
/* Calculate parameters that depend on others */
betha = alpha * p / q;
n = p + q;
rmax = (numberofcells + 0.5) * alpha * p;
eps = rmax - 0.8;
/* Write values of all parameters on screen */
cout << "p = " << p << ";" << " q = " << q << ";";
cout << " k1 = " << k1 << ";" << " k2 = " << k2 << ";" << " interk = " <<
interk << ";";
cout << " d = " << d << ";" << " strain = " << strain << ";";
cout << " shift = " << shift << ";" << " k = " << wavevector << ";";
cout << " eps = " << eps << ";" << " mu = " << mu << ";";
cout << " numberofcells = " << numberofcells << ";" << " rmax = " << rmax
<< ".";
cout << endl << endl;
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x = dvector(0, n-1);
begin = dvector(0, n-1);
objgrd = dvector(0, n-1);
/* The beginconfiguration */
seed = long(12433298);
for(i = 0; i < p; i++)
{
// number = ran0(&seed);
number = 0;
x[i] = i * alpha + (number/10);
begin[i] = strain * x[i];
}
for(i = p; i < n; i++)
{
// number = ran0(&seed);
number = 0;
x[i] = (i-p)*betha + shift + (number/10);
begin[i] = strain * x[i];
}
cout << setprecision(8) << setiosflags(ios :: showpoint|ios :: fixed);
/* Routine of Numerical Recipes are used, these are not zeronative, thus the
vector x[i] is casted into xNR[i] that will start with entry 1. */
xNR = dvector(1, n);
for(i = 0; i < n; i++)
xNR[i+1] = x[i];
cout << endl;
cout << "Energy begin configuration: " << func(xNR) << endl;
cout << endl;
if(interk != 0)
dfpmin(xNR, n, gtol, &numberofiter, &fret, func, dfunc);
else
fret=func(xNR);
for(i = 0; i < n; i++)
x[i] = xNR[i+1];
/* Write on screen the mimimum value of the energy */
cout << "Minimum value: " << fret << endl;
cout << endl;
/* Write information about structure in data files */
plot(xNR, begin);
/* Calculate dynamical matrix and return its eigenvectors and eigenvalues */
if(DM == 1)
{
eigenvalues = dvector(1, n);
eigenvectorsre = dmatrix(1, n, 1, n);
eigenvectorsim = dmatrix(1, n, 1, n);
dynamischematrix(x, wavevector, eigenvectorsre, eigenvectorsim,
eigenvalues);
}
/* Determine which fonon is the phason */
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if(PM == 1 && DM == 1)
phason(eigenvectorsre);
/* Write eigenvectors in file */
if(EV == 1 && DM == 1)
eigenvectorfile(x, eigenvectorsre, eigenvectorsim);
/* Calculation of dynamical structure factor. */
if(DSF ==1 && DM == 1)
dynstrfac(xNR, eigenvectorsre, eigenvectorsim, eigenvalues);
if(DM == 1)
{
free_dvector(eigenvalues, 1, n);
free_dmatrix(eigenvectorsre, 1, n, 1, n);
free_dmatrix(eigenvectorsim, 1, n, 1, n);
}
/* Calculation of dispersion relations. */
if(DR == 1)
dispersion(x, square);
/* Now the Geometrical Structure Factor is calculated. */
if(GSF == 1)
structure(xNR);
/* The phase diagram. */
if(PD == 1)
phasediagram(begin);
}
 
File: minst.h 
 
void helpje();
void plot(double xNR[], double begin[]);
double absolute(double eigen);
double power(double x, int number);
double delta(double omegas);
double func(double * x);
void dfunc(double * x, double * objgrd);
void dynamischematrix(double x[], double k, double ** realpart, double **
imagpart, double * diagonal);
void phason(double ** eigenvectorsre);
void eigenvectorfile(double * x, double ** eigenvectorsre, double **
eigenvectorsim);
void dynstrfac(double * x, double ** eigenvectorsre, double **
eigenvectorsim, double * eigenvalues);
void dispersion(double * x, int square);
void structure(double * x);
void phasediagram(double * begin);
 
File: write.h 
 
#ifndef _WRITE_H
#define _WRITE_H
#include <fstream>
class write
{
public:
static void uitvoer(ofstream& os);
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static void gnuuitvoer(ofstream& os);
};
#endif
 
File: help.cpp 
 
#include <iostream.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <iomanip.h>
#include <fstream.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "nr.h"
#include "nrutil.h"
void helpje()
{
cout << endl;
cout << "1D double chain model" << endl;
cout << "Made by L.A. Brussaard" << endl;
cout << endl;
cout << "One can change the following parameters in params.dat (between"
<< endl;
cout << "brackets are default values):" << endl;
cout << endl;
cout << "Number of atoms host chain p (55)" << endl;
cout << "Number of atoms guest chain q (34)" << endl;
cout << "Period host chain alpha (1.0)" << endl;
cout << "Springconstant host chain k1 (2.0)" << endl;
cout << "Springconstant guest chain k2 (2.0)" << endl;
cout << "Strength interchain potential interk (1)" << endl;
cout << "Wave vector wavevector (0.0)" << endl;
cout << "Distance between chains d (1.2)" << endl;
cout << "Distance between first atoms s (0.2)" << endl;
cout << "Number of cells for LJ potential numberofcells (3)" << endl;
cout << "Parameter LJ potential sigma (1.0)" << endl;
cout << "Shape of cut-off LJ potential mu (0.1)" << endl;
cout << "Frequencies or their squares square (1)" << endl;
cout << "External strain strain (1.0)" << endl;
cout << "Calculate dynamical matrix DM (1)" << endl;
cout << "Determine index of phason mode PM (1)" << endl;
cout << "Save eigenvectors EV (1)" << endl;
cout << "Calculate dynamical structure factor DSF (1)" << endl;
cout << "Calculate dispersion relations DR (1)" << endl;
cout << "Calculate Bragg pattern GSF (1)" << endl;
cout << "Calculate phase diagram PD (1)" << endl;
cout << endl;
cout << "For more information see section 3.3 of my thesis." << endl;
cout << endl;
}
 
File: write.cpp 
 
extern double k1, k2, alpha, betha, d, rmax, interk, strain, eps, mu;
extern double shift, sigma, wavevector;
extern long p, q;
extern int numberofcells;
#include "write.h"
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void write::uitvoer(ofstream& os)
{
os << "# This file contains data from the program `minst'" << endl;
os << "# p = " << p << endl;
os << "# q = " << q << endl;
os << "# k1 = " << k1 << endl;
os << "# k2 = " << k2 << endl;
os << "# alpha = " << alpha << endl;
os << "# beta = " << betha << endl;
os << "# interk = " << interk << endl;
os << "# d = " << d << endl;
os << "# shift = " << shift << endl;
os << "# rmax = " << rmax << endl;
os << "# strain = " << strain << endl;
os << "# eps = " << eps << endl;
os << "# mu = " << mu << endl;
os << "# numberofcells = " << numberofcells << endl;
os << "# wave vector = " << wavevector << endl;
os << endl;
}
void write::gnuuitvoer(ofstream& os)
{
os << "set title 'p = " << p;
os << "; q = " << q;
os << "; 1 = " << k1;
os << "; 2 = " << k2;
os << "; i = " << interk;
os << "; d = " << d;
os << "; s = " << shift;
os << "; a = " << alpha;
os << "; b = " << betha;
os << "; c= " << numberofcells;
os << "; k= " << wavevector;
os << "'" << endl;
os << "set tics out" << endl;
}
 
File: params.dat 
 
55 # p, number of atoms in host chain
34 # q, number of atoms in guest chain
1.0 # alpha, equilibrium interatom distances in host chain
2.0 # k1, intrachain coupling strength host chain
2.0 # k2, intrachain coupling strength guest chain
1.0 # interk, interchain coupling strength
0.0 # wavevector, wave vector
1.2 # d, distance between chains
0.2 # shift, shift of whole guest chain
3 # numberofcells, number of cells (for Lennard-Jone-like interaction)
1.0 # sigma, parameter for Lennard-Jones potential
0.1 # mu, parameter for cut-off function for Lennard-Jones
1 # square, normal or squared frequencies in dispersion relations
1.0 # strain, external strain on chains
1 # DM, if 1, dynamical matrix is calculated
1 # PM, if 1, index of phason mode is determined
1 # EV, if 1, writes in a file eigenvectors of dynamical matrix
1 # DSF, if 1, calculates dynamical structure factor
1 # DR, if 1, the dispersion relations are calculated (1rst BZ)
1 # GSF, if 1, geometrical structure factor is calculated
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1 # PD, if 1, the phase diagram is calculated
 
File: delta_en_abs.cpp 
 
#include <iostream.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <iomanip.h>
#include <fstream.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "nr.h"
#include "nrutil.h"
double delta(double omegas)
{
const double pi = M_PI;
double epsilon = 0.01, deltafunction;
deltafunction = epsilon/(pi * (omegas * omegas + epsilon * epsilon));
// deltafunction = 4/(4 + omegas * omegas);
/* is not a delta, but a Lorentzian */
return deltafunction;
}
double absolute(double eigenvalue)
{
if(eigenvalue < 0) eigenvalue = -eigenvalue;
return eigenvalue;
}
double power(double x, int number)
{
int i;
double xpowerint;
xpowerint = 1.0;
for(i = 1; i <= number; i++)
xpowerint *= x;
return xpowerint;
}
File: functions.cpp 
 
#include <iostream.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <iomanip.h>
#include <fstream.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "nr.h"
#include "nrutil.h"
extern double k1, k2, alpha, betha, d, rmax, interk, strain, eps;
extern wavevector, mu, sigma;
extern long p, q;
extern int numberofcells;
double power(double x, int number);
double func(double * x)
{
/* The energy-function (objf). */
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int i, j, k, n;
double term1, term2, potterm, pot1, r, objf, ex;
n = p + q;
/* First the terms coming from the intrachain potentials are made. */
term1 = (x[1] - x[p] + strain*alpha*p - alpha) * (x[1] - x[p] +
strain*alpha*p - alpha);
term2 = (x[p+1] - x[p+q] + strain*alpha*p - betha) * (x[p+1] - x[p+q] +
strain*alpha*p - betha);
for(i = 2; i <= p; i++)
term1 += (x[i] - x[i-1] - alpha) * (x[i] - x[i-1] - alpha);
for(i = p+2; i <= n; i++)
term2 += (x[i] - x[i-1] - betha) * (x[i] - x[i-1] - betha);
/* The terms from the interchain potential. */
potterm = 0;
for(k = -numberofcells; k <= numberofcells; k++)
{
for(i = 1; i <= p; i++)
{
for(j = p+1; j <= n; j++)
{
r = (x[i] - x[j] + k * strain * alpha * p) * (x[i] - x[j] + k *
strain * alpha * p) + d * d;
if(fabs(r) < rmax)
{
ex = exp((sqrt(r)-eps)/mu);
pot1 = (power(sigma, 12) / power(r, 6) - power(sigma, 6) /
power(r, 3)) / (1 + ex);
}
else pot1 = 0;
potterm += pot1;
}
}
}
objf = k1 / 2 * term1 + k2 / 2 * term2 + 2 * interk * potterm;
return objf;
}
void dfunc(double * x, double * objgrd)
{
int i, j, k, n;
double r, rplus, rmin, ex;
n = p + q;
/* The gradient of the potential energy. */
/* First the terms of the intrachain interaction. */
objgrd[1] = k1 * (- x[p] - x[2] + 2 * x[1] + strain*alpha*p);
objgrd[p] = k1 * (- x[p-1] - x[1] + 2 * x[p] - strain*alpha*p);
for(i = 2; i <= p-1; i++)
objgrd[i] = k1 * (- x[i-1] - x[i+1] + 2 * x[i]);
objgrd[p+1] = k2 * (- x[n] - x[p+2] + 2 * x[p+1] + strain*alpha*p);
objgrd[n] = k2 * (- x[n-1] - x[p+1] + 2 * x[n] - strain*alpha*p);
for(i = p+2; i <= n-1; i++)
objgrd[i] = k2 * (- x[i-1] - x[i+1] + 2 * x[i]);
/* The derivatives due to the interchain interaction. */
for(k = -numberofcells; k <= numberofcells; k++)
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{
for(i = 1; i <= p; i++)
{
for(j = p+1; j <= n; j++)
{
r = (x[i] - x[j] + k * strain * alpha * p) * (x[i] - x[j] + k *
strain * alpha * p) + d * d;
if(fabs(r) < rmax)
{
ex = exp((sqrt(r)-eps)/mu);
objgrd[i] += 2 * interk * ((-12 * (x[i] - x[j] +
k*strain*alpha*p) * power(sigma, 12) / power(r, 7) + 6 * (x[i] - x[j] +
k*strain*alpha*p) * power(sigma, 6) / power(r, 4)) / (1 + ex) - ex *
(power(sigma, 12) / power(r, 6) - power(sigma, 6) / power(r,3)) * (x[i] -
x[j] + k*strain*alpha*p) / (mu * power((1 + ex), 2) * sqrt(r)));
objgrd[j] += 2 * interk * ((12 * (x[i] - x[j] +
k*strain*alpha*p) * power(sigma, 12) / power(r, 7) - 6 * (x[i] - x[j] +
k*strain*alpha*p) * power(sigma, 6) / power(r, 4)) / (1 + ex) + ex *
(power(sigma, 12) / power(r, 6) - power(sigma, 6) / power(r,3)) * (x[i] -
x[j] + k*strain*alpha*p) / (mu * power((1 + ex), 2) * sqrt(r)));
}
}
}
}
}
 
File: plot.cpp 
 
#include <iostream.h>
#include <fstream.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <iomanip.h>
#include <fstream.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "nr.h"
#include "nrutil.h"
#include "write.h"
extern double k1, k2, alpha, betha, d, rmax, interk, shift, strain, eps;
extern double wavevector, mu, sigma;
extern long p, q;
extern int numberofcells;
void plot(double xNR[], double begin[])
{
int i;
long n;
double modje;
n = p + q;
/* Ground state positions. */
ofstream gnuground("output/ground.gnu");
write::gnuuitvoer(gnuground);
gnuground << "set xlabel 'x[i]'" << endl;
gnuground << "plot 'ground.dat' with points" << endl;
gnuground << "pause-1" << endl;
gnuground << endl;
ofstream ground("output/ground.dat");
write::uitvoer(ground);
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for(i = 1; i <= p; i++)
ground << xNR[i] << " " << "1" << endl;
ground << endl;
for(i = p+1; i <= n; i++)
ground << xNR[i] << " " << "0.5" << endl;
ground << endl;
gnuground.close();
ground.close();
/* The begin positions, i.e., positions before minimization. */
ofstream evenwicht("output/begin.dat");
write::uitvoer(evenwicht);
for(i = 0; i < p; i++)
evenwicht << begin[i] << " " << "1" << endl;
evenwicht << endl;
for(i = p; i < n; i++)
evenwicht << begin[i] << " " << "0.5" << endl;
evenwicht << endl;
evenwicht.close();
/* The displacements of atoms from begin positions after minimization. */
ofstream gnudisH("output/displacementHOST.gnu");
write:: gnuuitvoer(gnudisH);
gnudisH << "set xlabel '# atom'" << endl;
gnudisH << "set ylabel 'displacement'" << endl;
gnudisH << "plot 'displacementHOST.dat' with lines" << endl;
gnudisH << "pause-1" << endl;
gnudisH << endl;
ofstream disH("output/displacementHOST.dat");
write::uitvoer(disH);
for(i = 1; i <= p; i++)
disH << begin[i-1] << " " << xNR[i] - begin[i-1] << endl;
gnudisH.close();
disH.close();
ofstream gnudisG("output/displacementGUEST.gnu");
write:: gnuuitvoer(gnudisG);
gnudisG << "set xlabel '# atom'" << endl;
gnudisG << "set ylabel 'displacement'" << endl;
gnudisG << "plot 'displacementGUEST.dat' with lines" << endl;
gnudisG << "pause-1" << endl;
gnudisG << endl;
ofstream disG("output/displacementGUEST.dat");
write::uitvoer(disG);
for(i = p+1; i <= n; i++)
disG << begin[i-1] << " " << xNR[i] - begin[i-1] << endl;
gnudisG.close();
disG.close();
/* Modulation functions. */
ofstream gnumodH("output/modfunctionHOST.gnu");
write::gnuuitvoer(gnumodH);
gnumodH << "set xlabel 'n mod beta'" << endl;
gnumodH << "set ylabel 'modulation function'" << endl;
gnumodH << "plot 'modfunctionHOST.dat' with points 6" << endl;
gnumodH << "pause-1" << endl;
gnumodH << endl;
ofstream modH("output/modfunctionHOST.dat");
write::uitvoer(modH);
for(i = 1; i <= p; i++)
{
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modje = begin[i-1];
while(modje > strain * betha)
modje -= strain * betha;
modH << modje/(strain * betha) << " " << xNR[i] - begin[i-1] << endl;
}
gnumodH.close();
modH.close();
ofstream gnumodG("output/modfunctionGUEST.gnu");
write::gnuuitvoer(gnumodG);
gnumodG << "set xlabel 'n mod alpha'" << endl;
gnumodG << "set ylabel 'modulation function'" << endl;
gnumodG << "plot 'modfunctionGUEST.dat' with points 6" << endl;
gnumodG << "pause-1" << endl;
gnumodG << endl;
ofstream modG("output/modfunctionGUEST.dat");
write::uitvoer(modG);
for(i = p+1; i <= n; i++)
{
modje = begin[i-1];
while(modje > strain * alpha)
modje -= strain * alpha;
modG << modje/(strain * alpha) << " " << xNR[i] - begin[i-1] << endl;
}
gnumodG.close();
modG.close();
/* Manifolds, other way of representing modulation functions. */
ofstream gnufoldH("output/manifoldHOST.gnu");
write::gnuuitvoer(gnufoldH);
gnufoldH << "set xlabel 'x[n-1] - (n - 1)*alpha'" << endl;
gnufoldH << "set ylabel 'x[n] - n*alpha'" << endl;
gnufoldH << "plot 'manifoldHOST.dat' with points 6" << endl;
gnufoldH << "pause-1" << endl;
gnufoldH << endl;
ofstream foldH("output/manifoldHOST.dat");
write::uitvoer(foldH);
foldH << xNR[p] - begin[p-1] << " " << xNR[1] - begin[0] << endl;
for(i = 2; i <= p; i++)
{
foldH << xNR[i-1] - begin[i-2] << " " << xNR[i] - begin[i-1] << endl;
}
gnufoldH.close();
foldH.close();
ofstream gnufoldG("output/manifoldGUEST.gnu");
write::gnuuitvoer(gnufoldG);
gnufoldG << "set xlabel 'x[n-1] - (n - 1)*betha - delta'" << endl;
gnufoldG << "set ylabel 'x[n] - (n)*betha - delta'" << endl;
gnufoldG << "plot 'manifoldGUEST.dat' with points 6" << endl;
gnufoldG << "pause-1" << endl;
gnufoldG << endl;
ofstream foldG("output/manifoldGUEST.dat");
write::uitvoer(foldG);
foldG << xNR[n] - begin[n-1] << " " << xNR[p+1] - begin[p] << endl;
for(i = p+2; i <= n; i++)
{
foldG << xNR[i-1] - begin[i-2] << " " << xNR[i] - begin[i-1] << endl;
}
gnufoldG.close();
foldG.close();
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/* Change in length of springs between neighbouring atoms. */
ofstream gnustretchH("output/stretchHOST.gnu");
write::gnuuitvoer(gnustretchH);
gnustretchH << "set xlabel '# atom'" << endl;
gnustretchH << "set ylabel 'x[i+1] - x[i]'" << endl;
gnustretchH << "plot 'stretchHOST.dat' with lines" << endl;
gnustretchH << "pause-1" << endl;
gnustretchH << endl;
ofstream stretchH("output/stretchHOST.dat");
write::uitvoer(stretchH);
for(i = 1; i < p; i++)
{
stretchH << i << " " << xNR[i+1] - xNR[i] - strain * alpha << endl;
}
stretchH << p << " " << xNR[1] - xNR[p] + strain * p * alpha - strain *
alpha << endl;
gnustretchH.close();
stretchH.close();
ofstream gnustretchG("output/stretchGUEST.gnu");
write::gnuuitvoer(gnustretchG);
gnustretchG << "set xlabel '# atom'" << endl;
gnustretchG << "set ylabel 'x[i+1] - x[i]'" << endl;
gnustretchG << "plot 'stretchGUEST.dat' with lines" << endl;
gnustretchG << "pause-1" << endl;
gnustretchG << endl;
ofstream stretchG("output/stretchGUEST.dat");
write::uitvoer(stretchG);
for(i = p+1; i < n; i++)
{
stretchG << i << " " << xNR[i+1] - xNR[i] - strain * betha << endl;
}
stretchG << n << " " << xNR[p+1] - xNR[n] + strain * q * betha - strain *
betha << endl;
gnustretchG.close();
stretchG.close();
}
 
File: dynmatrix.cpp 
 
#include <iostream.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <iomanip.h>
#include <fstream.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "nr.h"
#include "nrutil.h"
#define DYNMATRE(a, b) dynmatre[(b)*n+a]
#define DYNMATIM(a, b) dynmatim[(b)*n+a]
extern double k1, k2, alpha, betha, d, rmax, interk, strain, eps;
extern double wavevector, mu, sigma;
extern long p, q;
extern int numberofcells;
extern "C" void diagonalize_(double * dynmatre, double * dynmatim, long * n,
double * values);
double power(double x, int number);
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void dynamischematrix(double x[], double k, double ** realpart, double **
imagpart, double * diagonal)
{
int i, j, l, m;
long n;
double r, rmin, rplus, ddpot, ddpotmin, ddpotplus;
double ex, explus, exmin, lj, ljmin, ljplus, dx;
double * dynmatre, * dynmatim, * values;
double som;
n = p+q;
values = dvector(0, n);
dynmatre = dvector(0, n*n+n);
dynmatim = dvector(0, n*n+n);
// cout << "x in dynmatrix.cpp:" << endl;
// for(i = 0; i < n; i++)
// cout << x[i] << " ";
// cout << endl;
/* To begin we put zeroes in the dynamical matrix. */
for(i = 0; i < n; i++)
{
for(j = 0; j < n; j++)
{
DYNMATRE(i,j) = 0.0;
DYNMATIM(i,j) = 0.0;
}
}
/* Real diagonal elements. */
for(i = 0; i < p; i++)
DYNMATRE(i,i) = 2 * k1;
for(i = p; i < n; i++)
DYNMATRE(i,i) = 2 * k2;
/* Real off-diagonal elements. */
DYNMATRE(0,1) = - k1;
DYNMATRE(p-1,p-2) = - k1;
DYNMATRE(p,p+1) = - k2;
DYNMATRE(n-1,n-2) = - k2;
for(i = 1; i < p-1; i++)
{
DYNMATRE(i,i+1) = - k1;
DYNMATRE(i,i-1) = - k1;
}
for(i = p+1; i < n-1; i++)
{
DYNMATRE(i,i+1) = - k2;
DYNMATRE(i,i-1) = - k2;
}
/* Now make the elements due to the periodic boundary conditions. */
/* The real parts. */
DYNMATRE(0,p-1) = - k1 * cos(k*alpha*p);
DYNMATRE(p-1,0) = - k1 * cos(k*alpha*p);
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DYNMATRE(p,n-1) = - k2 * cos(k*alpha*p);
DYNMATRE(n-1,p) = - k2 * cos(k*alpha*p);
/* The imaginary parts. */
DYNMATIM(0,p-1) = k1 * sin(k*alpha*p);
DYNMATIM(p-1,0) = - k1 * sin(k*alpha*p);
DYNMATIM(p,n-1) = k2 * sin(k*alpha*p);
DYNMATIM(n-1,p) = - k2 * sin(k*alpha*p);
/* Elements from the potential between the chains. */
/* Real part. */
for(i = 0; i < p; i++)
{
for(j = p; j < n; j++)
{
r = (x[i] - x[j]) * (x[i] - x[j]) + d * d;
if(fabs(r) < rmax)
{
ex = exp((sqrt(r) - eps) / mu);
lj = power(sigma, 12)/power(r,6)-power(sigma, 6)/power(r,3);
dx = x[i]-x[j];
ddpot = 2*interk*(-ex*lj/(mu*power(1+ex, 2)*sqrt(r))+(-
12*power(sigma, 12)/power(r, 7)+6*power(sigma, 6)/power(r, 4) +
168*power(sigma, 12)*power(dx, 2)/power(r, 8)-48*power(sigma, 6)*power(dx, 2)
/power(r, 5))/(1+ex)-2*ex*(-12*power(sigma, 12)*dx/power(r, 7)+ 6 *
power(sigma,6)*dx/power(r, 4))*dx/(mu*power(1+ex, 2)*sqrt(r)) +
ex*lj*power(dx,2) /(mu*power((1+ex), 2)*power(sqrt(r), 3))
+2*ex*ex*lj*power(dx, 2)/(mu*mu*power((1+ex), 3)*r)- ex*lj*power(dx,2)
/(mu*mu*power(1+ex, 2)*r));
}
else ddpot = 0;
DYNMATRE(i,j) += - ddpot;
DYNMATRE(j,i) = DYNMATRE(i,j);
DYNMATRE(i,i) += ddpot;
DYNMATRE(j,j) += ddpot;
}
}
for(m = 1; m <= numberofcells; m++)
{
for(i = 0; i < p; i++)
{
for(j = p; j < n; j++)
{
rplus = (x[i] - x[j] + m*strain*alpha*p) * (x[i] - x[j] +
m*strain*alpha*p) + d * d;
rmin = (x[i] - x[j] - m*strain*alpha*p) * (x[i] - x[j] -
m*strain*alpha*p) + d * d;
dx = x[i]-x[j];
if(fabs(rmin) < rmax)
{
exmin = exp((sqrt(rmin) - eps) / mu);
ljmin = power(sigma, 12)/power(rmin,6)-power(sigma,6)
/power(rmin,3);
ddpotmin = 2*interk*(-exmin*ljmin/(mu*power(1+exmin,2)
*sqrt(rmin))+(-12*power(sigma,12)/power(rmin,7)+6*power(sigma,6) /power(rmin,
4)+168*power(sigma,12)*power(dx-m*strain*alpha*p,2) /power(rmin,8)-
48*power(sigma,6)*power(dx-m*strain*alpha*p,2)/power(rmin,5)) /(1+exmin)-
2*exmin*(-12*power(sigma,12)*(dx-m*strain*alpha*p)/power(rmin,7)
+6*power(sigma,6)*(dx-m*strain*alpha*p)/power(rmin,4))*(dx-
m*strain*alpha*p)/(mu*power(1+exmin,2) *sqrt(rmin))+exmin*ljmin*power(dx-
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m*strain*alpha*p,2)/(mu*power((1+exmin),2) *power(sqrt(rmin), 3))
+2*exmin*exmin*ljmin*power(dx-m*strain*alpha*p,2)/(mu*mu*power((1+exmin), 3)
*rmin)-exmin*ljmin*power(dx-m*strain*alpha*p,2)/(mu*mu*power(1+exmin, 2)
*rmin));
}
else ddpotmin = 0;
if(fabs(rplus) < rmax)
{
explus = exp((sqrt(rplus) - eps) / mu);
ljplus = power(sigma, 12)/power(rplus,6)-power(sigma,6)
/power(rplus,3);
ddpotplus = 2*interk*(-explus*ljplus/(mu*power(1+explus,2)
*sqrt(rplus))+(-12*power(sigma,12)/power(rplus,7)+6*power(sigma,6)
/power(rplus,4)+168*power(sigma,12)*power(dx+m*strain*alpha*p,2)
/power(rplus,8)-48*power(sigma,6)*power(dx+m*strain*alpha*p,2)
/power(rplus,5))/(1+explus)-2*explus*(-12*power(sigma,12)
*(dx+m*strain*alpha*p)/power(rplus,7)+6*power(sigma,6)*(dx+m*strain*alpha*p)/
power(rplus,4))*(dx+m*strain*alpha*p)/(mu*power(1+explus,2)*sqrt(rplus))+
explus*ljplus*power(dx+m*strain*alpha*p,2)/(mu*power((1+explus),2)
*power(sqrt(rplus),3))+2*explus*explus*ljplus*power(dx+m*strain*alpha*p,2)
/(mu*mu*power((1+explus),3)*rplus)-explus*ljplus*
power(dx+m*strain*alpha*p,2)/(mu*mu*power(1+explus,2)*rplus));
}
else ddpotplus = 0;
DYNMATRE(i,j) += - (ddpotmin + ddpotplus) * cos(k*m*alpha*p);
DYNMATRE(j,i) = DYNMATRE(i,j);
DYNMATRE(i,i) += ddpotmin + ddpotplus;
DYNMATRE(j,j) += ddpotmin + ddpotplus;
/* Imaginary part. */
DYNMATIM(i,j) += - (ddpotmin - ddpotplus) * sin(k*m*alpha*p);
DYNMATIM(j,i) = - DYNMATIM(i,j);
}
}
}
/* Plot this matrix onto the screen. */
/* for(i = 0; i < n; i++)
{
for(j = 0; j < n; j++) cout << setw(4) << DYNMATRE(i,j) << " ";
cout << endl;
}*/
som = 0;
if(k == 0)
{
for(i = 0; i < n; i++)
for(j= 0; j < n; j++)
som += DYNMATRE(j,i) + DYNMATIM(j,i);
cout << "Som = " << som << endl;
}
/* Diagonalization. */
diagonalize_(dynmatre, dynmatim, &n, values);
for(i = 0; i < n; i++)
{
for(j = 0; j < n; j++)
{
realpart[i+1][j+1] = DYNMATRE(i,j);
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imagpart[i+1][j+1] = DYNMATIM(i,j);
}
}
for(i = 0; i < n; i++)
diagonal[i+1] = values[i];
free_dvector(values, 0 , n);
free_dvector(dynmatre, 0, n);
free_dvector(dynmatim,0, n);
}
 
File: diagon.f 
 
subroutine diagonalize (DR,DI,N,EW)
implicit none
integer N
real*8 DR(N,N), DI(N,N), EW(N), Lambda(N)
complex*16 D(N,N)
complex*16 cwork(4*N+1)
real*8 rwork(6*N+1)
integer lwork, ifail
integer i,j
complex*16 test
c Put real and imaginary parts in one (hermitian) matrix
do i =1,N
do j =1,N
D(i,j) = CMPLX(DR(i,j),DI(i,j))
enddo
enddo
do i = 1,N
do j = i, N
test = D(i,j) - conjg(D(j,i))
if (abs(test).gt.1e-5) then
write (*,*) 'Warning non-Hermitian: ', i,j
stop
endif
enddo
enddo
c Call to diagonalization routine
lwork = 4*N+1
call F02HAF('V','L', N, D, N, Lambda, rwork, cwork, lwork, ifail)
do i = 1,N
EW(i) = Lambda(i)
enddo
c Split hermitian matrix in real and imaginary parts for C code
c i is the mode
c j is the atoom
do i=1,N
do j=1,N
DR(j,i) = sngl(D(j,i))
DI(j,i) = dimag(D(j,i))
enddo
enddo
end
 
File: eigen.cpp 
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#include <iostream.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <iomanip.h>
#include <fstream.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "nr.h"
#include "nrutil.h"
#include "minst.h"
#include "write.h"
extern double k1, k2, alpha, betha, d, rmax, interk, shift, strain, eps;
extern double wavevector, mu, sigma;
extern long p, q;
extern int numberofcells;
void phason(double ** eigenvectorsre)
{
int i, j;
long n, index;
double somp, somq, greatest, * difference;
difference = dvector(1, n);
somp = 0;
somq = 0;
for(j = 1; j <= n; j++)
{
for(i = 1; i <= p; i++)
somp += eigenvectorsre[i][j];
for(i = p+1; i <= n; i++)
somq += eigenvectorsre[i][j];
if(somp >= 0 && somq >= 0)
difference[j] = (somp/p) - (somq/q);
if(somp <= 0 && somq <= 0)
difference[j] = (somq/q) - (somp/p);
if(somp >= 0 && somq <= 0)
difference[j] = (somp/p) - (somq/q);
if(somp <= 0 && somq >= 0)
difference[j] = - (somp/p) + (somq/q);
somp = 0;
somq = 0;
}
greatest = 0;
index = 0;
for(i = 1; i <= n; i++)
if(absolute(difference[i]) > greatest)
{
greatest = difference[i];
index = i;
}
cout << "Opposite movement: " << greatest << endl;
cout << "Index of fason mode: " << index << endl;
}
void eigenvectorfile(double * x, double ** eigenvectorsre, double **
eigenvectorsim)
{
int i,j;
double modje;
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long n;
n = p + q;
ofstream eigenvectorp("output/eigenvectorp.dat");
eigenvectorp << setprecision(4) << setiosflags(ios :: showpoint|ios ::
fixed);
for(i = 1; i <= p; i++)
{
for(j = 1; j <= n; j++)
{
if(j == 1)
{
modje = x[i];
while(modje > strain * betha)
modje -= strain * betha;
eigenvectorp << modje/(strain * betha) << " ";
}
eigenvectorp << eigenvectorsre[i][j] << " ";
}
eigenvectorp << endl;
}
ofstream eigenvectorq("output/eigenvectorq.dat");
eigenvectorq << setprecision(4) << setiosflags(ios :: showpoint|ios ::
fixed);
for(i = p+1; i <= n; i++)
{
for(j = 1; j <= n; j++)
{
if(j == 1)
{
modje = x[i];
while(modje > strain * alpha)
modje -= strain * alpha;
eigenvectorq << modje/(strain * alpha) << " ";
}
eigenvectorq << eigenvectorsre[i][j] << " ";
}
eigenvectorq << endl;
}
eigenvectorp.close();
eigenvectorq.close();
}
void dynstrfac(double * xNR, double ** eigenvectorsre, double **
eigenvectorsim, double * eigenvalues)
{
int i, j, l;
long n;
double * sommetje;
double totalsommetje, omega, omegamax, realpart, imaginary, dynfactor;
n = p + q;
sommetje = dvector(1, n);
ofstream dynstrfac("output/freq-dynfac.dat");
write::uitvoer(dynstrfac);
dynstrfac << endl;
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ofstream sum("output/sum.dat");
write::uitvoer(sum);
ofstream gnudynstrfac("output/freq-dynfac.gnu");
write::gnuuitvoer(gnudynstrfac);
gnudynstrfac << "set data style lines" << endl;
gnudynstrfac << "set xlabel '\167' font 'Symbol'" << endl;
gnudynstrfac << "set ylabel 'S'" << endl;
gnudynstrfac << "set xzero" << endl;
gnudynstrfac << "plot 'freq-dynfac.dat' " << endl;
gnudynstrfac << "replot 'sum.dat' with impulses" << endl;
gnudynstrfac << "pause -1" << endl;
gnudynstrfac << endl;
omegamax = 2.5;
for(l = 1; l <= n; l++)
{
realpart = 0;
imaginary = 0;
for(j = 1; j <= n; j++)
{
realpart += eigenvectorsre[j][l] * cos(wavevector * xNR[j]) -
eigenvectorsim[j][l] * sin(wavevector * xNR[j]);
imaginary += eigenvectorsre[j][l] * sin(wavevector * xNR[j]) +
eigenvectorsim[j][l] * cos(wavevector * xNR[j]);
}
sommetje[l] = (realpart * realpart + imaginary * imaginary);
}
totalsommetje = 0;
for(i = 1; i <= n; i++)
{
sum << sqrt(absolute(eigenvalues[i])) << " " << n*sommetje[i] <<
endl;
totalsommetje += sommetje[i];
}
cout << "totalsommetje = " << totalsommetje << endl;
for(i = 0; i <= 600; i++)
{
omega = omegamax * double(i) / 600;
dynfactor = 0;
for(l = 1; l <= n; l++)
{
dynfactor += sommetje[l] * delta(omega -
sqrt(absolute(eigenvalues[l])));
}
dynstrfac << omega << " " << dynfactor << endl;
}
dynstrfac.close();
sum.close();
gnudynstrfac.close();
free_dvector(sommetje, 1, n);
}
 
File: dispersion.cpp 
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#include <iostream.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <iomanip.h>
#include <fstream.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "nr.h"
#include "nrutil.h"
#include "minst.h"
#include "write.h"
extern double k1, k2, alpha, betha, d, rmax, interk, shift, strain, eps;
extern double wavevector, mu, sigma;
extern long p, q;
extern int numberofcells;
void dispersion(double * x, int square)
{
const double pi = M_PI;
int i, j, maxgrid;
long n;
double * k;
double kmax, kmin;
double ** eigenvectorsre, ** eigenvectorsim, * eigenvalues;
n = p + q;
maxgrid = 150;
k = dvector(1, maxgrid);
eigenvectorsre = dmatrix(1, n, 1, n);
eigenvectorsim = dmatrix(1, n, 1, n);
eigenvalues = dvector(1, n);
kmax = pi/(alpha*p);
kmin = 0;
ofstream dis("output/dispersion.dat");
write::uitvoer(dis);
ofstream gnudis("output/dispersion.gnu");
write::gnuuitvoer(gnudis);
gnudis << "set xlabel 'k'" << endl;
if(square == 2)
gnudis << "set ylabel '\167^2' font 'Symbol'" << endl;
if(square == 1)
gnudis << "set ylabel '\167' font 'Symbol'" << endl;
gnudis << "set xzero" << endl;
gnudis << "set data style dots" << endl;
gnudis << "plot 'dispersie.dat'" << endl;
gnudis << "pause -1" << endl;
gnudis << endl;
dis << setprecision(8) << setiosflags(ios :: showpoint|ios :: fixed);
for(i = 0; i < maxgrid; i++)
{
k[i+1] = kmin + (kmax - kmin) * double(i) / maxgrid;
dynamischematrix(x, k[i+1], eigenvectorsre, eigenvectorsim,
eigenvalues);
for(j = 1; j <= n; j++)
{
if(square == 1)
dis << k[i+1] << " " << sqrt(absolute(eigenvalues[j])) << endl;
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if(square == 2)
dis << k[i+1] << " " << eigenvalues[j] << endl;
}
dis << endl;
}
gnudis.close();
dis.close();
free_dvector(k, 1, maxgrid);
free_dmatrix(eigenvectorsre, 1, n, 1, n);
free_dmatrix(eigenvectorsim, 1, n, 1, n);
free_dvector(eigenvalues, 1, n);
}
 
File: structure.cpp 
 
#include <iostream.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <iomanip.h>
#include <fstream.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "nr.h"
#include "nrutil.h"
#include "minst.h"
#include "write.h"
extern double k1, k2, alpha, betha, r, dmax, interk, shift, strain, eps;
extern double wavevector, mu, sigma;
extern long p, q;
extern int numberofcells;
void structure(double * x)
{
long n;
int i, j, l, maxgrid;
double kmin, kmax, wh, wg, numberofk, * k, geo, geomS;
ofstream gnugeostruc("output/geostruc.gnu");
write::gnuuitvoer(gnugeostruc);
gnugeostruc << "set xlabel 'k'" << endl;
gnugeostruc << "set ylabel 'S(k)'" << endl;
gnugeostruc << "set yrange [0:]" << endl;
gnugeostruc << "plot 'geostruc.dat' with lines" << endl;
gnugeostruc << "pause -1" << endl;
ofstream geostruc("output/geostruc.dat");
write::uitvoer(geostruc);
geostruc << setprecision(4) << setiosflags(ios :: showpoint|ios :: fixed);
kmin = 0.0;
kmax = 7;
maxgrid = 3000;
// wh = 0.04;
// wg = 0.07;
wh = 0.0;
wg = 0.0;
k = dvector(0, maxgrid);
numberofk = int((alpha * p * 7) / 2);
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for(i = 0; i < maxgrid; i++)
{
k[i] = kmin + (kmax - kmin) * double(i) / maxgrid;
geo = 0;
geomS = 0;
/* Geometrical structure factor; squared of the equilibrium host structure */
for(j = 0; j < p; j++)
{
for(l = 0; l < p; l++)
geo += cos(k[i] * (x[l] - x[j])) * exp(-2*wh*k[i]*k[i]);
}
for(j = p+1; j <= n; j++)
{
for(l = p+1; l <= n; l++)
geo += cos(k[i] * (x[l] - x[j])) * exp(-2*wg*k[i]*k[i]);
}
geomS = geo;
geostruc << k[i] << " " << geomS*0.3 << endl;
}
}
 
File: phasediagram.cpp 
 
#include <iostream.h>
#include <fstream.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <iomanip.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "nr.h"
#include "nrutil.h"
#include "write.h"
extern double k1, k2, alpha, betha, d, rmax, interk, shift, strain, eps;
extern double wavevector, mu, sigma;
extern long p, q;
extern int numberofcells;
double func(double * x);
void dfunc(double * x, double * objgrd);
void dynamischematrix(double x[], double k, double ** realpart, double **
imagpart, double * diagonal);
double absolute(double eigen);
void phasediagram(double * begin)
{
char filename[50];
double k1min, k1max, k2min, k2max;
double dummy, * xNR, * x;
int maxgrid;
double * eigenvalues, ** eigenvectorsre, ** eigenvectorsim;
int i, j, l;
long n;
/* Next variables are for dfpmin */
int numberofiter;
double gtol=1.0e-15, fret;
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n = p + q;
k1min = 1.0;
k1max = 2.0;
k2min = 1.0;
k2max = 2.0;
maxgrid = 50;
xNR = dvector(1, n);
x = dvector(0, n-1);
eigenvalues = dvector(1, n);
eigenvectorsre = dmatrix(1, n, 1, n);
eigenvectorsim = dmatrix(1, n, 1, n);
// ofstream filmgnu("output/gnufilmpje.gnu");
// write::gnuuitvoer(filmgnu);
ofstream eigenfilmgnu("output/eigenfilmpje.gnu");
write::gnuuitvoer(eigenfilmgnu);
ofstream analitical("output/kvalues.dat");
write::uitvoer(analitical);
ofstream gap("output/gap.dat");
write::uitvoer(gap);
ofstream ener("output/energies.dat");
write::uitvoer(ener);
ofstream ap("output/acphas.dat");
write::uitvoer(ap);
for(i = 0; i < maxgrid; i++)
{
k1 = k1min + (k1max - k1min) * double(i) / maxgrid;
for(j = 0; j < maxgrid; j++)
{
k2 = k2min + (k2max - k2min) * double(j) / maxgrid;
for(l = 1; l <= n; l++)
xNR[l] = begin[l-1];
dfpmin(xNR, n, gtol, &numberofiter, &fret, func, dfunc);
ener << k1 << " " << k2 << " " << fret << endl;
for(l = 1; l <= n; l++)
x[l-1] = xNR[l];
dynamischematrix(x, 0, eigenvectorsre, eigenvectorsim,eigenvalues);
// sprintf(filename, "./datfiles/eigen/values_%lf_%lf.dat", k1,k2);
// ofstream eigen(filename);
// write::uitvoer(eigen);
// for(l = 1; l <= n; l++)
// eigen << sqrt(absolute(eigenvalues[l])) << endl;
// eigen.close();
// eigenfilmgnu << "plot '" << filename << "' with points 9" <<endl;
// eigenfilmgnu << "pause-1" << endl;
dummy = sqrt(absolute(eigenvalues[2])) -
sqrt(absolute(eigenvalues[1]));
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if(dummy < 0.004)
analitical << k1 << " " << k2 << " " << dummy << endl;
gap << k1 << " " << k2 << " " << dummy << endl;
if(i == 0)
ap << k1 << " " << k2 << " " << eigenvalues[1] << " "
<<eigenvalues[2] << endl;
/* sprintf(filename, "./datfiles/modfunctie1_%lf_%lf.dat", k1,k2);
ofstream mod1(filename);
write::uitvoer(mod1);
for(l = 1; l <= p; l++)
{
modje = begin[l];
while(modje > strain * betha)
modje -= strain * betha;
mod1 << modje/(strain * betha) << " " << xNR[l] - begin[l]
<<endl;
}
mod1.close;
filmgnu << "plot '" << filename << "' with points 6" << endl;
filmgnu << "pause-1" << endl;
sprintf(filename, "./datfiles/modfunctie2_%lf_%lf.dat", k1, k2);
ofstream mod2(filename);
write::uitvoer(mod2);
for(l = p+1; l <= n; l++)
{
modje = begin[l];
while(modje > strain * alpha)
modje -= strain * alpha;
mod2 << modje/(strain * alpha) << " " << xNR[l] - begin[l]
<<endl;
}
mod2.close;
filmgnu << "plot '" << filename << "' with points 6" << endl;
filmgnu << "pause-1" << endl;*/
}
analitical << endl;
gap << endl;
}
analitical.close();
eigenfilmgnu.close();
}
 
File: Makefile 
 
# makefile
DEBUG= -g
CC= g++ $(DEBUG)
#CC= CC -dalign $(DEBUG)
FC= f77
OBJECTS = ran0.o delta_en_abs.o functions.o dfpmin.o lnsrch.o plot.o help.o
1D.o nrutil.o diagon.o dynmatrix.o write.o eigen.o dispersion.o structure.o
dcm1D: $(OBJECTS)
@echo linking...
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@$(CC) -g -o dcm1D $(OBJECTS) -L/opt/SUNWspro/lib -R/opt/SUNWspro/lib -
lnag -lF77 -lM77 -lsunmath -lm -lc
write.o: write.cpp write.h
@echo compiling write.cpp ...
@$(CC) -g -c -o write.o write.cpp
diagon.o: diagon.f
@echo compiling diagon.f ...
@$(FC) -c diagon.f -lnag
delta_en_abs.o: delta_en_abs.cpp
@echo compiling delta_en_abs.cpp ...
@$(CC) -g -c -o delta_en_abs.o delta_en_abs.cpp
functions.o: functions.cpp
@echo compiling functions.cpp ...
@$(CC) -g -c -o functions.o functions.cpp
dfpmin.o: dfpmin.c
@echo compiling dfpmin.c ...
@$(CC) -g -c -o dfpmin.o dfpmin.c
lnsrch.o: lnsrch.c
@echo compiling lnsrch.c ...
@$(CC) -g -c -o lnsrch.o lnsrch.c
plot.o: plot.cpp
@echo compiling plot.cpp ...
@$(CC) -g -c -o plot.o plot.cpp
help.o: help.cpp
@echo compiling help.cpp ...
@$(CC) -g -c -o help.o help.cpp
nrutil.o: nrutil.c
@echo compiling nrutil.c ...
@$(CC) -g -c -o nrutil.o nrutil.c
dynmatrix.o: dynmatrix.cpp
@echo compiling dynmatrix.cpp ...
@$(CC) -g -c -o dynmatrix.o dynmatrix.cpp
eigen.o: eigen.cpp
@echo compiling eigen.cpp ...
@$(CC) -g -c -o eigen.o eigen.cpp
dispersion.o: dispersion.cpp
@echo compiling dispersion.cpp ...
@$(CC) -g -c -o dispersion.o dispersion.cpp
structure.o: structure.cpp
@echo compiling structure.cpp ...
@$(CC) -g -c -o structure.o structure.cpp
ran0.o: ran0.c
@echo compiling ran0.c ...
@$(CC) -g -c -o ran0.o ran0.c
1D.o: 1D.cpp
@echo compiling 1D.cpp ...
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@$(CC) -g -c -o 1D.o 1D.cpp
clean:
@echo Deleting object files (*.o) and dcm1D …
@rm -f *.o dcm1D
 
File: output/smooth.cpp 
 
#include <iostream.h>
#include <iomanip.h>
#include <fstream.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "nr.h"
#include "nrutil.h"
void main()
{
int n, i, j, window;
float w, number;
float * k, * S, * gem;
ifstream params("param.dat");
params >> n >> window;
params.close();
k = vector(0, n-1);
S = vector(0, n-1);
gem = vector(0, n-1);
ifstream read("geostruc.dat");
if(!lread)
{
cerr << “File ‘geostruc.dat’ could not be opened.” << endl;
return(1);
}
for(i = 0; i < n; i++)
read >> k[i] >> S[i];
read.close();
for(i = 0; i < n; i++)
gem[i] = 0;
ofstream weight("weightfunction.dat");
for(i = window; i < n-window+1; i++)
{
number = 0;
for(j = -window; j < window+1; j++)
{
w = (1 - cos(2*M_PI*(j-window)/(2*window)))/2;
if(i == 130)
weight << j << " " << w << endl;
number += w * S[i+j];
}
gem[i] = number/((2*window)+1);
}
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for(i = 0; i < window; i++)
{
number = 0;
for(j = 0; j < i; j++)
number += S[i+j];
gem[i] = number/i;
}
for(i = 0; i < window; i++)
{
number = 0;
for(j = 0; j < i; j++)
number += S[n-(i+j)];
gem[n-1] = number/i;
}
ofstream write("geosmooth.dat");
write << setprecision(4) << setiosflags(ios :: showpoint|ios :: fixed);
for(i = 0; i < n; i++)
write << k[i] << " " << gem[i] << endl;
write.close();
}
 
File: output/param.dat 
 
3000
50
 
File: Makefile 
 
# makefile
DEBUG= -g
CC= g++ $(DEBUG)
#CC= CC -dalign $(DEBUG)
FC= f77
OBJECTS = nrutil.o smooth.o
#OBJECTS = nrutil.o
smooth: $(OBJECTS)
@echo linking...
@$(CC) -g -o smooth $(OBJECTS)
nrutil.o: nrutil.c
@echo compiling nrutil.c ...
@$(CC) -g -c -o nrutil.o nrutil.c
smooth.o: smooth.cpp
@echo compiling smooth.cpp ...
@$(CC) -g -c -o smooth.o smooth.cpp
clean:
@echo Deleting object files (*.o), geosmooth.dat, and smooth …
@rm -f *.o geosmooth.dat smooth

  
C  
 Appendix 
File: 2D.cpp 
 
/* This program is written by Linda A. Brussaard. It is based on the
program concerning the 1 dimensional double chain model. This one performs
an iterative calculation, an intermediate stage to models that are a
generalization to higher dimensions of the 1 dimensional double chain
model.
To compile you need the following source codes: 2D.cpp (this file),2D.h,
handy.cpp, minthreechains.cpp, mintwochains.cpp, param.dat, dfpmin.c,
lnsrch.c, nr.h, nrutil.c, nrutil.h, ran0.c (the 6 files are from Numerical
Recipes, see www.nr.com). */
#include <iostream.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <iomanip.h>
#include <fstream.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "nr.h"
#include "nrutil.h"
#include "2D.h"
double kUA, kU, kA, kgamma, d, alpha, betha, gammma, sigma, mu, rmax,
epsilon;
double * dum;
long p, q, n, numberofcells;
char iteration;
/* MAIN */
main()
{
int i, j, countn, iterations;
double LU, LA;
long seed;
double shift;
double * beginU, * beginA;
double * U, * A;
double * U1, * A1, * U2, * A2;
/* Read the parameterfile. Do not change spaces and comments in this file! */
ifstream params("param.dat");
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if(!params)
{
cerr << "Bestand 'params.dat' kan niet worden geopend." << endl;
return(1);
}
params >> kUA; params.ignore(8);
params >> kU; params.ignore(7);
params >> kA; params.ignore(7);
params >> kgamma; params.ignore(11);
params >> d; params.ignore(6);
params >> p; params.ignore(6);
params >> q; params.ignore(6);
params >> n; params.ignore(6);
params >> alpha; params.ignore(10);
params >> betha; params.ignore(9);
params >> numberofcells; params.ignore(18);
params >> sigma; params.ignore(10);
params >> iterations;
params.close();
/* Calculate gamma, distance between to alkanes. */
LU = alpha * p;
LA = betha * q;
gammma = LU/n - betha * (q-1);
/* Calculate range of Lennard-Jone potential. */
rmax = (numberofcells + 0.5) * LU;
epsilon = rmax - 0.8;
mu = 0.1;
/* Print parameters on screen. */
cout << "kUA = " << kUA << " " << "kU = " << kU << " " << "kA = " <<
kA << " " << "kgamma = " << kgamma << " " << endl;
cout << "d = " << d << " " << "p = " << p << " " << "q = " << q << "
" << "n = " << n << endl;
cout << "alpha = " << alpha << " " << "beta = " << betha << " " <<
"gamma = " << gammma << endl;
cout << "number of cells = " << numberofcells << " " << "sigma = " <<
sigma << endl;
cout << "rmax = " << rmax << " " << "epsilon = " << epsilon << " " <<
"mu = " << mu <<endl;
cout << "number of iterations = " << iterations << endl << endl;
if(gammma < 1.5 || gammma > 2.8)
{
cout << "The parameter 'gamma' is too small or big" << endl;
return 1;
}
/* Make beginconfigurations for urea and alkane chains. */
U = dvector(0, p-1);
A = dvector(0, (n*q)-1);
// seed = long(12433298);
// shift = ran0(&seed);
// cout << "shift*100000 = " << shift*100000 << endl;
for(i = 0; i < p; i++)
U[i] = i * alpha;
shift = 0;
cout << "Beginconfiguration, shift = " << shift << endl;
countn = 0;
while(countn < n)
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{
for(i = 0; i < q; i++)
A[i + countn*q] = shift*100000 + countn * gammma + countn * (q-1) *
betha + i * betha;
countn += 1;
}
/* Store these beginconfigurations to use again later in iteration process.*/
beginU = dvector(0, p-1);
beginA = dvector(0, (n*q)-1);
for(i = 0; i < p; i++)
beginU[i] = U[i];
for(i = 0; i < n*q; i++)
beginA[i] = A[i];
/* Write the beginstates to a file. */
ofstream begin("output/beginstates.dat");
for(i = 0; i < p; i++)
begin << beginU[i] << " ";
begin << endl << endl;
for(i = 0; i < n*q; i++)
begin << beginA[i] << " ";
/* Minimize two-chain system. First step of the iteration. */
seed = long(12345678);
shift = ran0(&seed);
cout << "shift*100000 = " << shift*100000 << endl;
for(i = 0; i < n*q; i++)
A[i] = shift*100000 + beginA[i];
two(U, A);
/* Write the groundstate of Urea in a file. */
ofstream ground("output/groundstates.dat");
ground << setprecision(8) << setiosflags(ios :: showpoint | ios :: fixed);
for(i = 0; i < p; i++)
ground << U[i] << " ";
ground << endl << endl;
/* Now go on minimizing the three chain systems in iteration. */
for(j = 0; j < iterations; j++)
{
/* System looks like: Urea Alkane Urea. */
dum = dvector(0, p-1);
for(i = 0; i < p; i++)
dum[i] = U[i];
for(i = 0; i < p; i++)
U[i] = beginU[i];
iteration = 'U';
cout << "iteration = " << iteration << endl;
three(U, A);
/* Write the groundstate of alkane chain in a file. */
for(i = 0; i < n*q; i++)
ground << A[i] << " ";
ground << endl << endl;
free_dvector(dum, 1, p-1);
/* System looks like: Alkane Urea Alkane. */
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dum = dvector(0, n*q-1);
for(i = 0; i < n*q; i++)
dum[i] = A[i];
shift = ran0(&seed);
cout << "shift*100000 = " << shift*100000 << endl;
for(i = 0; i < n*q; i++)
A[i] = shift + beginA[i];
iteration = 'A';
cout << "iteration = " << iteration << endl;
three(U, A);
/* Write these three groundstate chains in a file. */
for(i = 0; i < p; i++)
ground << U[i] << " ";
ground << endl << endl;
free_dvector(dum, 1, n*q-1);
}
}
 
File: 2D.h 
 
void two(double * U, double * A);
double power(double x, int number);
double func2(double * Xnr);
void dfunc2(double * Xnr, double * objgrd);
void three(double * U, double * A);
double func3(double * Xnr);
void dfunc3(double * Xnr, double * objgrd);
 
File: param.dat 
 
1 # kUA
78 # kU
444 # kA
3 # kgamma
1.2 # d
27 # p
17 # q
2 # n
1.84 # alpha
1.4 # beta
3 # numberofcells
1 # sigma
10 # iterations
 
File: handy.cpp 
 
#include <iostream.h>
#include <fstream.h>
#include <math.h>
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#include <iomanip.h>
#include <fstream.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "nr.h"
#include "nrutil.h"
double power(double x, int number)
{
int i;
double xpowerint;
xpowerint = 1.0;
for(i = 1; i <= number; i++)
xpowerint *= x;
return xpowerint;
}
 
File: mintwochains.cpp 
 
#include <iostream.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <iomanip.h>
#include <fstream.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "nr.h"
#include "nrutil.h"
#include "2D.h"
extern double kUA, kU, kA, kgamma, d, alpha, betha, gammma, sigma, mu, rmax,
epsilon;
extern long p, q, n, numberofcells;
void two(double * U, double * A)
{
int i, numberofparticles;
double * Xnr;
int numberofiter;
double gtol = 1.0e-15, fret;
/* The NR routine wants all posistions in one vector. */
Xnr = dvector(1, p+n*q);
for(i = 0; i < p; i++)
Xnr[i+1] = U[i];
for(i = 0; i < n*q; i++)
Xnr[i+1+p] = A[i];
/* Energy of beginconfiguration. */
cout << "Energy of beginconfiguration: " << func2(Xnr) << endl;
/* Call to minimization routine. */
numberofparticles = int(p+n*q);
dfpmin(Xnr, numberofparticles, gtol, &numberofiter, &fret, func2, dfunc2);
/* New postions Xnr back into U and A. */
for(i = 0; i < p; i++)
U[i] = Xnr[i+1];
for(i = 0; i < n*q; i++)
A[i] = Xnr[i+1+p];
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cout << "Number of iterations to minimize: " << numberofiter << endl;
cout << "Minimum energy of twochain system: " << fret << endl;
}
double func2(double * Xnr)
{
int i, j, k, countn;
double Uterms, Aterms, LJterms, LJ;
double r, ex, objf;
/* Contributions to potential energy from springs. */
Uterms = (Xnr[1]-Xnr[p]-alpha+alpha*p) * (Xnr[1]-Xnr[p]-alpha+alpha*p);
for(i = 2; i <= p; i++)
Uterms += (Xnr[i] - Xnr[i-1] - alpha) * (Xnr[i] - Xnr[i-1] - alpha);
Aterms = (kgamma/kA) * (Xnr[1+p] - Xnr[p+n*q] - gammma + alpha*p) *
(Xnr[1+p] - Xnr[p+n*q] - gammma + alpha*p);
for(i = 1; i < n; i++)
Aterms += (kgamma/kA) * (Xnr[p+i*q+1] - Xnr[p+i*q] - gammma) *
(Xnr[p+i*q+1] - Xnr[p+i*q] - gammma);
countn = 0;
while(countn < n)
{
for(i = 2; i <= q; i++)
Aterms += (Xnr[p+i+countn*q] - Xnr[p+i-1+countn*q] - betha) *
(Xnr[p+i+countn*q] - Xnr[p+i-1+countn*q] - betha);
countn++;
}
/* Contribution due to LJ-potential. */
LJterms = 0;
for(k = -numberofcells; k <= numberofcells; k++)
{
for(i = 1; i <= p; i++)
{
for(j = p+1; j <= p+n*q; j++)
{
r = (Xnr[i]-Xnr[j]+k*alpha*p) * (Xnr[i]-Xnr[j]+k*alpha*p) + d*d;
if(fabs(r) < rmax)
{
ex = exp((sqrt(r) - epsilon)/mu);
LJ = (1/power(r, 6) - 1/power(r, 3))/(1+ex);
}
else LJ = 0;
LJterms += LJ;
}
}
}
/* Total potential energy. */
objf = kU/2 * Uterms + kA/2 * Aterms + 2 * kUA * LJterms;
return objf;
}
void dfunc2(double * Xnr, double * objgrd)
{
int i, j, k, countn;
double r, ex;
/* Gradients due to springterms. */
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objgrd[1] = kU * (2*Xnr[1] - Xnr[p] - Xnr[2] + alpha*p);
objgrd[p] = kU * (2*Xnr[p] - Xnr[1] - Xnr[p-1] - alpha*p);
for(i = 2; i < p; i++)
for(i = 2; i < p; i++)
objgrd[i] = kU * (2 * Xnr[i] - Xnr[i-1] - Xnr[i+1]);
objgrd[p+1] = (kA + kgamma) * Xnr[p+1] - kgamma*(Xnr[p+n*q] + gammma -
alpha*p) - kA * Xnr[p+2] + kA*betha;
objgrd[p+n*q] = (kA + kgamma) * Xnr[p+n*q] - kgamma*(Xnr[p+1] + alpha*p -
gammma) - kA * Xnr[p+n*q-1] - kA*betha;
for(i = 1; i < n; i++)
{
objgrd[p+i*q] = (kA + kgamma) * Xnr[p + i*q] - kA * Xnr[p+i*q-1] –
kgamma * Xnr[p+i*q+1] - kA*betha + kgamma*gammma;
objgrd[p+i*q+1] = (kA + kgamma) * Xnr[p+i*q+1] - kgamma * Xnr[p+i*q] –
kA * Xnr[p+i*q+2] - kgamma*gammma + kA*betha;
}
countn = 0;
while(countn < n)
{
for(i = 2; i < q; i++)
objgrd[p+i+countn*q] = kA * (2*Xnr[p+i+countn*q] - Xnr[p+i-
1+countn*q] - Xnr[p+i+1+countn*q]);
countn++;
}
/* Gradient due to LJ potential. */
for(k = -numberofcells; k <= numberofcells; k++)
{
for(i = 1; i <= p; i++)
{
for(j = p+1; j <= p+n*q; j++)
{
r = (Xnr[i]-Xnr[j]+k*alpha*p) * (Xnr[i]-Xnr[j]+k*alpha*p) + d*d;
if(fabs(r) < rmax)
{
ex = exp((sqrt(r) - epsilon)/mu);
objgrd[i] += 2*kUA*((-12 * (Xnr[i] - Xnr[j] +
k*alpha*p)/power(r, 7) + 6 * (Xnr[i] - Xnr[j] + k*alpha*p)/power(r, 4))/(1 +
ex) - ex * (1/power(r, 6) - 1/power(r, 3)) * (Xnr[i] - Xnr[j] +
k*alpha*p)/(mu*power((1+ex), 2) * sqrt(r)));
objgrd[j] += 2*kUA*((12 * (Xnr[i] - Xnr[j] +
k*alpha*p)/power(r,7) - 6 * (Xnr[i] - Xnr[j] + k*alpha*p)/power(r, 4))/(1+ex)
+ ex*(1/power(r, 6) - 1/power(r, 3)) * (Xnr[i] - Xnr[j] + k*alpha*p)/(mu *
power((1+ex), 2) * sqrt(r)));
}
}
}
}
}
 
File: minthreechains.cpp 
 
#include <iostream.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <iomanip.h>
#include <fstream.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "nr.h"
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#include "nrutil.h"
#include "2D.h"
extern double kUA, kU, kA, kgamma, d, alpha, betha, gammma, sigma, mu, rmax,
epsilon;
extern double * dum;
extern long p, q, n, numberofcells;
extern char iteration;
void three(double * U, double * A)
{
int i, numberofparticles;
double * Xnr;
int numberofiter;
double gtol = 1.0e-15, fret;
/* The NR routine wants all positions in one vector. */
Xnr = dvector(1, p+n*q);
for(i = 0; i < p; i++)
Xnr[i+1] = U[i];
for(i = 0; i < n*q; i++)
Xnr[i+p+1] = A[i];
/* Energy of beginconfiguration. */
cout << "Energy of beginconfiguration three chains: " << func3(Xnr) <<
endl;
/* Call to minimization routine for UAU system. */
numberofparticles = p+n*q;
dfpmin(Xnr, numberofparticles, gtol, &numberofiter, &fret, func3, dfunc3);
/* New positions Xnr back into U and A. */
for(i = 0; i < n*q; i++)
A[i] = Xnr[i+p+1];
for(i = 0; i < p; i++)
U[i] = Xnr[i+1];
cout << "Number of iterations to minimize: " << numberofiter << endl;
cout << "Minimum energy of three chain system: " << fret << endl;
}
double func3(double * Xnr)
{
int i, j, k, countn;
double Uterms, Aterms;
double LJterms1, LJterms2, LJ1, LJ2;
double r, ex, objf;
/* Contributions to potential energy from springs. */
Uterms = (Xnr[1]-Xnr[p]-alpha+alpha*p) * (Xnr[1]-Xnr[p]-alpha+alpha*p);
for(i = 2; i <= p; i++)
Uterms += (Xnr[i] - Xnr[i-1] - alpha) * (Xnr[i] - Xnr[i-1] - alpha);
Aterms = (kgamma/kA) * (Xnr[1+p] - Xnr[p+n*q] - gammma + alpha*p) *
(Xnr[1+p] - Xnr[p+ n*q] - gammma + alpha*p);
for(i = 1; i < n; i++)
Aterms += (kgamma/kA) * (Xnr[p+i*q+1] - Xnr[p+i*q] - gammma) *
(Xnr[p+i*q+1] - Xnr[p+i*q] - gammma);
countn = 0;
while(countn < n)
{
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for(i = 2; i <= q; i++)
Aterms += (Xnr[p+i+countn*q] - Xnr[p+i-1+countn*q] - betha) *
(Xnr[p+i+countn*q] - Xnr[p+i-1+countn*q] - betha);
countn++;
}
/* Contributions due to LJ potentials. */
LJterms1 = 0;
LJterms2 = 0;
for(k = -numberofcells; k <= numberofcells; k++)
{
for(i = 1; i <= p; i++)
{
for(j = p+1; j <= p+n*q; j++)
{
r = (Xnr[i]-Xnr[j]+k*alpha*p) * (Xnr[i]-Xnr[j]+k*alpha*p) + d*d;
if(fabs(r) < rmax)
{
ex = exp((sqrt(r) - epsilon)/mu);
LJ1 = (1/power(r, 6) - 1/power(r, 3))/(1+ex);
}
else LJ1 = 0;
LJterms1 += LJ1;
}
}
}
if(iteration == 'U')
{
for(k = -numberofcells; k <= numberofcells; k++)
{
for(i = p+1; i <= p+n*q; i++)
{
for(j = 1; j <= p; j++)
{
r = (Xnr[i]-dum[j]+k*alpha*p) * (Xnr[i]-dum[j]+k*alpha*p)+d*d;
if(fabs(r) < rmax)
{
ex = exp((sqrt(r) - epsilon)/mu);
LJ2 = (1/power(r, 6) - 1/power(r, 3))/(1+ex);
}
else LJ2 = 0;
LJterms2 += LJ2;
}
}
}
}
if(iteration == 'A')
{
for(k = -numberofcells; k <= numberofcells; k++)
{
for(i = 1; i <= p; i++)
{
for(j = 1; j <= n*q; j++)
{
r = (Xnr[i]-dum[j]+k*alpha*p) * (Xnr[i]-dum[j]+k*alpha*p)+d*d;
if(fabs(r) < rmax)
{
ex = exp((sqrt(r) - epsilon)/mu);
LJ2 = (1/power(r, 6) - 1/power(r, 3))/(1+ex);
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}
else LJ2 = 0;
LJterms2 += LJ2;
}
}
}
}
/* Total potential energy three chains system. */
objf = kU/2 * Uterms + kA/2 * Aterms + 2 * kUA * (LJterms1 + LJterms2);
return objf;
}
void dfunc3(double * Xnr, double * objgrd)
{
int i, j, k, countn;
double r, ex;
/* Gradients due to springterms. */
objgrd[1] = kU * (2*Xnr[1] - Xnr[p] - Xnr[2] + alpha*p);
objgrd[p] = kU * (2*Xnr[p] - Xnr[1] - Xnr[p-1] - alpha*p);
for(i = 2; i < p; i++)
objgrd[i] = kU * (2 * Xnr[i] - Xnr[i-1] - Xnr[i+1]);
objgrd[p+1] = (kA + kgamma) * Xnr[p+1] - kgamma*(Xnr[p+n*q] + gammma -
alpha*p) - kA * Xnr[p+2] + kA*betha;
objgrd[p+n*q] = (kA + kgamma) * Xnr[p+n*q] - kgamma*(Xnr[p+1] + alpha*p -
gammma) - kA * Xnr[p+n*q-1] - kA*betha;
for(i = 1; i < n; i++)
{
objgrd[p+i*q] = (kA + kgamma) * Xnr[p + i*q] - kA * Xnr[p+i*q-1] –
kgamma * Xnr[p+i*q+1] - kA*betha + kgamma*gammma;
objgrd[p+i*q+1] = (kA + kgamma) * Xnr[p+i*q+1] - kgamma * Xnr[p+i*q] –
kA * Xnr[p+i*q+2] - kgamma*gammma + kA*betha;
}
countn = 0;
while(countn < n)
{
for(i = 2; i < q; i++)
objgrd[p+i+countn*q] = kA * (2*Xnr[p+i+countn*q] - Xnr[p+i-
1+countn*q]- Xnr[p+i+1+countn*q]);
countn++;
}
/* Gradients due to the LJ potentials. */
for(k = -numberofcells; k <= numberofcells; k++)
{
for(i = 1; i <= p; i++)
{
for(j = p+1; j <= p+n*q; j++)
{
r = (Xnr[i]-Xnr[j]+k*alpha*p) * (Xnr[i]-Xnr[j]+k*alpha*p)+d*d;
if(fabs(r) < rmax)
{
ex = exp((sqrt(r) - epsilon)/mu);
objgrd[i] += 2*kUA*((-12 * (Xnr[i] - Xnr[j] + k*alpha*p)/power(r,
7) + 6 * (Xnr[i] - Xnr[j] + k*alpha*p)/power(r, 4))/(1 + ex) - ex *
(1/power(r, 6) - 1/power(r, 3)) * (Xnr[i] - Xnr[j] +
k*alpha*p)/(mu*power((1+ex), 2) * sqrt(r)));
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objgrd[j] += 2*kUA*((12 * (Xnr[i] - Xnr[j] +
k*alpha*p)/power(r,7) - 6 * (Xnr[i] - Xnr[j] + k*alpha*p)/power(r, 4))/(1+ex)
+ ex*(1/power(r, 6) - 1/power(r, 3)) * (Xnr[i] - Xnr[j] + k*alpha*p)/(mu *
power((1+ex), 2) * sqrt(r)));
}
}
}
}
if(iteration == 'U')
{
for(k = -numberofcells; k <= numberofcells; k++)
{
for(i = 1; i <= p; i++)
{
for(j = p+1; j <= p+n*q; j++)
{
r = (dum[i]-Xnr[j]+k*alpha*p) * (dum[i]-Xnr[j]+k*alpha*p)+d*d;
if(fabs(r) < rmax)
{
ex = exp((sqrt(r) - epsilon)/mu);
objgrd[j] += 2*kUA*((12 * (dum[i] - Xnr[j] +
k*alpha*p)/power(r, 7) - 6 * (dum[i] - Xnr[j] + k*alpha*p)/power(r,
4))/(1+ex) + ex*(1/power(r, 6) - 1/power(r, 3)) * (dum[i] - Xnr[j] +
k*alpha*p)/(mu * power((1+ex), 2) * sqrt(r)));
}
}
}
}
}
if(iteration == 'A')
{
for(k = -numberofcells; k <= numberofcells; k++)
{
for(i = 1; i <= n*q; i++)
{
for(j = 1; j <= p; j++)
{
r = (dum[i]-Xnr[j]+k*alpha*p) * (dum[i]-Xnr[j]+k*alpha*p)+d*d;
if(fabs(r) < rmax)
{
ex = exp((sqrt(r) - epsilon)/mu);
objgrd[j] += 2*kUA*((12 * (dum[i] - Xnr[j] +
k*alpha*p)/power(r, 7) - 6 * (dum[i] - Xnr[j] + k*alpha*p)/power(r,
4))/(1+ex) + ex*(1/power(r, 6) - 1/power(r, 3)) * (dum[i] - Xnr[j] +
k*alpha*p)/(mu * power((1+ex), 2) * sqrt(r)));
}
}
}
}
}
}
 
File: Makefile 
 
# makefile
CC= g++
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OBJECTS = minthreechains.o mintwochains.o nrutil.o ran0.o dfpmin.o lnsrch.o
hand
y.o 2D.o
urea: $(OBJECTS)
@echo linking...
@$(CC) -g -o urea $(OBJECTS) -L/opt/SUNWspro/lib -R/opt/SUNWspro/lib
-lnag -lF77 -lM77 -lsunmath -lm -lc
2D.o: 2D.cpp
@echo compiling 2D.cpp ...
@$(CC) -g -c -o 2D.o 2D.cpp
nrutil.o: nrutil.c
@echo compiling nrutil.c ...
@$(CC) -g -c -o nrutil.o nrutil.c
ran0.o: ran0.c
@echo compiling ran0.c ...
@$(CC) -g -c -o ran0.o ran0.c
dfpmin.o: dfpmin.c
@echo compiling dfpmin.c ...
@$(CC) -g -c -o dfpmin.o dfpmin.c
lnsrch.o: lnsrch.c
@echo compiling lnsrch.c ...
@$(CC) -g -c -o lnsrch.o lnsrch.c
handy.o: handy.cpp
@echo compiling handy.cpp ...
@$(CC) -g -c -o handy.o handy.cpp
mintwochains.o: mintwochains.cpp
@echo compiling mintwochains.cpp ...
@$(CC) -g -c -o mintwochains.o mintwochains.cpp
minthreechains.o: minthreechains.cpp
@echo compiling minthreechains.cpp ...
@$(CC) -g -c -o minthreechains.o minthreechains.cpp
clean:
@echo Grote schoonmaak!
@rm -f *.o urea
 
File: output/modulation.cpp 
 
#include <iostream.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <iomanip.h>
#include <fstream.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <strstream.h>
#include "nr.h"
#include "nrutil.h"
main()
{
int i;
int p, n, q, chains;
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double alpha, betha;
double * beginU, * U, * beginA, * A;
double step;
ifstream params("paramModulation.dat");
if(!params)
{
cerr << "Bestand 'paramModulation.dat' kan niet gevonden worden" <<
endl;
return(1);
}
params >> p; params.ignore(6);
params >> n; params.ignore(6);
params >> q; params.ignore(6);
params >> alpha; params.ignore(10);
params >> betha; params.ignore(9);
params >> chains;
params.close();
beginU = dvector(0, p-1);
U = dvector(0, p-1);
beginA = dvector(0, n*q);
A = dvector(0, n*q);
ifstream data("groundstates.dat");
if(!data)
{
cerr << "Bestand 'groundstates.dat' kan niet gevonden worden" << endl;
return(1);
}
// for(i = 0; i < 6; i++)
// data.get(s, '\n');
for(i = 0; i < chains; i++)
{
data.ignore(800, '\n');
data.get();
data.ignore(800, '\n');
data.get();
}
for(i = 0; i < p; i++)
data >> U[i];
for(i = 0; i < p; i++)
cout << U[i] << " ";
cout << endl << endl;
for(i = 0; i < q*n; i++)
data >> A[i];
for(i = 0; i < n*q; i++)
cout << A[i] << " ";
cout << endl;
data.close();
ifstream begin("beginstates.dat");
if(!begin)
{
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cerr << "Bestand 'beginstates.dat' kan niet gevonden worden" << endl;
return(1);
}
for(i = 0; i < p; i++)
begin >> beginU[i];
for(i = 0; i < n*q; i++)
begin >> beginA[i];
begin.close();
ofstream modulationU("modulationU.dat");
modulationU << setprecision(4) << setiosflags(ios::showpoint|ios::fixed);
for(i = 0; i < p; i++)
modulationU << beginU[i] << " " << beginU[i] - U[i] << endl;
modulationU.close();
ofstream modulationA("modulationA.dat");
for(i = 0; i < n*q; i++)
modulationA << beginA[i] << " " << beginA[i] - A[i] << endl;
modulationA.close();
ofstream modU("modfunctionU.dat");
modU << setprecision(4) << setiosflags(ios :: showpoint|ios :: fixed);
for(i = 0; i < p/2; i++)
{
step = beginU[i];
while(step > betha)
step -= betha;
modU << step/betha << " " << beginU[i] - U[i] << endl;
}
modU.close();
ofstream modA("modfunctionA.dat");
modA << setprecision(4) << setiosflags(ios :: showpoint|ios :: fixed);
for(i = 0; i < q; i++)
{
step = beginA[i];
while(step > alpha)
step -= alpha;
modA << step/alpha << " " << beginA[i] - A[i] << endl;
}
modA.close();
}
 
File: paramModulation.dat 
 
27 # p
2 # n
17 # q
1.84 # alpha
1.4 # beta
9 # pair of U and A chains from which modulation will be calculated
 
File: Makefile 
 
# makefile
CC = g++
OBJECTS = nrutil.o modulation.o
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modulation: $(OBJECTS)
@echo linking...
@$(CC) -g -o modulation $(OBJECTS) -L/opt/SUNWspro/lib -
R/opt/SUNWspro/lib -lnag -lF77 -lM77 -lsunmath -lm -lc
nrutil.o: nrutil.c
@echo compiling nrutil.c ...
@$(CC) -g -c -o nrutil.o nrutil.c
modulation.o: modulation.cpp
@echo compiling modulation.cpp ...
@$(CC) -g -c -o modulation.o modulation.cpp
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Stellingen 
 
Behorende bij het proefschrift  
Incommensurate Composites: Statics and Dynamics 
 
L.A. Brussaard 
 
1. Het dubbelketen model beschrijft de karakteristieke statische en dynamische 
kenmerken van incommensurabele inclusie composieten. 
 
(hoofdstuk 4 van dit proefschrift; O. Radulescu and T. Janssen, Phys. Rev. B 60 
(18), 12737 (1999)) 
 
2. De reikwijdte van de interketeninteractie is van groot belang voor het statische en 
dynamische gedrag van incommensurabele inclusie composieten beschreven door 
het dubbelketen model. 
 
(hoofdstuk 4 van dit proefschrift) 
 
3. Het dubbelketen model sluit het bestaan van een glijmode in heptadekaan/ureum uit.  
 
(hoofdstuk 6 van dit proefschrift) 
 
4. Het begrip dat je beoogt te verkrijgen van experimentele data door middel  van 
theoretische modellen, wordt ondermijnd door het gebruik van tuning parameters.  
 
(hoofdstuk 5 van dit proefschrift) 
 
5. Het toevoegen van parameters leidt in vrijwel alle gevallen tot een afname van de 
precisie. 
 
(hoofdstuk 7 van dit proefschrift; B.J. Braams, W. Jilge and K. Lackner, Nucl. 
Fusion 26, 266 (1986)) 
 
6. Het gebruik van de gulden snede is slechts esthetisch van aard. 
 
(hoofdstukken 3 en 4 van dit proefschrift) 
 
7. De invoering van driejarig promotieonderzoek na de bachelor/masters opleiding 
leidt tot een devaluatie van de inhoud van de doctorstitel. 
 
8. De waarde van een promovendus in zijn toekomstige maatschappelijke functie 
wordt bepaald door de mate waarin hij stelling durft te nemen. 
 
9. Vaak geven wetenschappers niet meer dan een mening. 
 
(‘Science in Action: How to Follow Scientists and Engineers Through Society’ by 
Bruno Latour) 
 
  
 
10. Het professioneel gebruik van treinen is niet zakelijk. 
 
11. De meeste onderzoeksafdelingen binnen de Nederlandse universiteiten kunnen 
ingedeeld worden volgens de CMM standaard op niveau 1. 
 
(‘The Capability Maturity Model: Guidelines for Improving the Software Process’ 
by Mark. C. Paulk, Charles V. Weber and Bill Curtis) 
 
12. Een goede fysicus wordt beter gewaardeerd buiten dan in de fysica. 
 
13. De managementrol van een hoogleraar vormt een dilemma voor de universiteit: een 
hoogleraar dient inhoudelijke kwaliteit te hebben, terwijl een moderne manager zich 
niet meer met de inhoud bezig houdt. 
 
14. De toepassing van Feynman diagrammen beperkt zich niet tot alleen de hoge 
energie fysica. 
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